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. _rn the years following world lriar rr, peru experiencedrapid economic and cultural- changes, but wit.hin t.he confinesof capitalism's uneven and co_ntradictory development. Attempt.sto resolve t.hese economic and ethnic discrepancles at regioãaland national revers - the re-opening of an important. Andeanuniversity, the l-968 'Revorution." carried. ouf ny the armedforces - combined with the int,ernational polit¡-cãf fissures
produced by t.he sino-soviet split and the student movement of
'- 
l'ra 'l rr-a 1 oÁDs, Lo creat.e a conjuncture f avourable to the

emerg'ence of Sendero Luminoso in 1980.
- Thg complex, often ambiguous, ethnic landscape of theAndes, in which sendero operates with mixed success, although

long since penetrated by the destructive forces of capitalisñ,has proven impervious to western sociar scientistJ and. thePeruvian intellectual elite. rn response to send.ero and theviolence of the war both have resurrected, implicitly orexplicitly, the old debate on the ilIndian problem. "sendero represents both a case study in the conditionsthat can lead to revolutionary violence, and. an example of the
inadequacy of conventional academic wisdom to intárpret and.sítuate that violence.
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rn the folrowing chapters r examine two 'enigmas,, of
Peruvian history in the context. of peru, s thirteen-year long
civil war. One, the so-called "Indian problem, " has a rich
lineage, dating back to t.he conquest of peru. The second

enigma, sendero Luminoso, is of more recent vintage, formed in
the aft,ermath of the sino-soviet split. These two concerns are
brought together under the subtitl-e, ,,conquering the other. r'

rt is meant to aIIude, on the one hand, to the authoritarian
relationship of both sendero and t.he military to the
rndian/peasant rrother'of the Andes; and on the other hand, t,o
the attempt, on the part of successive peruvian polit,icians,
intellectuals and Western social scientists to understand and

define this Indian other.

conquering, as the spaniards found out when they first
arrived in the New world, in addition to its mil-itary aspecc,

involves the attempt to comprehend the ot.her, to come to cerms

with that which is different,. The spaniards' response, as we

know, was a heady mixture of both fascination and fear. The

war in Peru, because it is being waged. in the ,rmost remote,r

corners of the Andes, with a viol-ence as vicious as thac seen

during the conquest, has once again raised 'the question of
the other.'rl And, in many ways, the response on the part of
poriticians and academics has parall-ered that of the

Preface

1 Tzvet,an Todorov,
the Other. (New York:

The Conquest of America: The Ouestion of
Harper and Row, l-984) .
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politicians and academics has paralteled. that of the
Spaniards.

The probrems posed for the historical study of such a
recent, phenomenon are obvious but not insurmountable. Although
the "decapit,ationrr of Sendero, s t.op leadership rrthreat.ensr to
make sendero a non-subject, a mere footnote in peruvian

history, the crippling effect.s of the violence that has

consumed Peru for the better part. of a decade will certainly
mark the 1980s as a watershed. rt is therefore worthv of
f urt,her study.

A second concern is that of sources. schol_ars can no

longer argiue that t,here is a lack of evid.ence on the origins
and trajectory of sendero. rn particular, we now have a number

of good monographs on the period l-9BO to t.he present, arthough
press reporting on the war is stiIl very poor. rn addition,
party documents are becoming increasingly more accessible in
both English and Spanish, especially with
university's ambitious project of microfilming the pro-sendero

newspaper El Diario and other key documents. r obtained.

Sendero documents either privately through correspondence with
Maoist, support, groups in t.he united states , or in the Benson

Latin American Collection at the Universit.y of Texas at Austin
during a research visit. Texas also provided ot,her valuable

primary and secondary works from peru; they were important. in
framing the questions that the followinq chapters attempt to
answer.

viii
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The first chapter inLroduces the t.wo "enigmas', and how

they have been discussed. r argue that our undersLanding of
both sendero and the "rndian problem" has been hampered by
romanticist readings of peru, s recent, past.. chapter Lwo

tackles the nagging question of capitalist development in the
Andes. rt does so by constructing a narrative around. a

cricique of one of the more persuasive themes to arise in
senderology - namely, that the Andean regions const,itute an

"other Peru,'!r not integrated into the capitalist system. r
explore what this means to our understand.ing of sendero and to
theories of peasant revolut.ion as a whol-e. Based. on this
critical narrative, chapter three analyses the articulation of
economic, political/ideological and. cult.urar forces that
created sendero, and seeks to explain both its failures and

successes. chapter four ret.urns to the "rndian problem" 
1=

seen through the eyes of peruvian novelist Mario vargas Llosa,
the singularly most important transnational voice of the
Peruvian creole el-ite. r argue that he has a distorted vision
of the rndian ot,her and, therefore, of peruvian rearity.
Furthermore, r argue that this had predictable consequences in
the waging of a 'rdirty war." properly speaking, the chapt.er

does not constitute literary criticism, although it. does place
vargas Llosa's recent writings in the context of the riterarv
rrquest for identity't of the 1960s "new novel ."

The chapt.ers do not form a linear narrat,ive. rnstead,

t.hey can be seen as four 'rinterpretive essavs" on peruvian

ix



rêr'l i l-t¡ 2+uJ.

"other" is

A running

no longer

t,heme throughout is t.hat peru,s Indian
a realit.y, but rather an invention.

2 I take this phrase f rom ,fosé Carlos Mariátegui' s f amous work
Seven Interpretive Essays on Peruvian Reality. (Austin: Universit.y
of Texas Press, L973) .
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When the eyes of children
filI with hate
can my song continue to be a song
can my tears continue to be tears?

They cut off my cow, s head
they take away my radio
they say I'Your mother's a cholo"2

Chapter

SEIIDERO ÀND LO

and st.iIl they say "Longr live the fatherland',
and still they say "Long live the fatherland. "3

,The õalmñ^aêr

that dates back

" leadj-ng composer,

I

AT{DTNO1

' cholo indicates an 'rin-between' category, between mestizo
and Indian, and is in most contexts a derogatory racial epithet. Itis important to emphasize t,he fluidity of both the actual position
and the term, t.hat is íts "objective't and "subjective" reãlities.
Van den Berghe defines cholo as "neither clearly Indian nor clearly
mestizo," and in class terms âs, " semi-urbañ semi-rural, petty
bourgeoisie engaged in retail- trade and small scale arLisañproduction supplemented by limited agricul-ture and stock raising. "Pierre van den Berghe, "The use of Ethnic Terms,'r symposium of thernternat.ional Journal of comparative socioloqy. 15 (3-4) , L9'14, p.
]-29 .

3 cited in wÍlIiam Rowe and vivian schell-irg, Memory and
Modernitv: Popular culture in Latin America. (I-,ondon: verso, 199:-) ,pp. 19s-96.

a Quechua is t.he major Indian language in Peru. The phrases inquotations, rrYour mot.her' s a cho7o,' and rrLonq rive t.he
fat,herlafld, " were written in Spanish.

1

1 i.e. "t,hat which is Indian. r'

of this Quechuana huavno (an Andean song

to the Conquest), is Carlos Falconí, a

poet and musician,'t and a member of the



2

world-famous Trio Ayacucho.s According to two critics of
popular culture in Latin America, Falconí,s song "offers a

response and diagnosis" to the "unresolved historical- agenda"

of the Peruvian state's reraL,ionship with the highrand. rndian;
in other words, the 'rrndian problem. " Further, it is claimed

that Falconí "art.iculates t,he separateness of the world of t.he

native peasantry, " and that its "exposure of t.he language of
patriotism as a farce is carried out from a more profound

sense of rupture... [when] the coherence of tal culture is
ruptured. " Finally, in the eyes of Rowe and schelling, ,no

other response by any political group, no statement by any

intelrectual has come anywhere near the capacity of t.his and

ot.her current Andean songis to conf ront and understand. the
process of social vioLence in peru. "6

Farconí's song, and the interpretat,ion of it offered by

Rowe and schelling, are a good place to begin a díscussion of
sendero Luminoso and the t'rndian problem.,' rn many ways they

' Falconí was forced to leave Ayacucho in 1990 and now lives
as one of the 200,000 desplazados (people displaced by the war) ; he
is mentioned in U.S Committee for Refug.ees (USCR) (nobin Kirk) , The
Decade of chaqwa : Peru' s rnt.ernal- Ref uqees . (washington : uscR,
1OO1 I ñ â¿¿¿LJ V.

6 In order t.o avoid ambiguities it is wort,h quoting in full
Rowe and Schelling's actual statement: rrLet. us consider the case of
Peru, where the Andean population continues to maintain traditional
forms of socialit,y which do not fit with attempt,s by successive
ruling groups to establish a nation-state. A major problem has
been the chronic racism of the state's authorities and
representatives. During t.he past decade, in the civil war between
t.he army and the Maoist Sendero Luminoso, the unresol-ved. historical
agenda, which goes back to the sixteenth century, has once again
been exposed, above all in the shape of massive state violence
against, the highland population.'t Memorv and Modernitv, p. 195.



3

illustrate the ambiguities at work in t.he present. civil war in
which the Andean populat.ion finds itself "bet.ween two fires.r,
Sendero's brutality and the milit'ary,s.

In particular, it seems unclear who the "they" are in
Falconí's song. Rowe and schelling assume, quite reasonably,
that. "they" represents the civil Guard. That Rây, however, be

too narrow a reading of Falconí,s song, and. possibry a

misreading. An alternatj-ve interpretation suggests that
Falconí is referring to both sendero and. the miritary or,
perhaps only to sendero. At once this appears a srrange claim,
because convention on sendero says that they are a product of
precisely the "separate worLd of the native peasantty,,' and.

I'rupture" of traditional culture about which FaLconí writ.es.
The following chapters will question that convention and show

that, the 'theyrr of Falconí's song - racist, nationalist, and

violent youth - f its sendero only too wel1. rn ad.dit.ion, the
assumpt,ions that led Rowe and schelling to their particular
interpretation of Falconí, assumptions of the "separateness of
the worrd of the native peasantry,,' are explored. in light of
t.wo cont,exts: the hist.ory of capitarism in the Andes, and the

contemporary discourses on the "Indian problem. "7

It is useful to remind ourselves that the verv concant-

' The intention here is not to disparage or belittle thehorrors committed by t.he military against -the people about whichFarconí speaks so eloquently. clearly Lhe song õxpresses in an
unambiguous and powerful manner t,he despair of a-survivor of a warthat Peruvian novelist Mario vargas Llosa has compared to a
"Biblical catastroÞhe. "



4

"rndi-an" is a European invention - a name that t.he spaniards
assigned to the indigenous populations in an effort to define
something that rÁ/as " other . " 

I rhese rndians , who cal l
t,hemselves runa (man) , have been 'one giant problem'r ever
since. e The debate about. t,heir .nat,ure, goes back to the
early sixteenth century and t.he polemics bet,ween Juan Ginés de

Sepúlveda and Bartolomé de I-ras Casas, the former articulating
their essentiar non-humanness, the lat.ter initiating the myt.h

of the noble savaget' - what are known as the Black and white
legends. The Spaniards had immense difficulties in sol-ving the

"rndian problem, " but. these were "buL a prelude to the

diff iculties faced by republican leaders.,'11

Most leaders of the independence movements "herd a

I For a recent discussion of this see Greg Urban and. ,-Toel
Sherzer's "Introduction" to Urban and Sherzer (eds.), Nation States
and fndians in Latin America. (Austin: University of Texas press,
1991) . They emphasize, however, that as a concept "Indian" is
rf constantly emerging and changing." p. L2.

q-r- ¡'l'fiOltlâS
Exr:erience.
1,9'74), p. l_.

10 The myth of the noble savag'e is generally id.entified. with
Rousseau, but "there is [also] some truth [to the idea]...that Las
Casas anticipated Rousseau by centuries,rr Lewis Hanke, The Struqqle
for Justice in the Conquest of America. (Boston: Little, Brown and.
Co., L965), p. 1-26. The difference between the t.wo is, of course,
that Las casas's arguments were based in scripture, Rousseau,s in
Enlightenment. doctrine. Las Casas was a Dominican friar who accused.
his fellow Spaniards of horrible cruelty in the Americas. He
initiat.ed an unprecedented debat.e on the fndian in which his chief
opponent was SepúIveda; he had composed a treatise which sought to
prove that the wars against the Indians were just, and ordained by
both God and king.

11 Davies, f ndian f nteqration, p. l_5 .

Davies, fndian Int,egration in Peru: A Half Century of
1-900-1948. (l,incoln: UniversJ-ty of Nebraska press,
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simplistic view" of the rndian problem. They were more

influenced by the Enlightenment and the French Revolut,ion than
the ideal of creating a "cu1tural nation-state" that motj-vated

romantic European natíonarist,s in rat.er decades. once

independence had been achieved, however, the new rul-ers were

faced with the daunting task of building new nations out of
the fragmented remains of the spanish empire. The complex

ethnic realities bequeathed to them made this project
especially difficult. rt became necessary, therefore, to
ItÍnvent tr national traditions and construct 'imagined
communities. "12 According to Rodolfo Stavenhag€fl, in Latin
America, âs in other post-colonial societies, "the stat.e and

its intellectuar and political elites created the nation,. the
sociological- nation itself did not struggle to creat.e its own

stat.err as happened in Europe.13

Like other post-coIonial societies' quest for natíonhood,

the indigenous population of the Andes has been an essential,
if ambiguous, element in the const.ruction of Peruvian national
identity. As ,José de san Martín decreed in 1-g2L to mark

Peru's rndependence, "in the future t.he aborigines sharl_ not

be calred rndians or nat.ives; they are chirdren and cÍÈizens

t2 Eric Hobsbawm and Terrence Ranger (ed.s. ) , The Invention of
Tradition. (Cambridge: Cambridge Universit.y Press, L9B4); ee"edict
Anderson, Imaqined Communities. (London: Verso, LggL)

13 Rodolfo Stavenhagen, "Challenging the Nation-State in Latin
America, r' Journal of rnternational Affairs. 45(2) , 1992, p. 422.



of Peru and they ehall be known as peruvíans. n14

and a half later, in 1968, the nationalist/reformi-st. miritary
regime of Juan velasco Alvarado declared 24 ,June the ,,Day of
the rndian'r but, like san Mart.ín, proclaimed. that henceforward

they would be called "campesinos', and citizens of peru.

specifically, t,hey would be known as mest.izo citizens, a

ne\,v raciar amalgam that the "liberator" of America, simón

Bolivar, fert was Latin America's unique place in the rrhuman

family. " During the early colonial period, mestizos had often
been treated as poorly as t,he rndians because they were seen

by t,he creole elite, who wi1lingIy imported. racial theories
from Europe, âs embodying the !,/orst, characterist,ics of both

their ancestors. Margj-nal to bot,h cultures and racking a

coherent identiLy of their own, the mestizo population began

its long search for and invention of a nat.ional trad.ition.
Peru's defeat in the war of the pacific (1879-83) and t.he

economic transformat,ions it initiated helped undermine the

egrlier soc j-aI-Darwinist, theories.ls rn the af termath, the

idea of the mesti-zo as the "cosmic race, " .made of the

treasury of all the previous races, the final- race,rr was born.

In countTy's like Mexico and Peru mestizaìc (rer-is1 .nixture)

6

À ñonl-rrrr¡

14 John Lynch, The Spanish American Revolutions, 18OB-1826.
(New York: Norton, 1,973) , p. 276. Emphasis added.

ls As Davies writes, it was difficult for a "defeated and.
prostrat.e people to hoLd t,he tenets of the survival of the
f ittest., " Indian Inteqration, p. 36
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became an ideology and symbol of nat.ional identity.r. As

ext,orled by Vasconcelos, mesli zaje had a part.icularly utopi-an
qualiLy, and was conceived as a purifying fusion and refusion.

while mestizaj e \^/as and is an est,ablished. f act, the
destroyed world of 1o andino reappears in bourgeois ideology
in an idealized, distorted and inverted manner as the cement.

of national identity.r?

tradition which asserted t,he primacy of the Tnd.ian in the
national make-up, appeared in Latin America in both an

"official" form and in a populist, at times radical, form in
the earry twentieth century. rn peru, military defeat by chile
seemed to confirm the faiLure of the first half-century of
Peruvian nation-building. The haLrmark of thís failure,
according to indigenists such as Manuel GonzâLez prada, was

the failure to integrate the rndian majority into the peruvian

nation . Gonzârez Prada's rore was not, simply the raising of
the rndian problem to national attention, but as Davies points
out, he 't instilled a new patriotism in a country bad.Iy

dj-scouraged by a disastrous war. 't rn other words, the 'rnd.ian
problem't became, as Bartra shows f or Mexi co nonc of t,he

Indiqenismo, the intell_ectual

16 The phrase comes from a book by
philosopher, entit.led La Raza Cósmica
Magnus Morner, Race Mixture in the
(BosLon: LittIe, Brown and Co., L967) .

.Indigenist Ideology, ', in Race and Class
(New York: UNESCO, !977), p. 423.

\t Roger Bartra,trThe problem of

.fosé Vasconcelos, a Mexican
(1,925) . on mj-scegenation see
HistAry of Latin America.

the Nat,ive Peoples and
in Post-Co1onial Societv.



higher int.erest,s of the St.at,e. n18

official indigenism proposed an integration process in
which the rndian would enrich nat.ionar identity by

contributing the most fertile element,s of his culture to the
mest,izo amalgam. As Bartra comments, 'Lhe aim, int.er alia, of
t.his oversimplification of the process for creating a Mexj-can

nationality...is to perpetuate, at the ideological Ievel, the
native image. "1e rn peru by the 1930s, the concept of an

unbroken Andean heritage, epitomized by historian Luis
valcárcel's famous claim that the "the rndian of today [1920s]

is the same rndian [asJ a millennium âgo, " had expanded beyond.

the 1abel of indigenismo to become a commonly accepted. element

of national culture.
valcárceL and ot.her figures of the L92os such as ,José

carlos Mariátegui, were on the progiressive edge of indigenism
and they often joined their romanticism with a critique of the

effects of capitalism on rndian communities. Even they,
however, remained bound by the official indigenism,s romantic,
bourgeois horizons. Mariát.egui died. in 1935, so it is
dif f icult to know if he might have transcend.ed these bound.s.

valcárcel went on to found the rnstitute of Ethnology of san

Marcos university in i-946, and was the first to give the old
indigenism an academic charact,er. The cornerstone of his

18 Davies, rndian rnteqration, p. 4L. BarLra, "the problem of
the Native Peoples,'r p. 433.

1e Bartra, "The problems of the Nat.ive peoples, " p.443.
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project was, however, a romantic search for isolated vest.iges
of the nat,ive community, noL a critique of capitalism. This
concern was later taken up by anthropology in the 1950s.20

As we shall see, the legacy of ind.igenism weighs heavily on

t.he present.

on L7 May 1980, armed, hooded guerrillas arrived in the

"sleepy town't of chuschi, in the Depart,ment of Ayacucho, to
burn the baIIot, boxes and announce the "initiation of the
armed struggle. "21 For many peruvians this obscure acE, was

the first t,hey had heard of the partido comunista del perú

sendero Luminoso (shining path), bastard offspring of a

fractious Peruvian Lef t. rts read.er, Abimael Guzmán, or
chairman Gonzalo, had been a philosophy professor at the
universidad Nacional de san cristóbal de Huamanga (UNSCH) in
Ayacucho since the early r-960s. sendero was formed. after
Guzmán and his followers were expelIed. from another Maoist
faction. After coming out on the losing end of a power

struggle within the university, Guzmán and a loyal core of
folrowers left for the hirIs. peru has not been the same

to On Valcárcel and anthropology see Carlos
âI, Indiqenismo, clases sociales, v problema
Ediciones CELATS, L978)

2r Guerrillas reported.ly announced. t.hat rra new path of armsrrhad come to lead Peru into the next. century. Cited in Nicholas
shakespeare, ttrn Pursuit of Guzmán, " Granta. ã3 (spring 19gB) , L52.01. month prior to Chuschi, secretary general abimael Guzmán hadclosed a near. fifteen-year long preparation period by announcing,
"our labour without. guns has ended, the armed strugglê has begunl i'

what is known as the "rnicj-o de l-a lucha armada (il,a go), " Roger
Mercado, Los Partidos Polít.icos en el perú. (Lima: ed.icioñes
Cult.ura Popular, L9g2) , pp. 88-99.

Trrán ñaaraanrj ^+-rvq¡¡ usulÇyL,!I Ëu

Nacional. (Lima:
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since. chuschi marked the beginning of a savage war between

Senderista guerrillas and the Peruvian StaLe that claimed more

than 27,000 lives in the r-9gos. rt also marked the beginning
of the study of sendero. rn a matt,er of vears ir hecame the

" thriving enterprise' t.hat. pundits are now calrincr

"senderofogy. "t'
A number of factors contributed to the rapid growth of

senderology. First, sendero,s ability to survive and even

expand surprised most observers, prompting more serious
enquiry from an increasing number of schorars. second, the
increasing levels of violence and a general sense of despair
in Peru continued to demand explanations. Third, there are
elements that appear radicalry to distinguish sendero from

other Latin American guerrilra movemenLs, includinq those in
Ðorrr ¿llt.-'i n¡ {-1..=ru Lru¡-Lrrg une 1960s. These include its lutaoist i-¿eor ogy, its
apparent "disregard for realit.y, " íts secretive l-eader, its
systematic use of terror, and perhaps most importantry, its
"èxotic" Andean. locaIe. Fina1ly, send.erology was spurred. on,

and in fact has been shaped by, the post.-cord. war concerns of
us foreign poricy, terrorism and drug traffickirg, which make

sendero a hot j-tem in the new burgeoning academic fiel-ds of
terrorism and narcoterrorism studies.

As one reviewer asserted, early Senderology was a

"patchwork'r of dif f erent, of ten contradict.ory views, owing

22 orin Starn, "Missj-ng the Revolution: Anthropologists and.the War in Peru,rr Cultural Anthropoloqy. 6 (1) , J-991_, p. e S.
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part.ialry to its cross-disciplinary nature.23 send.erol_ogists

ranged from left.ist Peruvian anthropologist.s to 'rexperts' on

t,errorism funded by t,he state Depart,ment. As a consequence,

the first efforts of senderology produced wid.ery diverging
interpret.ations of

organi zatiort,2a peasant mowement, 2s rndian millenarian
movement,,26 or traditional rural reberrion from the Andean

periphery.2T The narcoterrorist thesis never had. much

credibility given its poli-tical ties to the u. s. state

23 Orin Starn, "New
Letin American Research

24 Gabriela Tarazona-Sevillano, Send.ero Luminoso and. theThreAt of Narcoterrorism. Center for Strategic and tnternationalStudies (CSIS) , Washington papers 1-44, (New Íork: praeger, t99O) ¡Gordon H. McCormick, The Shininq Pat.h and Peruvian-Terrorism.(SantaMonica,CA:RANDCorporation,l987),anarffirr
and the Fut.ure of Peru. (Santa Monica, CA: RAND Corporation, tSgO¡.
see also RAND's yearly Chronol-oqv of International Terrorism whichsince 1983 has devoted a great dear of space to sendãro.

2s cynthia Mccrintock, "why peasants Rebel: The case ofPeru's Sendero Luminoso, ' World Politics . 37 , Igg4; and ,rperu, s
sendero Luminoso Rebellion: origins and Trajectory, " in susanEckstein (ed.) Power and Popular Protest: LaLin American Social
Movements. (Berkeley: University of CaLifornia press, 1999), pp.

26 Alberto Flores Galindo, Buscand.o un Inca. (Lima: Edit.orial
HorizonLe, 1988), "Frustración y esperanza,' cul-tura popurar. 10(December, :-983) ; .Tuan Ansión, "¿Es luminoso eI camino d.e SenderoZ"El caballo Roio. l-08, ].982, pp. 3-7; pablo Macera, ,,send.ero y Mama
Huaco" reprinted in cambio. 20, r-986, âs well as the interviewwith Macera in ouehacer. 15 (February, 1-gg2) , pp. sz-53.

2'7 David scott, Palmer, 'rRebellion in Rural peru: The originsand Evolution of sendero Luminoso, " Comparative politlcs.
,Ianuary , L986 , pp. L27 -46 . Palmer, rrrntroduction" to parmer (ed. )shinincr Pat.h of Peru. (New york: st. Martj-n,s press, L992); Ton
de wit and vera Gianot,ten, "The center's Multiple Failures,', in
Palmer (ed. ) , Shininq Path, pp. 45-57.

L.he PCP-SL:

Literature on
Review. 27 (2) ,

narcot errorist

Peru' s Sendero Luminoso, rl

L992, p. 21-3.



Depart.ment., and in any case showed a poor

understanding of the complex nature of
relationship with t.he cocaine economy.2s The laLt.er three
interpret,ations, on the other hand, have dominated. the
discourse on sendero. They maintained canon status into the
l-990s, in part by claiming t.hat sendero was an 'enigma, " or

"mysterious revolutionary grollp,,r and that very ritt,le was

known about them in peru. A corollary was that t,here was

insufficient primary documentation on and by the pcp-sI,.2e

Both, however, were misleading claims which tend.ed to blur
sendero's actual history as a vanguardist splinter group of
the communist Party. There have long been sufficient., although

T2

and simplist.ic
l- ha n¡rl- r¡l ^ur¡u À/qr uy Þ

28 While not directly influential, Deborah Poo1e and Gerard.o
Rénique argue that the narcoterrorist literature, with its emphasis
on counterinsurgency strategies, shaped others views on thé pcp-
sL's strategies, "The New chronicLers of peru: u.s. scholars andTheir l'shining Path' of Peasant Rebellion,', Burretin of Latin
American Research . Lo (2) , L99L, pp. l_33 - 91 . Journalist naú1
GonzâLez has done some of the best work on the multifaceted
relationship between Sendero, international drug t,raffickers,
peasant colonists and rival guerrillas in the Upper Huall-aga Valley
for the monthly journal ouehacer. The most import.ant iJ "coca ,subversión en el Huallaga, " ouehacer . 49, (september-october) I
L987 .

2e Sendero was ascribed "enigma" sLatus in all the early work
of Cynt.hia McClintock and David Palmer. As late as l-986 Palmer
wrote that rrwe do not reaIly know a great deal about Sendero
Luminoso, " rrr, "Rebellion, " p. L43. Even in the Lg92 shininq path,
he calls sendero an enigma. For sendero as a'rmysterious,'group see
David werlich, 'rPeru: The shadow of the shining path, " current
Historv. (Februàty, L984), p. 78. Palmer and McClintock also led
the way in emphasizing the lack of document.s to work wit.h, although
they were by no means alone.



obscure, party document.s in the public d.omain.30

arso more known about sendero than many schorars implied.
Guzmán, afLer aIl, had been arrest,ed for his part in prot.ests
over education cuLs in Ayacucho in L96g and 1970.31 And., in
a speech given before he was deposed in 1975, presJ_dent

velasco complained publicly about Maoists in the powerful
teachers union SUTEP (Union of peruvian Education Workers),

branches of which Sendero controlled.32

rn addition to their mystifying craims, many of these

early canons shared assumptions similar to those seen in Rowe

and scherling, principally that the world of t.he nat.ive

peasantry is separate or foreign and therefore unknowable to
outsiders. rn fact, the chuschi incident provides an excellent
example of how senderologists began looking for t.he origins of
sendero in all the wrong places from t.he very start.. while the

newly elect,ed civilian government of Fernando Belaúnde Terrv

13

There was

30 This point ís made by Pet.er T. Johnson, "The Consist.ency
of a Revolutionary Movement: peru's sendero Luminoso and rLg
Texts, " IÍr, Michael- T. Martin and Terry R. Kandal (eds. ) . Studies
of Development. and Chanqe in the Modern World. (New York: Oxford
University Press , a9B9) , p. 269 . ,Johnson, who is not asenderologist but a bibliographer at princeton, should know - he
has been involved in microfitming Sendero documents including El
Díario.

3r' .Tournalist Gustavo Gorriti documents these incidents in
sendero: Historia de 1a querra milenaria en el perú. vol. 1, (Lima:
Apoyo, 1-990), pp. L9-25.

32 Velasco called SUTEP "extremists of the worst kind,'r and
was suf f iciently threat.ened by t,heir numbers (2O,O0O nat.ionally) to
exclaim 'rthe choice is clear, either the revolution or SUTEP."
cit,ed in, Alan Angell, rrclassroom Maoist.s: The politics of the
Peruvian Schoolt.eachers under Military Governmeflt, " BulIet.in of
Latin American Research. L(Z) (Uay, LgB2) , p. 2.
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greeted rumours of Maoist guerrilras in the Andean highlands
with ridicure, calting t.hem , common derinquents, ,r or
"fanat.ical bandiLs, " senderologists keenry picked up on what

seemed t.o be a unique characteristic of the chuschi ballot
burning - the date.

rt happened that 17 May 1990 was the 199th anniversary of
the execution of ,José Gabriel condorcanqui, a "mod.erately
wealthy" Andean lord who led the Túpac Amaru Revolt of L7go,

the last great revolt, of what steve stern calls peru,s Age of
Andean rnsurrection.33 claiming he was a direct rnca

descendant, condorcanqui 1ed a mostly rndian folrowing under

the name of Túpac Amaru rr. His execut,ion is an important
element of the Inkarrí myth that novelist,/anthropologist. ,fosé

María Arguedas "discovered,r in the l-950s. Brief ly stated,
rnkarrí was an ancient creator who wouLd return on the

'Judgement Day to create order out of chaos, rescore justice
and harmony, and deliver the rndian populatj-on from the

bondage of mestizo dominatj-on.3a rt. is generally agreed that
the myth originated with the death and dismemberment of the

last. rnca, Túpac Amaru r, in L572. According to oral trad.it.ion

" st,eve rT. stern "The Age of Andean rnsurrection, i-"142-L7g2,n
rrl, stern (ed. ) , Resistance, Rebellion, and consciousness in the
Andean Peasant World, l-8th t.o 2 Oth Centuries . (Madison :

Unj-versity of Wisconsin Press, AgBi) , pp. 34-92.
tn There are numerous definitions of Inkarrí. The one offered.

here is a mixture of that provided by Leon campbell, "rdeology and
Fact ional-ism during the Great, Rebellion, r-780 L7B2 , n f r, -Ètern
(ed. ), Resistance, RebeIlion, and Consciousness, p. 1l_3, and.
Rosalind Gow, "Inkarrí and Revol-utionary Leadership in the Southern
Andes,'f .fournal of Latin American Lore'. g(2) , J Sa-2, p. Lg7.



his dismembered body - t.orn apart Iimb-by- limb
Spaniards' powerful horses

underground. once whote, rnkarrí wirr rise up to liberate the
Indians.3s

rt was said that senderista giuerrill-as were "playing on

the rnkarrí myth of Andean resurrection, " and had chosen t.his
anniversary day to begin their insurrection.36 From there it
was a relat,ively short and easy step to 'send.ero Luminoso:

Modern Manif est.ation of
characterist,ic titre of one of many enthusiastic M.A. theses

to interpret sendero as an rndian mirlenarian movement.3? rn
actual fact, the folLowing day was election day in peru - the
return to civilían rule after twelve years of military
government - and Sendero had chosen that moment to ninitíate

the armed struggre" in order to illustrate its distast.e for

"the phoney democratic image" el-ections were sure to give the

is reconstitut.inq iCself

3s There are numerous variat.ions of the myth owing to the fact
that "-in Peru there exist various historical memorles. " Flores
Garindo counted close t.o a dozen, with eight in the Ayacucho
region. See his Europa v el país de los Incas: La utopia Andina.(l,ima: Instituto de Apoyo Agrario, L9g6) , pp. 20-23.

36 Orin Starn, "Missi-ng the Revolut.ioo, " p. 63. The same is
suggested by Nicholas Shakespeare's sensationalist account, ,'In
Pursuit of Guzmán,'r p. I52.

37 Sophie Barbiere-Sof aly, (M.a. Thesis, San Diego State
University, 1990). Others attuned to the exotic include: Lisa
Moses, rrThe Applicability of Maoism to Latin America: The Case of
sendero Luminoso, r' (M.4. Thesis, university of virginia, !989);
Stephen Brennan, "Et.hnicity as a Motivating Fact.or of the Sendero
Luminoso Movement, in Peru, " (M.4. Thesis, university of Texas,
L989). Brennan goes to particularly exLreme lengths, arguing that
Sendero most, resembles Taqui Onkoy, a millenarianist who wanted t.o
return Lo a t,ime ori or t- o the Incas.
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Peruvian Stat,e.38

rat.ional-e as follows:

we began t.he armed struggle on May t-2, the day before the
elections...to make our move before the new government

took office. The military could not, easily take up the
st,ruggle against us right. away because they were worn

down and discredited. It was obvious that lnewly elected
Presidentl Belaúnde would fear a coup d,etat and.

therefore restrain the armed forces. was that difficul_t,
to foresee?3e

This is astute political observation for a movement that
j-s still considered by many a "drug-crazed sect, il neo-Inca
romantícs, or Maoist fanatics. yet few observers would

disagree wit.h Guzmán' s appraisar of the "obj ective
conditiofls," including, most notably, the miritary it.self. As

one of f icial in t.he Ministry of War stated in 1983, ,'nobod.y

wants to run Peru today, least of arl us. "40 Moreover, the

first two years of the war went almost, exactly according to
Guzmán's plan. Belaúnde did restrain the army, choosing to

16

Guzmán explains the party, s strateqic

38 Partido Comunist.a d.e1 Perú (PCdelP) , Develop t.he people,s
War to Serve the lrlor1d Revolut,ion. (trans) (Berkeley: Committee to
Support the People,s War in peru, Lgg6), p. 2.

3e PCdeIP. Interview with Chairman Gonzalo. (transtated andpublished in Berkeley: Commit,t.ee to Support, the Revolution in peru,
1991) , p. 4L.

40 cited in Philip Bennett, "peru: corner of the Dead,"Atlantic , Nla!, i-984, p. 29 .
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dispatch onry small numbers of sinchisar to Ayacucho to deal
wit.h the first stirrings of sendero. The sinchi patrols, while
being "heavily armed, " were also "frequently d.runk,,, and

theref ore very inef f ective. a2 The date j.7 May, then, was

chosen by sendero on account of polit.ico-mj-ritary
considerations and was not at alI rooted in And.ean lore. put

another wây, the Peru that sendero does want to rrrun'r is a

modern, urban, semi-industriarized peru; their goal is not a

rebi-rth of the Inca State.

other incidents of l-980, however, continued to capture
the attent.ion of anthropologists and. journalists fascinated.
with the thought of a reborn rnca rebelrion. A classic case

uras sendero's practice of hanging dead dogs from Lima

lampposts to show their disgust with chinese leader Deng

xioaping, whom they call a "revisionist, " and. "fascist dog."
Philip Bennet,t, for example, despite impricitly recognizing
some of the points made above, interpreted the dogs as

sãndero's rather arcane effort at communicating with the

rndian masses . Playing the ant.hroporogist, Bennett.

deconstructed the meaning of sendero's practice in the

following manner:

4L Sinchi is a Quechua word, which as a noun means "vaIiant,one" and as an adjective means'excess.' rt. is the highly apt namethe Peruvian military gave to t.he special anti-terrórilL unit. of
the Clvil Guard, formed after t,he guerrilla warfare of the 1960swith the help of U.S. Green Berets. In the 1980s they have t,ended.to be more excessive than valiant.

42 Bennett, rrCorner of the Dead, " p. 29.
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According to popular legend dating back to the rncas
which rndians in t.he regíon who have never heard of Mao

can easily recite, the dog is a companion who forlows, or
leads, his master t,o the g'rave. And so the peasants

figured - as it turned out,, correctly - that wherever a
hanging dog appeared, someone was going to die.

BenneL.t's article goes on to establish a symbolic s)¡mmec.ry

between sendero and the "illit.erat,e peasants of Ayacucho, " by

craiming that although they did ',not recog'nize spanish, " and.

"argued about what language the signs were written in, " they,

" in contrast to most people in T,ima lwho of course are

literatel , could [stil]J guess what the animals signified. rr43

Bennett is no anthroporogist,. His view of a universally
il-l-iterate rndian "other,, who, five hundred years after the

conquest, do not recognize spanish is so obviousry lacking in
understanding of Peru and the Andes that it. cannot be taken

tpo seriously. That is to sây, it. is on the unsophisticated
edge of senderology. Nevertheless, the image of sendero

communicating with the rndian other via dead animal-s in an

"exotic" Andean locale was an alturing one for many onlookers,
including those who had spent their entire academic lives
studying Peru.

rt. took the work of a number of highly respected peruvian

historians and ant,hropologists to provide a measure of

43 Bennet-. rrCo1.nef Of the Dearì- rr n )Av! urÁv yeqs, y. a9
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sophistication and credibility to t.he rndian millenarianist
thesis. Anthropologist .Tuan Ansión was probabty the f irst to
argue it in an article from tggz, but he rejected it after
witnessing the increasing: carnage of 19g3 .44 pabro Macera

and the late Alberto Frores Galindo, both wel_l-known

historians of rndian mj-llenarianist movements, have been its
leading exponents. Macera, in an intervj-ew in ouehacer, argued.

that "the people of sendero Lumj-noso, knowing it or noc,, are
connected with a messianic, míllenarian And.ean movement, that
has been repeating and reiterating itserf, and faiting, from

the sixteenth century onward. "as Another anthroporogist,
post-Marxist 'Juan ossio, echoed Macera when he claimed that
sendero's rigid Maoist ideology, rreven if it does not express

itself in a t.ruly Andean idiom, adjusts itself to d.eep-rooted.

lAndean] t.endencies. "46

Flores Galindo, however, was the most ambitious exÞonenc

of sendero as an rndian mil-lenarianist movement,. rn his
ciassic Buscand.o un inca he explained. sendero as a desíre for
'r Lhe inversion of the world" that . f its wit,h an Andean

structure of thouqht. "47

44 Ansión, "¿Es luminoso eI camino de Sendero?" pp. 3-'7. For
his later views see 'tSendero Luminoso: La política como religión, "Cristianismo y Sociedad. 106, i-990, pp. j_l-5 -L24 .

as Macera, ,'InLervi€w, " Ouehacer 15, p. 53.
46 Juan Ossio, Violencia estructural en el perú. (Lima: ApEp,

1990 ) .

47 Flores Galindo Buscando, p. 3gO.

Flores Galindo was highly
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ambivalent, however, and ersewhere called send.ero a

"disconcerting combination of Andean millenarianism and Lhe

most e1ement,al, dogmat ic Marxismrl

resembles rsaac Deutscher, s famous characterization of
st.alinism as the "mongrel offspring of Marxism and. primitive
magic."aB However, unlike Deutscher, who never expressed
great fondness for Russia, s "rudimentary society,r, Flores
Galindo, Macera and others were animated by a romantic neo-

indigenist vision which continues to represent the Andes as a

world of pure and timeless Indian traditions.
Flores Galindo, Ansi-ón, ossio and Macera spearhead.ed a

"re-discovery" of the Indian past in Peruvian social sciences

in the late 1960s. The titre Buscando un rnca (rn search of an

rnca) captures the spirit, of their ent,erprise, one which was

obviously predisposed to find in sendero an rnca even in the
face of evidence to the contrary. rn fact, Frores Galind.o also
claimed that peasants in La convención in the early j_960s

íBentified Trotskyist Hugo BLanco as an rnca.ae rt. shourd. be

noted that other findings of theirs - on eighteenth and.

ninet.eent.h century rebellions - form an essential part of our

current understanding of the history of Andean resj qr-ãnr.ê

- a formulation that

48 Flores Galindo, rtFrustracion y esperanza. " Deutscher's
classic line can be found in "Marxism and Þrimitive Magic, " Io,
Tariq AIi (ed. ) , The Stalinist Leqacy. (Harmondsworth: penguin,
1-984) , p. 116.

ae Buscando, p. 304.
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rebellion, and consciousness.s0 But, having said. that, such
work, in particular their views on send.ero, need t,o be locat.ed
within the larger and longer tradítion of indigenismo.

Paradoxically, Flores Garindo provides us with an

important critique of the Indian millenarian thesis. Buscando

un rnca and other works depict an Andean ut,opian/messianic

tradition that is both radicalry different from and highly
resist,ant to t,he type of futurist,ic Maoist vision expressed by

sendero documents.s1 'Far from any project.ion into the
future,'r these earlier rebellions 'wanted to restore an

earlier order: they were monarchists and they sought an rnca

as their king. ttsz sendero ideology is not, however, of the

" backward lookingrt or rrreturn to t he past ' sort usual ly
associated with the many Andean rebellions prior to
rndependence, and !,/ith millenarian movements in general .

rndeed, what is most striking about sendero and its central
committee documents is the singular absence of reference to
Andean messianic traditions or to ethnicity in general.

Inst,ead, as we have already glimpsed, and as we shall see in

s0 For example .fuan Ossio (ed. ), IdeolocrÍa mesiánica d.el mund.o
andino. (Lima: colecíon Bibrioteca de Antropología, !913); pablo
Macera's four volume Trabaios de historia. (Lima: rnstituto
Nacional de Cultura, L977). A good sampling of Flores Galind.o,s
work, published posthumously, is Tiempo de placras . (l,ima: El
Caballo Rojo, 1988)

s1 See his 'tIn Search of an Inca, n Ir, Stern (ed.) Resistance,
pp. 193-2L0. Alt,hough he t.ries to arglue, with lit.t,Ie success, that,
sendero's ideology is not just futuristic, but looks to the past as
we11, in "Fruslracion y esperarrza.',

s2 "In Search of an Inca,' p. 193.
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chapter 3, political and military considerations are the
central preoccupat.ion of party documents. They stand in sharp
contrast to Andean mil-lenarian traditions. writing on two
prot,agonists in a revoLt of 1805, Frores Galindo remarked Lhat

"notions such as the correlation of forces, enemies, al_ries:
these all had little import.ance Ito them] . . . they did not
reason politically. "ss

while most party documents simply ignore the Andean

culturar traditions, or insist, as did eI oiario editor Luis
Arce Borja, that it ,,has absorutely nothing to do with the war

and the revolut,ionary struggle, " the party has arso rejected
it out of hand. They have referred to And.ean millenarj-anist
traditions as "magical-whining nationalism,'r and have during
the course of the war coercively discouraged ferias (fairs)
and other trad.itions.sn Most significantly, Guzmán accuses

other parties on the 1eft of adhering to "t,he outmoded

ideology of the fncas."ss

_' while the "strong grip" of indigenism provid.ed the grist
for some anthropologist.s to portray sendero as a messianic

movement., it had strangely opposite effects on others.
According to orin starn, many anthropologists working in the

(December-,Tanuary, l-990 -9r) , p. L2 . There have been numerousreports of Sendero's puritanical and authoriLarian stance on And.eantradit.ions.
5s Interview with Chairman Gonzalo, p. 78.

s3 'tln Search of an Inca, " p. 2OO.
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field during the 1960s, j-970s, and even into the 1980s,

'tmissed" the coming of sendero because they were caught up in
their own world of "symbolic analysis" of Andean cosmology and

"t,hick descriptj-on" of 'rpure" rndian culture. rn short,, they
were in another (or an "other") world - the'rseparate world of
the native peasantry. " Meanwhire, mirrions upon

millions of "native peasants'r were stepping out of, or had

already stepped out of , their hermetically sealed. "\^/orrd,,' to
become rural and urban proletarians, urban slum d.wellers,
pet,ty artisans, students and other non-others. some of these
people became senderistas. The failure on the part of
anthropologists to record these developments indicates, starn
says, a problem with the discipline as a whole. He argues

that "ethnographic visions of the perennial 'otherness, of lo
andino had a self-furfilling logic." rn their d.esire to study

"indigenousrt Andean culture, anthropologists like Harord skar

went "where traditional Quechua culture seemed to be most

ihtact. "s6 The quest was similar to Fl-ores Galind.o, s, but,

the effect. was opposite - they missed artogether'rthe
gathering storm of the Shininrr Ð:ll u57

56 Starn, 'rMissiflg, " pp. 64-69. Starn,s trenchant essay is,paradoxically, a most striking example of how truly strong the grip
of Andeanism is. He, aft.er aII is the one who claimed Sendero-was
"playing on the Inkarrí myth.'t He has since recanted his "bit of
Andeanism, " in his 'New Literature ,', p. 2L6. Harold skar, The warm
Valley People. (oslo: university of oslo press, a9g2), p. 92. skar
does, however, address Sendero in t.he preface to the second edition
of Warm Valley (Goteberg: Goteborg Museum, 19BB).

s7 Starn, 'rMissiflg, " p. 63 .
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what happens, however, when the anthropologist searches
in vain for this intact, worrd? Among other things it
represents a fundamental crisis for the anthropologist and

his/her discipline. Trouirlot. prefers to call this crisis a

"post.modern quandary, " although it woul-d seem fundamentarly

modern in nattrre- Tn ân\-¡ r.ase, he has stated weII the d.il_emma

of the anthropologist who is
I'camera and not.ebooks in hand, he is rooking for the savage,

but the savage has vanished. "s8

seem, the anthropologist. is faced with two options. He can

pack his not,ebooks

corners of the world

do with what he has

other. I' Of ten anthropologist.s have done both.

made a career out of it. As a third opt.ion, Trouirrot offers
what he sees as the only truly just, although sad, response:

"the baffled ant,hropologist burns his notes to create a momentr

of light, moves his face against the flame, closes his eyes,

'tworking in the presenL il :

and cameras and travel to the farthest
in search of lost tribes;
and constantly re-invent

and, hands graspíng the camera, takes a

himself . "se

At this point, it would

tt Michel-Rolph Trouillot, "Anthropology and the Savage: Slot:
The Poetics and Politics of Otherness,,r lfl, Richard G. Fox (ed.¡,
Recapturinq Anthropoloqv: worki-nq in the present. . (sant.a Fe :

School of American Research Press, !99L), p. 35.
se Trouillot, "Ant,hropology, " p. 36. Billie Jean Isbell (see

below) has recent,ly opted for a fourth option. According to Flores
Galindo ("Generación del 6B : Ilusión \¡ roa'l 'i rl=rl " Margenes . L,
LeB7, p. 118), she is writiì-'s r-;;;;i^ti=ä;;;"; experiences in
Chushci, a response, Bo doubt to the dialogue she had with herself
in which she said: I'we [anthropologists] are at the moment in our

or he can make

the ilother qua

Colin Turnbull

n'ì nf-rrra n€
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short of generating an archive of blurry photos of
frustrated anthropologists, Trouilrot,s solut.ion is of little
Ìroln Tn Dav'in t,he 1960s and 1970s ¿¡fþrnnnlaa.iar--¡¡çrÀ/. rrr 5s!u rr¡ Lrrc rrorJs d,rr(J, ry /us antnrulJQrogrstrs, as starn

has indicated, tended to greet the massive changes taking
place in the Andes with what he calls 'rAndeanism.,' Taking his
cue from Edward said's orientalism, starn defines And.eanism as

a totarizing discourse that ,'dichotomizes between the
occidental, coastal, urban, mestizo and. the non-lvestern,

highland, rural, and indigenous, Iand] essentializes the
highland side of the equationtr as a timeless "other. "60

Among those sLarn accuses of practicing Andeanism are BilIie
,Jean rsbelr, Luis Mj-l1ones, Nathan wachtel, Tristan platt and

Michael Taussig - all highly respected anthropologi-sts. starn,
l-n l'ra c,lrô uses a broad brush, but his poLemic seems an, spep q v!vqg !! uÐ!1, IJL¿L L. _

essential one. rn rsbell's To Defend ourselves (L977) for
example, one searches in vain for signs of the coming' carnage,

despite the fact that it is an ethnography of chuschi. Defend.

mJ-nimizes change, and emphasizes instead "tradition" and.

parochialness .61

Fittingly, after all that has been said of anthropology,

t,wo anthropologists can be credited with doing the mosL

history when we have to decide how t.o represent " t.he
" ant.hropological other. " rt[¡r Anthropologicar Dialogue with
Violence, " COSP Newsletter. 5 (4), 1-987, p. l_1.

60.Sf.arn- rrMissincr.il rl . 66., ¡¿4eu¿¡¡Y/ y

6r Billie ,Jean Isbe11, To Defend Ourselves: Ecoloqv and Ritual
in an Andean villaqe. (Aust,in: university of Texas press, Lg77).
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sophisticated work on sendero - carlos rván Degregori and

Henri Favre. Degregori, a colleague of Guzmán,s at uNScH,

situated sendero in the radicar student politics of UNSCH and

in what he called t,he rrencount,er' between a mestizo
intellectual elite and provincial students. send.ero he said
was best located in the space "between capitar and the
provinces, between the city and countryside, between Andeans

and creores."62 Elsewhere he has called this space a 'no-
man's land."63 French anthropologist Henri Favre offered a

sÍmiLar diagnosis, emphasizing the pool of "d.e-peasantized,'l

"de-rndianized," overeducated youth in and around Ayacucho. rn
Favre's view, the average senderista militant is chol-o and.

constitutes a lumpen int.elligentsia.6a According to both
Degregori and Favre, the pcp-sT-,'s extremist ideorogy is highry
attractive to this "in-between', strata who are in search of
identiLy and 't coherence . t' They are , in Degregori , s classic
phrase, "children of the betrayed. "6s

- In graspi-ng the "local perspective,'r the complex class
and ethnic rearities of Ayacucho, Favre and Degregori have

Undermined man\¡ af tha ^^nventions of AndeaniSm. TheV have

62 carlos rván Degregori, sendero Luminoso: Los hondos y
mortales desencuentros. (Lima: Instituto de Estud.ios peruanos,
l-985), p. 8.

63 Oue dif íciI es ser Díos. (Lima: EI Zorro d.e Abajo, 19g9),
v. Lt.

64 Henri Favre, " Send.ero Luminoso y horizont,es ocult,os, 'rCuadernos Americanos. 4, L987, pp. 2B-3L.
6s Degregori, Oue difíciI, pp. 14-15.
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also dealt a strong blow t.o t.wo other canons of send.erology _

cynt.hia Mccrintock's "peasant movement,' and David pal-mer,s

"peripheral rebellion.'r rn Mccrintock,s case, it no longer
seems possible to porLray sendero as a "radical peasant

movement rr rooted in an " ob j ective threat to subsistence . 'l

Despit.e this, her view is stilr very popular, particularly
among Engrish language readers. The same can be saj-d. for
Palmer, whose notion of sendero as a traditionar rebelrion
from the periphery against the coast has, like sendero itserf,
shown remarkable staying power.66

on the whole, the local perspective offered by Degregori

and Favre is extremely helpful in understanding the
comprexities of Peruvian rearity. However, it needs to be

historicized and placed in the larger context; in particurar,
in the context of the uneven development. of capitalism. This,
however, has proven difficurt. Mccrintock, s and palmer, s

works, which connect on a number of levels, continue tro pose

difficulties as a paradigm that has substantiarry challenged

our understanding of the deveropment of capitalism in peru.

This has important implications not just for how we interpret
sendero and Peruvian reality, but for viewing deveropments in
the Third world as a whore. For this reason, and because their
work is still the most accessible for English readers, it
requires more substantial rril' ia,ra ^h t^roth an empirical and

tt The best indication of this
work of Senderology, Shininq path,
Senderology from the 1980s.

is his editorship of the latest
a kind of "besL and worst of 'r
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theoretical 1evel. To this end., chapt.er Two delves furt.her
into t,he fiel-d of senderology as practiced by its two most

important. North American interpreters.
Two important related questions need to be consid.ered.

The first is the exact nat.ure of the pcp-sI,,s relationship
wit.h the people it. says it leads. The second is the id.eology

that "guides the act. " rn the earry works of senderorogy, the
party's extreme vanguardist nature was often mystified by the
common practice of defining the party in opposition to both
the L960s guerrillas and the contemporary MRTA (lúpac Amaru

Revolutionary Movement).67 The 1atter was said to be urban,

middle c1ass, and mestizo, and therefore foreign to the rndian
peasantry; while sendero, it was implied, had a more ,,organic,r

rerationship to the peasantry.6s This, however, is too
narrow an understanding of the pcp-sL, s complex relationship
with the 1960s guerrillas and with the MRTA. Their dj-fferences
are f ar less categorical, alt,hough they do d.epart in
sj-gnif icant ways.

A related concern is the pcp-sl's ideology. Despite the

voluminous literature on sendero, the ideoloqicar nature of

6t MRTA was formed in 1984 as an armed organization that would
combine armed act,ion with political work in unions and otherpopurar organ.jzations, many of which its leaders had prior
experience in.

68 obviously McClintock' peasant, t.hesis carried. this assumption
of the PCP-SL's organic relationship to the peasantry. Ot.herË whoimplied this ínclude vfilliam A. Hazleton and Sandra Woy-Hazleton,
" sendero Luminoso and the Fut,ure of peruvian Democra cy , ,, Third
World Ouart,erly . 12 (2) (Spring, 1990) , pp. 2L-35.
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t.he PcP-sL has f or the most part escaped. the crit.ical
attention necessary

understanding of t.he party and the movement. As we have seen,

some at.t.empted to find in sendero an rndian messianic world
view. An exlreme case of this view dismissed the part.y, s

Maoism as a "9üise. "eg More reasoned., buL often
contradictory and vague interpretations include: "c]assical1y
Maoist, "70 and a synthesis of Maoism and the id.eas of
Peruvian Socialist, party (psp)

t-Ô :rr1\¡ê âÈ

Mariátegui .7t rn addition, sendero rece j-ves comparisons to
such diverse organizations as pol pot.,s Khmer Rouge, and. the
early APRA (American popurar Revolutionary Altiance) party in
Peru.72

70 There are numerous views of Sendero as "classical1vMaoist, rr a phrase that has been used rat,her loosely by cynthiäMcClintock in "!Vhy Peasants Rebel, r' p. 51. See also her "Sènd.eroLuminoso: Peru's Maoist Guerri1lâd," problems of communism.32(5), (Sept/Oct), 1-983; Andrew lvheat writ,es tM
deviatps from the Maoist, 1ine, " rn, "shining path, s Fourth sworärdeology," 'Journal of Political and Military socioloqy. 1g, L990,p. 42.

Again, many have mentioned this synthesis of Mao, s and.Mariátegui's j-deas. The most expricit is Andrew wheat, p. 47. Theappellation Sendero Luminoso derives from t.he full name of theparty: The communist Party of peru - of the shining path of José
Carlos Mariátegui. The phrase \^ras originally part of the masthead.of a st,udent publj-cation of the Frente Estuãiãntil Revolucionario(FER), a national student federation that was part.icularly strong.at UNSCH in Ayacucho.

72 Those who have compared Sendero to Po1 Pot and the Khmer
Rouge are too numerous to list. Comparisons of Sendero and the
APRA, which t,oday appear far-fetched given APRA,s firm position onthe center-right of the spectrum and given the fact thãt they are
one of sendero's principal targets, have been made by susan Bourque

59 Ïl-o--.- lr!ì{-l-rni ^ì F" -^u!ç¡¡¡¡qrr, eur¡r¡¿L.rLy cr:j a MOtiVating FaCt.Of . tt

a bet.t,er overall

As a result, Sendero,s ideology appears, orr the

co- f ounder 'José Carlos
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surface, an ecrecLic, 'ra1most. incomprehensible", mixture of
elemenLs.73 Henry Dietz expresses t.his sentiment, perhaps

unwitt.ingLy, when he writes that sendero,s ideology is
"generarly described as a mix of Gang of Four/culturar
Revolut.ion Maoism, cambodia's pol poL, some ideas freely
adopt,ed from 'José carros Mariátegui, and rncan mysticism and

nationalism. "7a

senderista ideology is confused and. contrad.ict.orv.

The publication

"Entrevista del Siglo"
solves many of

discussion by

lVe can safely say that our understandinq of

internat,ional politics to his personal life. rt, is, therefore,
the most valuable document. to date on send.ero. Ts The

and Kay B. Warren, rrDemocracy Wit,hout Peace: The Cultural- politics
of Terror in Peru, " Lat.in American Research Review. 24(L) , Lggg,p. L2¡ and is implied in Georges Bruss Huamán's satirical vision ofPeru in the year 2037, un futuro irreverente, excerpted in
Ouehacer . 45, 1-98'7 .

tr we ref er here t,o Thomas Davies .Tr . ' s werr -knowncharacterization of APRA's ideology as rran almost incomprehensible
ideology" composed of "millenarianrr and "spiritualiJt" traits.
"victor Raúl Haya de a Torre and the APRA: The politics of

t,hese problems. It is a lengthy and. candid

the PCP-SL leader on issues ranging from

and wide distribution of the t-9BB

(Interview Of l-?ro ñanl-rrrr¡\ wit,h Guzmán

Ideologiy, " Pacif ic Coast Council
IÞC(-T,ÀC) 

"f1l 
lqqn ñ A\¡vv!¿¡v, . J \Lt t LJJV' V. 

=

74 Henry Diet,z, rrPeru's Sendero Luminoso as a Revolut,ionarv
Movement, " ,Journal of Polit.ical and Militarv Socioloqy. 18, LggO',p. 130.

75 'rEntrevista d.el Siqlorr was first published in July 1988 by
E1 Diario. f L has since bðen translated ãnd. di-stribut,ed in Nortñ
America and Europe by the Berkeley-based Commit.tee t.o Support the
Revolution in Peru as Int.erview wit.h Chairman Gonzalo. (Berkeley:
committee to support the Revolut.ion in peru, L99r) ¡ and by the
Revolutionary rnternationalist Movement (RrM), a kind of Maoist

of Latin American Studies
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importance of the interview must be emphasized for another

arl i I nrc99+ 9v¡ v ,

slanders t,hat have been hurred against chairman Gonzalo, pcp,

It was int.ended, in t.he words of A Wor1d. to Win
rras a succinct and irrefutabre answer t.o the manv

and the Maoists in qeneral . 't

appears, was directed expricitly at. academic senderologiists,
whom Er Diario called 'tvulgar charratans', for their lack of
respect for the party,s Communist charact,er.?6

A necessary first st,ep in analyzing the ideology of the

PCP-SL is t.o take

of Marxism (the

Gonzal-o-Thought, seriously. It is obvious, of course, that
Gonzalo-Thought is but a caricature of Marxism, many times

removed from anyt,hing and everything Marx and Engels wrote.77

Internat.ional of parties from fifteen countries, in its publication
A Wor1d to Win. 18, 1-992. There was initially some scepticism as t,o
the document's authenticity, mostly because of the rumours of
Guzmán's death. With his capture in September L992 these fears have
been allayed.

't6 In the August B, i-989 issue of EI Diario the ed.itors
commented on the great, success of t.he j-nterview in responding to
Senderologists. In particular, they complain of Senderologists, use
of t,erms "messianic " t,o describe t.he party and of their
insufficient knowledge of Maoism. rn response t,o all of this,
St,ephen Brennan cautioned that we should "noL take at face valuer
t,he interview or any other PCP-SIr document, and inst.ead should
concentrate on the movement.'s "ethnic Irndian] elements." This
writer disagrees. We should read PCP-SL document,s wíth a critical
€y€, looking even perhaps for "hidden" elements, drawing t.hem out
perhaps, but not dismissing them.

77 A humorous example of the distance travelled from Marxism
to Gonzalism occurred at the press conference that presented the
capt.ured Guzmán. When t.he police began singing the national anthem
Guzmán countered, fist in the air, with the Internationafe but,
alas, forgot the words! See t,he comments by Ama Guillermopriet.o,

Indeed, the interview, it

its claim to represent a new, higher stage

"fourth sword" ) , so-called Gonzalism or
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bastardizations of Marxi_sm do.78

cannot, be dismissed as a 'guise,rr or a front concealing its
Lrue "rndian'ideology. To do so is to dismiss the pcp-sl,,s

nearly two decade long battle within the communist party and.

within the Maoist movement itself as meaningless clowning
about. sendero's leadership takes its Maoism seriously and.

should be taken seriously by scholars who want to define it.
Party document,s and in particular the interview with

Guzmán offer useful clues t.hat help exprain the fundament.al

paradox of Peru's t.hirteen year civil war. How has a party
that uses terror systematically against the people it says it
leads manag'ed to survive and expand? As Guzmán asks of
senderologists in his interview, ,'how can they exprain the

existence of a movement that has developed a people,s war for
eight years without internationar aid if it doesn, t have the

support of the masses?"7e This question has vet to be

answered satisfactorily.
These successes cannot be attributed sole1y to t.he brutal

response of the armed forces which created t,he hostility and

resentment that sendero exploits, although this is certainly
a fact,or. ueither are sendero's successes due exclusivery t,o

its obviously superb military tactics. senderology has been

32

it deserves our attent j_on j ust as other
Gonzalism, t,herefore,

rf Down the Shining Path,', New Yorker. Feb. 8, L993
7s By which we mean Stalinism principally.
?e Interview with Chairman Gonzalo, p. 50.
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highry contradictory in its at.tempt to deal with sendero on

Lhis point.. Those who have emphasized t.he failures of sendero
to win over a larger following single out. the essential
foreignness of sendero's Maoist ideology and. cult.ural
worl-dview to the euechua speaking peasantry. so

foreignness is identified as sendero,s great, weakness and the
reason for loss of or Lack of popular support amongst the
Andean peasantry. The chief element of this foreignness
usuarly identified by senderologists is the party, s

anachronistic application of Maoism and/or Mariáteguiism to a

I'memory of Peru."'r on the other hand, sendero has popular
support, arthough some of it must be classified as passive

support from peasants who have attempted to pray the military
and sendero off against each other. rs sendero to be viewed. as

a terrorist organization with substantial popular support? rf
it is so innatery foreign, how has it managed to survive and

expand?

r rrr large part the successes and the failures of sendero

can be at,tributed to the same two factors: the janus-faced

nature of the party erite's place within the economic and

cultural realities of Ayacucho, and a st.alinist ideology that
is both pragmatic and dogmatic. The real answer, therefore,

'Jnl_s

80 Bil-rie Jean rsbell, " The Emerging patterns of peasant.s,
Responses t.o Sendero Luminoso,tr Paper presented at the NYU/Columbía
University Latin American Studies Consortium, New York, December,
o 1oaart

81 Wheat, "shining path,s Fourth Sword Ideology," p. 4g.
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Iíes in a combination of t.he parLy, s et.hnic and class
position, its pedagogical roots, and a pragmatic side to its
ideology that belies its obvious dogmatism. These factors are
the essentia] defining erement,s of the pcp-sL, s relationship
to the masses. They go a long way t,oward explaining send.ero,s

successes, and its failures. They, in particular its iclo..''larn¡

remain poorly understood, however. After d.escribing the uneven

development of capítalism in chapter Two, therefore, chapter
Three gfoes on to explain the origins and outlook of "Gonzalo
Thought. 'r

The fourth chapter returns to a dj-scussion of the "Indian
problemrt in its contemporary manif est.ations through an

examination of the writings of peru's best known interprerer,
novelist Mario Vargas Llosa. As the ideological antithesis of
sendero, vargas Llosa is a key figure in peru's present crisis
and has played an important rore in articurating the racist
fears of Peru's criolro elite. rf what we have been calling
Apdeanism represents Las casas's legacy, vargas Llosa is the

sepúlveda of the 1-980s. His vision of the rndian, of peruvian

reality, is placed in the context of the "dirty war,r and its
consequences are assessed. FinalIy, the epilogue suggests

alternative ways of seeing Peruvian history and realities.



Chapter 2

PEASÀI\¡:TS ON THE PERTPHERY: BETWEEN MORÀI., ECONOMY AI{D

MODERNTZATION

one of the more ubiquitous t,hemes in senderology for the
entire decade has been the assumpt,ion of the innate
separat.eness of the Andes f rom "of f j-cial " peru. The 'other
Peru,rr as the Andean regions have always been called, l_ies in
a state of perennial backwardness despite the best efforts of
five hundred years to break through. The southern highlands,
where Ayacucho is located, are id.entified as especiarly
parochial. The statj-c, ahistorical character of much

senderology comes, paradoxically, âL a time when peruvian

historiography is moving in precisely the opposit,e direction.l
The work of two early interpreters of sendero, clmthia
Mcclintock and David palmer, has for all intent.s and purposes

rewritten t,he hístory of capitarism in the Andes, and

represents a substantial step back from earlier trends. rn
tþe following critique, the assumptions of modernization and

moral economy theories are explored in light of the historical
record of capitalist development. in the And.es and peru.

cynthia Mcclintock has suggested that understandinq the

1 A good review of recent. trend.s can be found in Rory Miller
"rntroduction," to Miller (ed.), Req'ion and class in Modern
Peruvian Hist.ory. (Liverpool: University of Liverpool, 1,99j) . Thework of Florencia Mallon, Bryan Roberts and ñorman Long oncapitalist. development, in the Mantaro Valtey is of special nõte.

{\



rise of

throughout the l-980s can shed new 1ight on "the prevailinq
theories of revolution.'r2

been premat,ure ,' al-most, a decade rat,er, with sendero still
act.ive throughout Peru, it appears that that is no longer the
case. Mcclint,ock's work on sendero is Lhe most serious at.temþt

Sendero and

t.o dat,e at

revolutions.3

.i +- ^ -1^.1 1 .i *. -+uÈ aJJI_LILy

opportunity, therefore,

t,heories of revolution and social chanqe.

entering Sendero into the debates on peasanE.

An exploration of her work offers an excellent

Mcclintock looks to answer two important questions by

studying sendero. The first is the significance of a "crisis
of subsistence't in the outbreak of peasant revolts; the second

(which in fact should come first) concerns the tlpe of
ag:rarian structure rrmost conducive to revolutionary activity.rr
Both questions have a long history of controversy, the most

heated of which are the debates between samuel popkin and.

In L984, that judgement. may have

to grow in
36

ql- ranal-lrv s! e¡ÁY u¡!

to assess t,he current state of

' Mcclintock, "Why peasants Rebe1, " p. 48. Accordingly shecites James scott., Eric wo1f, Theda skocpol, Jeffrey paige, and
samuer Popkin, âs some of the participants in this debate.
Strangely, she lists Mexico as "Lhe only Latin American case'r t.hat
enters the debate. McClíntock is professor of political science at
George Washingt.on University.

3 others who have aspired to this include Timothy Wickham-
Crowley, rrTerror and Guerrilla Warfare in Latin America, L956-70,n
Comparative St,udies in Society and History. 32, l_990, pp. 201_-237;
and Kurt Conklin, "Sendero Luminoso as Peasant Revolut.ion and
PoIitical Party," M.A. Thesis, Temple University, LggI.
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moral economists on vietnam.a Mccrint.ock,s concrusions are,
first,, t.hat a subsisLence crisis was "outst.and.ingly import.ant,r'

in the emergence of sendero: 'the sjne-qua rton element has

been the subsistence crisis in
highrands during Lhe early 1990s." she berieves, therefore,
that t.he rise of sendero "provides new evidence f or t.he

arguments of .Tames scott" as out.lined in The Moral Economy of
the Peasant.s rn addition to her use of scott, Mcclintock
finds support from Eric wolf,6 and uses some of t.he díscourse
of the rtnew social movement,srr theorists.T This has prompted.

one reviewer to suggest that all three approaches - scott,s,
wolf 's, and the rrnew social movements, theorist.s - share the
same epistemological components which can be traced. directly

4 See Samuel Popkin,
Economy of Rural Society in
of California Press, 1-9i9.
Scott and Eric Wo1f.

l-J-ra ¡nrr¡Fvrr/,--*^^-r ¡, ,3 SOUthefn

_ :="Why Peasants Rebe1, " p.4B; p. 82. Scott, The Moral- Economyof the Peasant. (New Haven: yale university press, 1-g76\
According to Scott peasants have a ilsubsistence ethic" by whichthey evaluate the destruct.ive effects of capitalist expãnsion.
Protests arise, more or less spontaneously ( "organica1ly,' inMcclintock's words), which aim to regain lost structures, lostrights and lost cult.ural elements that served. to prot.ect peasants
from the vagaries of capitalism. Ot.her scholars associated with the
morar economy model incrude E.P. Thompson and Joel Migdar.

6 Eric Wolf, Peasant Wars of the Twentieth Century. (New
York: Harper and Row, L969) , contains his controversial thesis that
middle peasant,s are more revolut.ionary than poorer ones.

7 David S1ater (ed. ) New Social Movements and the State in
Latin America. (amsLerdam: CEDLA, ]-gg5). NSM theorist.s and
"subaltern studies'r analysts are post-Marxj-st.s inf I nenr-cd lrr¡
Gramsci, FoucaulL, and others.

The Rational Peasant: The political
Rural Vietnam. Berkeley: University
Popkin's principal targets are ,-Tames
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to Russian popurist theorisL A.v. chayanov.s This may or may

not be Lhe case. But what is clear from Mcclintock,s work is
that. her concept,ual framework makes it difficulL for her to
dist,inguish between poor, middle, and rich peasant.s and even

those that
conclusion

the department of Ayacucho (the "home" of Send.ero) is
"relatively unintegrated into the capítalist market economy.rl

she concludes: 'rrural smallholders who are not particularly
act,ive in the market economy or nonagricultural networks have

been sendero's primary peasant base.r' For this conclusion,
however, she looks not to scott, who studied south East Asia

would properly be calLed something else. Her second

- on the question of agrarian structures - is that

not Iratin America, nor

anthropologists, but to fellow political scientist and

Senderologist, David Scott PaLmer.e

David Palmer is also one of the leading voices in
senderology at the moment. Having spent time at UNSCH in
A¡iacucho as a member of the Peace corps in the early 1-960s, at
which time he met Guzmán, Palmer's work has an authoritative
voice t.hat has proven highly inf luential in t,he birth of

8 Tom Brass, rrMoral Economists, Subalterns, New Social
Movements, and t.he (Re-) Emergence of a (post-) Modernised (Middle)
Peasant , 'r Journal of Peasant, studies . i-8 (2 ) (.fanuary) , L991,, p .
L74. Brass has a full plate here. A representative sample of his
work is his argument that, the subaltern studies/new social
movements framework "breathes new life into the Rousseauesque myt,h
of the noble savage whose contemporary varj-ant is the midd.le
peasant." Scot.t's and WoIf's theories are not identical, but often
coincide.

to Peruvian historians and

McClintock, "Why Peasant,s Rebel, " p. 49, p. g2
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senderol-ogy. rndeed, his influence gioes welt beyond academic

circles, âs his recent participat.ion in u.s. senate hearings
on t,he issue of u. s. funding for the ,'drug \¡¡ar,r in peru, s
Upper HuaIlaga VaI1ey testifies.l0

main hypothesis, as we have already seen, is that it is "t,he
latest manifestation of a rich tradition of local rebellion at
the periphery against the center. "11

Shininq Path of Peru, Palmer writ,es t,hat Send.ero has "t.aken up

the banner of the periphery" agaínst the coast.12 The

concept of the periphery, which pal-mer tells us should be

"understood in cu1tural, economic, and geographj-c Lerms, rr

however, turns out to be a metaphysical abstraction that has

no correspondence to the actual relationship between cenrer
and periphery. His use of these terms bears Iittle resemblance

to that. found in dependency theory which, for alr its faults,
was always conscious of the interconnect,edness of the center

and periphery. Few dependentistas raised ',the peripheryil to

On Sendero, palmer,s

r'0 David scott Palmer, r'peru, The Drug Business And shining
Path: Between Scylla And Charybdis?" Journal of Interamerj-cañ
Studies and World Affairs. 34(3), (FalI) t992, pp. 74-jS. Other
Senderologists present at the hearings included Gabriela Tarazona-
Sevillano, and Gordon McCormack of the R-AND Corporation both of
whom have studied Sendero and the drug war under the politically
charged, but not very exact, heading 'narcoterrorism. r' According tó
Palmer, he and Tarazona-Sevill-ano rtpresent.ed the case for ful-l, if
conditioned, support" for u.s. funding of the "drug war" in peru,
while McCormack "feIt that any aid woul-d be wasted on a lost
cause. rl

11 "Rebellion in Rural peru, " p. L41-.

In his int,roduction to

L2 Palmer, " Introduction,r in palmer (ed. ) ,
Ðarrr ñ vì!v!s, v. 

^¿.

Shininq Path of
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the abstract. geographic thing it is in palmer,s work.13 rn
Palmer'S use of ¡ha Farm rhe periphery,s ties Lo the center _

in t.his case t,he coast and via the coast to the international
market. - are severed at t.he Andes, leaving it ', isolat.ed, "

'rmarginaI, " arìd ,'backward. " palmer, s view of peru, s periphery
draws heavily on the modernizat.ion breakdown models of .James

Davies and samuel P. HuntingLon,. his work on sendero

represent,s, theref ore, one of
HuntingLon's enduring impact on the social sciences in the

United States .14

Mcclintock and Palmer are just. two of many schorars of
the twelve year 't Peruvian Experiment't of t.he Government of t.he

Revolutionary Armed Forces (GRFA) (1968-80), who have turned

13 The best recent appraisal of the debates surroundi-ng
dependency theory, world syst,ems theory, and the like is Crist.obal
Kay, Latin American Theories of Development and Underdevelopment..
(T-,ondon: Routledge, l-989) .

1a-- ,James Davj-es, "Toward a Theory of Revolutiofl, t' American
socioloqical- Review. 27, L962, pp. 5-l-9. Davies is known for his
'rJ-curve" whj-ch emphasizes 'rloss of legitimacy for the established
governmenLrras a key factor in the rj-se of insurgencies. Samuel P.
Hunt.ington, Political Order in Chanqinq Societ,ies. (New Haven: YaIe
University Press, l-968) .

ls Others include David WerIich, and Henry Diet,z. McClintock, s
Peasant Cooperatives and Political Chanqe in Peru. (princeton,
N.,f . : PrinceLon University Press, 1983) is based on her doctoral
dissertation and emphasizes the agency of Peruvian peasants within
t.he context of the military's top-down agrarian reform policies.
See also Abraham F. Lowenthal and Cynthia McClintock (eds.), The
Peruvian Experiment Reconsidered. (princeLon, N.rT. : princeton
University Press, 1983). Palmer's pre-Sendero work on Peru includes
Peru - the Aut.horitarian Tradition. (New York: Praeger Publishers,
l-980), and "Revolution From Above" : Military Government and

their at,tent,ion to Senderols

the best examlrles of

Tlrc <l- rrdr¡ nf QonÄarnv9f tu9! v ,

Popufer Part,icipation in Peru. ]-968-72. (Ithaca, N.Y.: Cornell
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therefore, represents a logical continuation of t.heir earlier
int'erests and many of their conclusions are based on research
and personal experiences of the 1960s and 19TOs. Because of
the respect accorded their earlier work, and the weight their
respective personal experiences (they bot.h spent. time in
Ayacucho) carry, t.he infl-uence palmer and Mccrintock have had

on would-be senderologists in the united. states has been

pervasive

Andes as

capit.alist economy and national political 1ife, has been

faithfully reproduced by many senderologists. r? rndeed., the
canonizat.ion of Mcclintock's and palmer, s work has been so

extensive that their bleak image of the Andes has been called

and profound.16 In particular, their vision of the
an isolated backwater, unintegrated. into the

University, l-973)

16 A host of recent M.A Theses on Sendero reflect to varying
degreeg Lhe influence of Palmer and Mcclintock. Brennan, "Ethni¿ittas a Motivating Factori " Barbiere-sofaIy, 'send.ero Luminoso,." LisãMoses, "The Applicability of Maoism t.o Lat j_n America, ,' (M.A.
Thesis, university of virginia, !989); ,fanet swartzfag€r, 'rLandReform and the Rise of peru's sendero Luminoso,', (rq.a. Thesis,Mississippi State University, l-9BB ) ; Gera1d. Vevon, "Send.eroLuminoso: Rural Revolution and its Impact on peru,,, (¡¡I.a. Thesis,University of South Carolina, A9B6) .

L7 See for example, Hazleton and Woy-Hazleton, "SenderoLuminoso and the Future of peruvian Democracy, " pp. 2L-35; Henry
Dietz, rrPeru's Sendero Luminoso as a Revolutionary Movement,i
Journal of Political and Military Socioloqv. 1-8 (Summer, 1990), pp.
r23-50; ,James Petras and Morris Morley, an unLikely source, write
that. sendero is "the most recent expression of rural peru, shistoric resentment of socioeconomic discrimination by central
governmenLs in Lima," u.s. Heqemony under sieqe. (London: verso,
L990), p. 13.



a rrnew chronicle" of peru.18

we find that any disagreements between Mcclintock and

Palmer are of less importance than t.heir shared understandincr

^ç tsL^9! Llrc

'tnrs

methodology. specifically, wê mighL "question t.he distance
from modernization theory t,ravelled by these lmoral economyl

t,heorist,s. "20 rn his recent work Anthropoloqies and

Histories, william Roseberry makes the persuasive case that
moral economy and modernization paradigms often "have

remarkably simirar starting points for their historical
trajectories - a relativery homogenous, undifferentiated.
t.raditional orderrr - a charg:e Roseberry even imputes to E. p.

Thompson.2l Furthermore, the transition from thÍs'ord.ered.

fundamentals of (non)capitalist development in peru.le

consensus necessarilv raises larger questions of

18 Poole and Rénique, ttThe New Chroniclers of Peru, t' Described.
by one reviewer as a "nasty diatribe, r' this articLe emphasizes the
political implications of McClintock and Palmer, arguing t,hat their
theories on Sendero are rooted in U.S. counterinsurgfency doct,rine.
Although they overstate the case, they provide excellent evidence
of Pa1mer's and McClintock's methodological problems.

1e Indeed, the only example of dissent. between the two is found
in a footnot.e by Palmer in which he writes thatrrcenter-periphery
relat,ionships were more important than a subsistence crisis, "
"Rebellion in Rura1 Peru,'r p. L42nr. At one t.ime such apparently
opposed conclusions merited much fuller discussion.

20 WiIliam Roseberry, Anthropoloqies and. Histories: Essays in
Culture, Hist,ory and Polit.ical Economy. (New Brunswick and London:
Rutgers Universit,y Press, L99t), p. 56. It may be objected t.hat it.
is unfair t.o speak of their respective work as representing one
view. It is nevertheless the case that far too often Palmer and
McClintock have cited only each other to support their arguments.

2L Roseberry, Anthropoloqies, pp. 56-58. On Thompson, see p.
200.

42
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past'r - in which peasant,s are situated prior to capitalism
is viewed as a relatively unambiguous one. rt tend.s, ât
t,imes, to be a teleology emptied of history. As Ralrmond.

I^iilliams once not,ed, the idyllic rural past 'rarways seems t,o

have recentry disappeared or to be in the process of
disappearing. ttze Although Roseberry is highly critical of
moral economists, he also accounts for the important political
message Lhat peopre like Thompson brought t.o their work - a

stinging critique of capitalism. However, such a critiue ís
not inherent, in a moral economy approach, and in different
contexL,s, the paradigm can prevent us from understanding the
particular, even pecuriar, developments that give rise to
groups like sendero. As a theory wit.h its root.s in late
nineteent,h-century ideas of nat,ural economy (and its opposite,

the money or market economy), the morar economy mod.el is
often ill-equipped to deal with the historical
particularities, such as those of the Third worrd where the

development of capitalism has

cont,radictorv. 23

With t.hese criticisms in mind, how should one analvze

Mcclintock's att.empt at interpreting sendero t,hrough a morar

economy paradigm? Unfortunately, her work on Sendero provides

convincing support for Roseberry's judgment on moral economy, s

connections to modernizat.ion theory. As we have seen,

22 Williams is cited in Roseberry, Anthropoloqies, p. 57.

Roseberry, Anthropoloqies, p. 2L5.23

been uneven and
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Mcclint.ock finds support for some of her views from palmer.

There is an addit,ional epistemological link, however, in the
form of samuel Huntington who Mcclintock also cites at, times.
rndeed, in some ways bot.h Mcclintock,s and parmer's anaryses

turn on the axis originally provided by Huntington, however

different their conclusions may appear. rt. is important,
therefore, to understand Huntington,s position in the u.s.
social sciences.

Huntington is best known for his involvement in the
debates on vietnam in which he came down firmry on the sid.e of
the u.s. government,.2a His politicar involvement was an

intrinsic part of

modernization theory to accommodate the new concern for order.
The poritical realities of cuba and vietnam, and the advent, of
dependency t.heories - some of them Marxist - had undermined

the teleological and pluralist assumptions of modernization

theory. The

Order was

his attemr¡t atr

"whire at the same t,ime co-opting the more persuasive themes

task Huntington set out for himself in political

to salvage this original theoretical apparatus,

24 See Colin Leys, "Samuel Huntington and t,he End of Classical
Modernizat,ion Theory,tt rn, Hamza Alavi and Teodor shanin (eds. )rntroduction to the socioloqy of "Developinq societies.', (London:
Macmillan Press, 1-982) , p. 342-44. Huntingt,on was, from Lg66-69,
chairman of the council on vietnamese studies of the u.s. Agency
for International Development.'s Sout,h East Asia Advisory Group, and
visited Saigon on behalf of the SLate Department t.o 'rinvestigateways in which poriticar power coul-d be developed. " cited in Leys,
p. 343. The paral1e1s between Hunt.ington and Palmer in terms of
t.heir political commitment to U.S. foreign policy are unmistakable.

revitalizinq 1950s
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dichotomies such as center - periphery, traditional - modern,

into "pair[s] of very arbitrary abstractions," with the
attendant results: the positing of a once universal original
st.ate for the periphery; and a universal end state for the
cent.er, with the "modernization process " serving as a

rrsurrogat,e for the historical processes that have act,ual1y

taken place or are t.aking place at both the periphery and. the
center. "26 Huntington aLso ventured. to discuss cl-ass,

something the pluralist models of the i-950s attempted. to erase

as an historical reality. Again, however, the principal effect
was to freeze class categories as perpetual givens, not as

changing and conflicting entities. He could thus speak

45

This he did by transforming

authoritativelv of

'tlumpenproretariats, tr while never anchoring them historically.

Huntington's infl-uence has been great. The main reason

for this is that he took the discredited. assumptions of
modernization theory and gave them a pseudo-scientific veneer.

Political Order, for example, is noted for its attempt at

25 Leys, rrsamuel Huntington," p.333. fn his use of concepts
found in dependency theory, Huntington confirms in the extreme Lhe
concerns of Fernando Henrique Cardoso that the trconsumption" of
dependency theory in U.S. academic circles meant the loès of it.s
critical edge. cardoso, "The consumption of Dependency Theory in
the united staLes, " Latin American Research Review. L2(3) , L9'77,p. 7-24.

26 Leys, trsamuel Huntington, " pp. 333 -334 .

"peasantries'l ano. even
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"quantifying" political change in 26 countries.2? The

conservat.ive ideoloqy of original modernization t.heory was

never abandoned, however; on the contrary, it was bolstered,
now with "science" on its side, by the sheer mass of evidence

marshalled by Huntington. The chickens came home to roost only
in 1987 when the American Academy of sciences finarry caught

up with Huntington. They refused him entry into their ranks

"on grounds of specious claims to scientific objectivity. rrze

on senderology, Huntington's most profound effect has

been precisely what he accomprished with the center-periphery
dichotomy. Palmer's near-obsession with "the periphery" and

other such dichot.omies - traditional-modern, rural-urban,
rndian-mestizo - certainly receive their metaphysical force
from Huntington. Even his personal experience in Ayacucho j-s

filtered through it. After being expelled from the UNSCH in
1963 (as a Peace corps member), Palmer did re-forest.ation work

in the department of Ayacucho. It, teft, in palmer,s words, âfl

"i-ndelible mark on [his] own world view, one that looks toward

the center from the periphery and evaluaLes peruvian reality
wit.h that perspective. " According to Palmer the expulsion from

the Universit,y "exposed him to a very different Ayacucho

reality, that of the remot.e and isolat.ed Indian communit,ies. ,'

28 Alexander Cockburn, 't.Mad Dog, Barks,
reprinted in Corruptions of Empire. (London:
Rq

27 7r,,n+.i ¡^F^- potitical Order.¡¡ur¡u ¿rÀv uvra

I' in the Villaqe Voice,
Verso, 1-987) , pp. 2BB-
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so isolated was Ayacucho that, accord.ing t.o palmer, the name

became "pracLically synon)¡mous with backwardness. ,,2e

senderologists i-n generar have gone to great lengths to
show that. sendero is "a product. of isolat,io¡1. rr30 The

el-ements of this isorat,ion are all encompassing - geographic,

cuLt,ural-, poriticat, and economic. Geographicarry, Ayacucho

and the southern highlands in general, are depicted as walled-
off from the coast by the impenetrabLe And.es. Mcclintock, for
example, writes that "peasants rarery travel out. of the
region, [and] people from the coast rarely reach Ayacucho.,31

A¡rd, in her infl-uent.iar art.icle, "why peasants RebeL,' she

actually claims (incorrectry) that Ayacucho "is inaccessible,
without a main road from the coast. "32 culturally, the
southern highlands occupy the largest port.j_on of what is stil1
disparagingly called the mancha índia ("fndian st,ain'r) - the
rrmost rndian" area of Peru. rn senderology,s terms, therefore,
Ayacucho is home to the "prj-mitive " euechua speaking

2e Palmer, Shininq path, p. xi. palmer, ',Expulsion f rom aPeruvian universitc.y," rrr, Robert B. Textor (ãd. ) , culturalFrontiers of the Peace corps. (cambrid.ge, Mass. : Mrr press, tgøe) ,p. 244.
30 Hazleton, and woy-Hazreton, r'sendero Luminoso and. the

FuLrrre - rr rr 28 .

3t Mcclintock, rperu,s Sendero,' p. 7l
32 "Why Peasants Rebe1,il p. 76. While not atl roads go to

Ayacucho, at least six do, one of which qoes t.o t.he coast.. ThJ maps
McClintock looked at. ISouth America: Mãp of a Continent. (Kummeriy
Frey) I obviously differ substantiatly from those found in Cartoê
rván Degregori's Ayacucho: Raices de una crisis. (Ayacucho:
rnstituto de Estudios Regionales, José María Arguedas, Lgg6), pp.
26-27.



"descendants of the rncas.' Meanwhile, economicarly Ayacucho

is " t.he poorest mosL f orgotten region of peru. ,, For
Mccrintock, as we have seen, thj-s transrates into Ayacucho, s

non-integration into the capitalist economy. Ayacucho and the
southern highlands, Lherefore, appear to epitomize what

tradit.ionally has been called the "other peru.,, Although some

attempts (such as Mccrintock's comment on road.s) to paint
Ayacucho as an isorated geographic outpost are patently fa1se,
there are nevertheless a f ew graj-ns of truth t,o this
'tisol-ation.rr rt is therefore understandable, to some extent,
t.hat many observers see in sendero a "reflection of t,he

failure to integrate vast areas of the Andean highlands" into
national life. rn fact, political t.urmoir in these parts of
the And.es has always been perceived in this light,. The classic
case is the War of the pacific (L979-92), in which peru

suffered a humiliating defeat at the hands of chire. rn Lhe

aftermath, it was argued by many that. the defeat refl-ected
Pèru' s f aiLure t,o bring the " other peru' into t he nat,ion .

Successive government policies after the War show a consistent
effort to integrate economically and politically the And.ean

regions .33

Geographically, of course, the Andes will always divide
the rrtwo Perus , 't even with technological ad.vances in
communication. But this fact, stopped neither spanish

conquistadors from reaching the Andes' mosL remote corners,

33 See Florencia Mal1on, In Defense of Communit,v, Chapter 3
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nor Cat.holic (and now Protestant ) missionaries from carrying
out t.heir own form of conquest. Nor did. the Andes prevent t.he

republican armies from reaching Ayacucho where they defeated
t.he spaniards in the "Bat.tIe of Ayacucho. " And, most

importantly, the geographicar divide of the Andes has not
prevent.ed capitalism's penetrat.ion into the 'rother peru, ,l

arthough it has shaped the form of its development,. rn order
to understand the history of capitalism in the And.es, it is
important first to briefly sketch the nature of peru, s
insertion into the global capitalist economy, for the Andes

were connected to the international economy early on. A brief
history of these developments wi1l allow us bett,er t.o assess

Mcclíntock's claim that 'rthe ef fect of world capitalist forces
upon the Andean peasantry [has] been an indirect one. "3a

Peru's integration into the global capitarist syscem was,

of course, originally centered around the fabulous sirver
exports of Potosí and other mining centers. The sirver made

ils way to spain and through spain to western Europe where it
I'acted as the cutt,ing edge of wesL European capit.alism. "3s

The foremost effect of the introduct.ion of mining was the

destruction of pre-conquest. agrarian structures. on their
ruins spaniards re-created the status syrnbol of southern

spain, t.he hacienda, a large livestock or agriculturar estate

34 Mcclintock,
'l cr¡5tran_ _1

Herit.aqe of Latin
L9'70) , p. 32.

"Why Peasants

J. St.ein and
America. (New

T?al-ro'l tl
¡\vv94,

Barbara
York:

p. 76.

H. Stein, The Colonial
Oxford University Press,
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that combined production for the market with subsistence
product.ion. The hacienda was a paternarist social nexus t.hat

used a system of debt peonage to retain a labour force and is
one of t,he chief 'rcolonial heritages" of Latin America. The

hacienda has inhibited both the development of capitalism and.

our understanding of this development,. it has been at t,he

forefront, of the debates on whether or not. Lat.in America was

feudal or capita1ist.36

The effect of the plunder of sj-rver on rocal capitarist
development was partial and uneven, however, as historians
working within the dependency framework have shown.37

rndependence brought litt1e improvement t,o the basics of
Peru's colonial economic relat,ionship. peru's post-coronial
economic history can, therefore, be seen as a series of major

export cycles, each based on the export of primary products.

Following Independence, it was guano - the mountains of
accumulated excrement from the pelicans, cormorants, and

seagulls off Peru's coast - that fattened Lima, s oliqarchy

36 There has been much blood spilt on this. For an excellent
recent appraisal of the feudalism-capitalism-world system conundrum
initiated by Frank, Laclau, and Wallerst.ein, by a Latin American
historian, see Steve Stern, "Feudalism, Capitalism, and the World
System in the Perspective of Latin America and the Caribbean, "
Amerj-can Historical Review. 93 (4) (October, l-988) , pp. 829-872; and
the responses by Wallerstein, and Stern, that follow.

37 Stein and Stein, Colonia] Heritaqe. Although new revisionist
work, in particular that, of PeLer Bakewell, is questioning the
traditional view of plunder which aIlows for litt1e autonomous
capitalist development. See Stern "Feudalism, Capitalism, and the
World System,rr for a good summary of the findings of Bakewell and
others.
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I'more vurgar means t.o the same elegant ends, " as Galeano put
i-t.38 The guano boom st,imulated a more rapid conversion to
domest.ic manufacturing in peru, bul it remained confined
largely to the coast and crosely tied to foreign capital.
Expansion of internal demand served mainly the external sector
by stimurat.ing the growth of imports, not. product.ion for the
domestic market.3e And, rike the silver, the massive guano

deposit,s were squandered within a few years - by t,he time the
war of the Pacific began (LB?9) the best guano d.eposits had.

already been depleted. The war, moreover, wiped out the meag:re

economic gains of the rtGuano Age. r' rn sum, from the arrival
of the spaniards t.o the end of the war of the pacific, peru

had what rhorp and Bertram have caIled an 'open economy', one

intrinsically linked t.o the financial markets of Genoa,

London, and New York, and the sine qua non of her
dependence. ao

Bird-droppings, it turns out, are the appropriate symbol

of Peru's dependent capitalist development: a weak and

prostituted national bourgeoisie content. to share in the

38 Eduardo GaIeano,
Centuries of the Pitlaqe of
Þroqq 1 q7? \

t L¿ , r I .

3e The classic work on guano is Heraclio Boni11a, Guano y
burcruesía en eI Perú. (Lima: Instituto de Estudios peruanos,
101A I

40 Rosemary Thorp and. Geof f rey BerE.ram,
Growth and Policy in an Open Economy. (New
University Press, L97g) .

Open Veins of Latin America: Five
a Continent. (New York: Monthly Review

Peru. 1890-L97'7:
York: Columbia
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spoils and hand-me-downs of an aging oligarchy.ar Actuarly,
however, the roots of the peruvian national bourgeoisie,s weak

position lie in the failures of the post,-guano era (1890-

1930), the period ushered in by peru's disast,rous defeat by

chire in the war of the Pacific. The war marks a watershed in
the development of capicalism in the Andes.a2 rt was in the

aftermath of the war that, Peru experienced its first real
autonomous capitalist development only to slide towards the

dependence on foreign capital that sti11 largely defines

Peru's rerationship to the global capitalist economy. while
it is difficult to deny the inevitabirity of this subsequent

slide, it is important to note the effects of peru,s brief
period of relatively autonomous capitalist development:

partJ-a1, uneven capitalist development on t,he periphery. The

effect was not, as some would st,i1l have it, absolute

underdevelopment .

Peru's ínt.egration into the capitalist system had

e-ffects wel] beyond the coast. If it was ever possible to
speak of the Andean economy as a separat.e entity from the

"national" economy, it becomes increasingly impossible to do

so aft.er the War of the Pacific. In intensifying the expansion

of capitalism into the highlands, t,he war initiated a long

nt On the weakness of bourgeoisie see Thorpe and Bertram Peru.
Because of their weak state, Lhe bourgeoisie was content with
sharing in t.he oligarchy's splendour as minor economic partners or,
more often, through poIítical means - pet,ty office holding and the
like - as economic opport.unities were blocked.

42 Mallon, In Defense of Community, p. 93 .
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period of class struggle in which the capitalist mode of
production emerged the dominant one in the Andes. As Fl-orencia
Mallon describes it, when t,he battlef ield of t.he war shif ted
from t,he coast to the highlands in 1991, the',strains of the
f-lni I a=¡ aaarrrl¿lig11 exacerbated cl-ass tensions crenerurrrrscrrr vr-uul-,,,atron exacer.oaceo. class tt----*-^-- rv¡¡e¿ated by

earlier commerciarization. "a3 Furthermore, defeat. in the war

meant the first real incursion of the state into t,he highland.s

and therefore new reLationships between the landed. oligarchy,
the state and peasant communities. Although many land.owners

had rejected state intervent,ion in the years before the war of
the Pacific, by LB95 many were forced t,o admit that "they
needed some kind of relationship with the state structure. ,r44

The entrance of the state exacerbated the d.everoping

confrontations between a new regional elite of rich peasants

and merchants, subsistence farmers, and a semi-proletarianized
rural population. The period t-B9o-1930 is therefore a crucial
period in the development of a unique agrarian structure, one
.;that. people still mj-sreadingly characterLze as semi-feudal.

The present Andean agrari-an structure is distinguished,
therefore, by a number of historical peculiarities which have

troubled the smooth development of capitalism for cent.uries.

Some are topographical in nature - t.he st.eep slopes and

foothills of the Andes do not mix readilv with technolocries

43 Ma11on, In Defense of Community, p.
44 Florencia Ma11on, "Nationalist and

the War of the Pacific, " Ir, Stern (ed. ) ,
and Consciousness, p. 264.

79.

Antist.ate Coalitions in
T?al'ro'l I i nn Poci ci- rn¡a4VII,
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developed for low altitudes and broad flatlands. The And.es are
geared, in other words, for smallholding agriculture.as rt.

is wrong, however, t,o see these geographic const,raints as

"backwardness,'|r especially given the ingenious use of multiple
altit.ude zones for growing crops and rivestock raising;a6 and

it, cert.ainly does not indicate t,he absence of capitalism t,hat

many take it to be. Rather, it ilrustrates t.hat the process

of capitalist expansion into the Andes v¡as uneven and

contradictory in accordance with peru, s overall d.ependent

development.

I f we look at the "balance sheet ,' of a cent,ury of
capitalist development in the Andean count.ryside, we find that
the results have been irregular and inconsistent. Montoya has

described the general patt,ern as one j-n which a nascent

agrarian bourgeoisie had, by 1-900, managed to convert many of
the "semi-feudal" samonalesaT of the highlands into a

commercial bourgeoisie t.hat nevertheless remained lords over

their ttgs¡fs. rras Soon, however, they encountered. the limits
to productj-ve capitalist development - bot.h ecologicar ones,

as well as human ones (peasant resistance) - and realized that

Count,ryside, "
(Summer) , L982: 62-78

46 David Lehmann
(Cambridge: Cambrídge

a7 Local strongmen
48 They were only

4s Rodrigo Montoya , ,,Class Relations
LeLin American Perspectives.

(ed.) Ecoloqy and Exchanqe in the Andes.
University Press, a982) .

or petty tyrant,s, usually local landowners.

semi -proletariani zed .

in the Andean
Issue 34, 9 (3) ,



t.he best they could hope for was commerciaL profits. This
part,ial development of productive capitalism and the growing

development, of commerciar capitarism meant growing

differentiation among the peasantry, but not fulI-fredged.
proletarianizat,ion. This generar scenario, of course, varied
across time and region. rn some areas - the central highlands

for instance - the process of proleLarianization seems to have

been more widespread by the 192os.ae rn the southern

highlands - departments such as Ayacucho, Apurímac,

Huancavelica, cuzco, Puno - the process appears to approximate

that described here by Montoya - different,iation of the

peasantry but only partial prolet,arianization. It is
problematic, therefore, to speak unequivocally of the classic
struggle between bourgeoisie and proletariat in some areas of
the Andes. More to the point, however, is that it is
misleading to speak simply of rrpeasants'ir in this same context.

Herein lies the problem with McClint,ock,s vision of t.he

agrarian structures in the southern highland.s. while she

readily admits, in a revealing review article from L987, that
peasant different.iation occurred on a grand scale in the

central highlands by the 1930s, creating a new rich class of
peasants, she does not allow for any such differentiation in
the southern hiqhl-ands even into t,he ÞresenL .50 Her

ae Ma11on, In Defense of Community, p.
s0 Mcc1intock, "Capitalist, Expansion and

Latin American Research Review . 22 (2) , L9B't ,include Mal1on's fn Defense of Communitv,

254.

the Andean PeasanLry, rl

p. 237. Books reviewed
Norman Long and Bryan
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appreciation of the effects of capitalism in the centrar
highlands - agreeing with Frorencia Mal_lon that ',capit.al_ist
expansion challenged village self-sufficiency in the central
highrands as early as the 1930s and meant increasing
socioeconomic differentiat,ion directry within the peasantr

communit,y" - is absent from her work on sendero, where it, is
claimed that capitalism has had only an "indirect" effecc even

in these areas. Because of the convincing nature of the works

under review, Mcclintock is f orced t,o admit things which

directry contradict. her work on sendero. Her only real
criticisms of the eight books on t,he centrar highrands is that
the authors "neglected the more remot.e and impoverished part.s

of the Peruvian highlands. . .where the send.ero Luminoso

guerrillas have been active since the 1960s. "51 The

implication, of course, is that capitalism mad.e its way t.o the

central highlands but not to Ayacucho. Aside from the fact
that sendero guerrillas have not been active since the j-960s,

uåctintock's criticj-sm is misleading, since one of t.he books

under review - Lehmann's Ecoloqy and Exchanqe - contai-ns two

essential essays that. substantially question many of her

assumptions about southern highland agrarian structures.

Roberts, Miners, Peasants, Entrepreneurs. (cambridge: cambridge
university Press, !984) , and Lehmann (ed. ) Ecoloqy and Exchanqe in
the Andes, all of which present a dynamic and thoroughly
capitalist experience in the central highlands that "belies its
apparently peripheral position with respect to the coastaL region. "(Long and RoberLs, p. 23)

st McClintock, "Capit.alist Expansion, " p. 243.
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The first., by Adolfo Figueroa, is a study of eight
peasant families in some of the "poorest" regions of the
sout.hern highrands.s2 Apprying concepts typically applied to
the relationship between national economies and the qrobal

economy - such as "open economy' - to the Andean peasanc

economy, Figueroa finds that even these very poor communit.ies

show a "high degree" of integration wit.h the national
capitalist economy. while a national economy is considered
ff open" if exports consist of 20-25 percent of GNp, Figueroa,s

case studies show villagek exports of almost half of their net

product.s3 Figueroa limits his efforts, however, to showing

empirically the degree and mechanisms of market integration of
these communities. He therefore offers only partiar evidence

of the development of wage labour and peasant differentiation.
He concludes only that "the peasant family is partially a

proletarian family. "sa Nevertheless, âs an empirical study

of market integration, Figueroa's essay is a cogent response

to the premise of Andean isolation present in McC1intock, s

arqument.

52 Adolfo Figueroa, rrProduction and Market Exchange in Peasant
Economies: The case of t,he southern Highlands of Peru,', rrr, Lehmann
(ed. ) , Ecoloqy and Exchanqe, pp . l-23-56. His eight case studies
took him to Cuzco, Puno, Apurímac, and Huancavelica.

Perhaps even more

s3 Figueroa, rrProduct,ion and Market Exchange, " pp.
fnterest.ingly, according Lo Figueroa, the development of
is considered the most important element in making the
economy open t,o the national economy.

s4 Figueroa, ',Production and Market. Exchange, " p. 156

t.lêrcll:at \rô f cvv!uuuurv9 !Ð Rodrigo Sánchez's

149-50.
highways
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anarysis of the district of Andarapa in t.he province of
Andahuaylas.ss sánchez gioes beyond. Figueroa in showinq not
only a community fully integrat,ed. into the capitarist. syscem,

but also substant,iar penetrat,ion of the capitalist mode of
production as a whole.

however, is that this has occurred. without fulr-scale
introduction of wage labour. of the thirty-two peasanc

producers studied, twelve of whom he classifies as rich or
middle peasants, only four emproy wage labour for more than 50

percent, of their requirements. rn addition, the percentage of
producers using any wage labour is relativery row at 65.6
percent.s6 The crux of sánchez's argument ries in showing

that apparently non-wage labour, principarly the practices of
reciprocity that Andean culture is noted for, serve to
disguise relationships that in real terms are no different
from wage labour. rn this, t,he language of reciprocity both
legitimates and helps perpetuate peasant differentiation into
rj-ch, middle and poor peasant producers.sT

The irony of Sánchez,s findings,

5s Rodrigo sánchez, "The Andean Economic system and
capit.arism, " rn Lehmann (ed. ) , Ecoloqy and Exchanqe, pp. L57-go.

s6 Sánchez, rrThe Andean Economic System, r' Tabl_e 6.6, p. I7L.
57 In Sánchez's study, the richest household was thirteen anda half times more wealthy than the poorest. see Table 6.4, p. L66.

His views on reciprocity are similar to those espoused. by Tom Brasson the fiesta system in La Convención in the depãrtment of
caj amarca, in, 'tcargos and conf lict : The Fiesta system andcapitalist Development j-n East.ern peru,' .Tournal of peasant
Studies . 13 (3 ) , l-986 . Ot.hers who emphasize that " the þrocess of

--_'f --------peasant differentiation in the Peruv-ian And.es has its ãrigins inthe diverse modes of manipulat.ion of reciprocity relations by well-off peasant sectors,rt include césar Fonsecã Marter, "Ëeasant
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rf we prace Mccrint.ock's claj-m that. "peasant agriculture
remains predominat,ely at a traditional subsistence 1eveln in
the context provided by Figueroa and sánchez, it is apparenr

that. she is mystifying what is a much more compl-ex realitv.sg
.Fl'ra nrnl'rl a- is essentia] I w ân i n.|- ernrel- i r¡e .rr1êr¡¡ç ¡,lvvrçrrr is essent,ial-, ¿^¡ev¡r- Unfife

Figueroa and sánchez who insist that "Lhe peasant community is
not only an agigregat.e of families but a social context [with]
certain economic relationships,r' Mcclintock,s concept, of the

community resembles the "mythic village" thaL samuel popkin

polemicized against in The Rational peasant..se In "Why

Peasants Rebel, " for example, she writes that peasant,

communities are "t.raditional highland villages, often extant
since the era of the rncastt - an anachronism that. she seems to
derive from Eric worf 's celebrated thesis of the ',crosed.

corporate community, " minus the respect shown by WoIf in his
later writ,ings for those elements outlined above.60 In

Differentiation in the Peruvian Andes,rr In, William St.ein (ed. ) ,Peruvian Contexts of Chanqe. (New Brunswick: Transaction Books,
l-985), p. L25.

sB Mcc1intock, "Why Peasants Rebel,rr p. 75.
se Popkin, The Rational Peasant, p. 3.
60 McClint,ock, I'Why, rr p. 66. Wotf 's classic formulation is his

"Closed Corporate Communit.ies in Mesoamerica and Central .Tava,tl
southwestern 'Journal of Anthropoloqy. 13 (1) , L957, pp . 1- 18 . His
Europe and t,he Peop1e Without Hist.ory. (Berkeley: University of
California Press, l982) , emphasizes, a Ia Wallerstein, t.he
connect.ions bet,ween apparently traditional societ,ies and the global
economy virt.ually since L492. It should also be noted that Wolf
ident.ified both "cl-osed'r communities and "open" ones, and
furthermore saw them as t'types'r on a continuum that were subject. to
hist.orical change, not as models to be applied rigidly.
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McClint,ock, ,,community" j_s t.he reified., sLaLic, pre_

capitalist, and pre-columbian hold.over that. Richard. Adams

argued against, as early as 1959.61

inevitably leads Mcclintock to conflate an internarrv
different.iated peasantry into a generic 'rpeasantry.',

In terms of empirical evidence for market integration and

peasant differentiation in the southern highlands, the work of
Figueroa and sánchez arso stands in sharp conr,rast to the
part.ry evidence provided by Mcclintock. unlike Figueroa and.

sánchez, who examine the social rerations of peasant

production, exchange networks (both monetary and non-

monetary) , and income distribution, Mcclintock, s evidence for
an unintegrated agrarian structure is limited. to aggregate

data on regional inequalities between the central and. southern

highIands.52

Interestingly, however, t.he only department of the

southern highlands that neither Figueroa nor sánchez touch on

is Ayacucho. while Figueroa's comment that this is "not of
importance since differences between Isouthern highrandJ

departments are minor,'r is more or less accurat.e, it still
allows room for Mcclintock to single out Ayacucho as a pre-
capitalist backwater. This she can do with relative impunity

Such a position

61 Richard N. Adams, "Freedom and Reform in Rurar Latin
America, " rn, Frederick B. Pike, êd. Freedom and Reform in Latin
America. (Notre Dame: university of Notre Dame press, L959) , pp.
203-230; and Chanqe in the Andes. (Seattle: University of
Washington Press, L959)

62 See her Tables in "Why peasants Rebe1, " pp. 6O-6L.
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given that our understanding of changes t.aking place j_n the
agrarian structures of Ayacucho are seriousry hampered by

insufficient academic study. As carlos Degregori points out,,

studies of Ayacucho in the post -L945 period are "practically
non-existent." census data for Ayacucho, moreover, are

notoriously unreriable.63 As a result,, iL is difficult to
come to as crear an understanding of the degree of peasant

differentiation and proletarianization for Ayacucho as it is
for those departments studied by Figueroa and. sánchez. Even

so, from a strictly theoreticar position, does it make sense

to speak of ag'rarian structures in Ayacucho as if they are

untouched by capitalism? rt would not appear so. on what

basis, then, does Mcclintock see Ayacucho as so dread.fully

"backward? t' rt is difficult to sây, although a sErong

indicat.ion comes from her odd assertion that David. palmer, s

political history of the first. four years of the milit,ary
docenio - Revolution From Above -is "the only widely respected
:.study of agrarian structure in Ayacucho in recent decades. "6a

rn fact., Palmer's only rasting claims on such matters are that
Ayacucho is an example of the dangers of ,'f ailed
modernization, " a view that. helps us very littIe in
understanding the complicat.ed history of capitalism in
Ayacucho. The only other evidence of Ayacucho's non-capitalist
character of fered by McClintock is that it iq rrnnr \rêrîy poor.

63 Carlos Degregori, Ayacucho: raices de una crisis
64 "Why Peasants Rebel, " p. 54.

rrqI y.



As she writes, "the sine qua non is poverty. " 6s

clearly it. would be difficuLt to disagree with McClintock
on Ayacucho's poverty. Ayacucho is desperat.ely poor and has

gott,en poorer since the 1960s. rt is also one of the t.hree
poorest of Peru's department,s. But. as anthroporogists carl-os
Degregori and william Mitcherr ilrustrat.e in recent works,
poverty does not, mean absence of change, nor absence of
j-nternal peasant dif f erentiation, nor absence of d.e-

peasantization. Degregori has produced the most systematic
study to date on Ayacucho's development since the 1960s.66

comparing census data from 1961, :-972 and 19g1, and utilizing
locaI sources, Degregori first provides convincing
documentati-on of the demise of the 'r semi - f eudal " hacienda

system over a twenty year period (1961-81), and then proceeds

to explain the peculiar process of urbanization t,hat occurred

in Ayacucho. Mitchell meanwhile documents the "transformation
of peasant society't in Quinua, a town 34 kilometers northeast
of Ayacucho (city¡. Contrary to the impression McClintock

l-eaves, Degregori's study of economically versus non-

economically active populations "indicates a massive en¡,rance

of the population int.o the labour market" in the d.epartment

between L96L-81-.67 such numbers reflect, of course, Lhe

62

6s Mcclintock, rrPeru, s Send.ero, " Ifl, Eckstein (ed. ) , power and
Popular Protest, p. 95.

56 Degregori, Ayacucho: raices de una crisis,
6t Degregori, Ayacucho, pp. 63-64.
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attempt to supprement farm production with wage labour and

pett.y commerce. Mit.chelr found similar occurren.ces in euinua
between L966 when it was still a'rsleepy backwater" and LggT

when he returned to the community. The story is again one of
massive participation in the market. economy: only 12 percent
of the community reported no nonagricurtural work.6s

Together Degregori and Mitcherr provide convincing portrayars
of the massive changes that occurred in Ayacucho within,
however, a context of increasing poverty.

one of Degregori's main concerns is t,he agrarian
structure of Ayacucho. His findings directly affect how we

view the agrarian reform program carried out by the miritary
government between l-968 and L97s. There is wj-despread

agreement by scholars (including Cynthia McClintock) that the

Peruvian agrarian reform - by most criteria the second most,

significant in Lat.in America after cuba - succeeded ín
sweepíng the latifundia from the countrysj-de.6e The large
landholdings were transferred t,o the peasanLs and workers in
the form of individual holdings er, more oft.en, state-
sponsored cooperatives. The implementation and effect of the

agrarian reform, however, mj-rrored t,he historic pattern of
capitalist, development. in its contradict.ory and uneven naLure.

On the one hand, the effect on t,he capital intensive coast.al

Peruvian
(January,

oó

69

William Mit.chell, Peasants on the Edqe, pp. LO2-109.

Cristobal Kay, "Achievements and Contradictions of the
Agrarian Reform, rr Journal of Development Studies . 1,9 (2)

1,982) , pp. L4I-L70 .
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plantat.ions was decisive, creat.ing t.he highly productive
export, agriculture t.hat the miriLary count.ed on to buttress
its reformist agenda.'. on the other hand, in regions such

as the central and southern highlands where, âs Mcclintock
correctry points out, t.here were "few prosperous Ilargel
estates, " the agrarian reform arrived rate, in some cases as

late as 7-976.7r Given the military, s state capitalist
character, not surprisingfy the more prosperous coastal
estates took priority. For most observers this is interpret,ed.
as the basic "neg1ecL" of the highrand.s during t.he velasco
reforms. Arrd, in fact, Mcclint,ock's cl-aim that the reform "did
l-ittre for Peru's poor highland peasantry, " is support.ed by a
wide assort,ment of scholars. Long and Roberts, for example,

writ.e that the central hightands'freceived 1itt1e direct
benefit." from the agrarian reform.72 rndeed., the reform had

the paradoxical effect of actuarly inhibit.ing the

entrepreneurial efforts of this new rich peasant stratum. Long

and Roberts indicate that in the centrar highlands, policies
such as pricing controls on int.ernal I r¡ nrodrrcpd crops,

't0 rndeed, so much so that. some argue that, the milit,ary
counted too much on monoproduct export, earnings. When they failed
to materialize trouble began. John Sheahan, ',The Economics of the
Peruvian Experiment in Comparative Perspective,'r Iñ, Lowenthal and.McClintock (eds.), The Peruvian Experiment Reconsidered, pp. 3gj-
4l.4.

7L McCIintock, ,rPeru,s Sendero," In Eckstein, (ed.), p. j3.
K"y, "Achievements,rrp. 158. Ayacucho is one example of its late
arrival - Degregori, Ayacucho, p. 81.

72 Norman Long and Bryan Roberts, Miners, peasant.s, and.
Entrepreneurs. (cambridge: cambridge universíLy press, r9g4) p.ro.
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combined with subsidies for imports of basic foodstuffs, meant

unfavourable terms of trade for these highrand peasanc

entrepreneurs. As Kay reports, it appears that peasant

military confl-icts during the agrarian reform were with the
coll-ectivist form itself .73

what many, including Mccrintock, fail to realize,
however, is precisely what Long and Roberts found in the
central highlands: change came prior to and during the velasco
period from within the periphery. rn other word.s, it came from

local second and even t,hird generati-on rich peasants, some of
whom even became capitarist farmers.Ta some of this rich
stratum were of more recent vintage - the fortunate
beneficiaries of Belaúnde's otherwise ineffective Lg64

agrarian reforms.Ts This is, of course, highly paradoxícaI,

since t,he 1968 ref orms were int,ended to furf iI the broken

promises of Be1aúnde's meagre L964 reforms. The importance of
the first reforms lay in the fact that. they distributed 1and.

to individuals, while the reforms of r-968 were fundamentally

t3 Long and Roberts, Miners, peasants, and Entrepreneurs, pp.
l-5-16.

't4 Long and Roberts, Miners, peasant,s, and Entrepreneurs, pp.
248-253. For an understanding of t,his process in t.he 1930s, see
chapter 9 l"Peasants Become Farmers") of Mallon's rn Defense of
Communitv.

7s Harold Skar, The Warm Valley people, p.50.
76 Something shown, in fact , by McClintock, s peasant

cooneratives and Po1it.ical chanqe in peru. (princeton, N.J:
Princeton University Press, :-gil-)

cooperativist in nature.76 Degregori and French
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anthropologist. Henri Favre have shown t.hat the latifundists in
Ayacucho also began t.o fragment, and disappear "weII before,,
t.he agrarian reform arrived. As in the central highlands,
inert.ia, inefficiency, as well as confl-ict with rich peasants,

contribut.ed to t.he breakdown of the hacienda system in
Ayacucho, although it has not been as easy to d.ocument as in
the more prosperous central highlands . Nevert,hel-ess, Degregori

can conclude that the hacendados are a ilc1ass in extj_nction,rr

in Ayacucho, and have been for some time.77 we need,

therefore, to pay attention, as we have, to the pre-j_96g

developments. without this context, "neglect" of the highlands
under velasco translates into continued isolation in the

scenario offered by Palmer and McC1j_ntock.

since l-968 Ayacucho continued to experience "profound.
changesrr even while it r'lagged behind." other departments in
most economic/social indicators. tt Two erements of t.his
paradox are the effect of the cocaine boom of the i-970s on

Ayacucho, and large scale migration from the countryside to
t,he city of Ayacucho, a process witnessed throughout the

country, but with particular acuteness in Ayacucho.

The cocaine economy, centered j-n the Upper Huallaga

valley on t.he eastern side of the Andes, is a multifaceted and

complex new reality in Peru. Other than its illegality,

1at t Henri Favre, ttPeru
or':tl'l l-.)s rr C:r1flg¡ngg AmefiCanOS.vve* vvv t

ñanraanri ^ 81.vYvr¿, }/.

78 Degregori, Avacucho, p. L2.

Sendero Luminoso y horizont,es
4 (July-August , L987) , p. 29 .
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however, the dynamics of the "white gold rush" do not d.epart.

radically from "normalr' export crop booms such as coffee in
t,he 1960s, nor really from any of peru's major ',boom" periods.
rt is both a commodity and a murtinat.ionat industry. As with
past commodity booms, 'coca has reorient.ed the societ.ies of
producer nations to such a degree that survivar would. be

dif f icult without i¡ . ttzr As Morales reports, coca dollars
"are helping the ruling middle classes to survive in their
politicar role at local and national leveIs. "8o As the only
dynamic part of an economy that has virtuarly collapsed, t,he

i1lega1 cocaine economy highlights with alarming clarity the

contradictions of Peru's economy. The peruvian government

finds itself in an interesting, not to sây, difficult
position. For it is certain that monies accrued j-n the illegal
cocaine economy find their wây, once Icleaned, r' into the

"Iegal" economy where they are used to fund the drug war.

Needless t.o sây, the rtwar on drugsil being'waged in the jungles

tÒ the east of the Andes has not fared weIl. As Morales

writes, "because of the need for coca dollars, the peruvian

government's action against the cocaine economy is largely
limited to newspaper headlínes. "81

a1^^ ^\-\J\-d .;.Ora"rr"* has brought. drastic changes to the

7e 'rcoca: The Real Green Revolution, " in, NACLA: Report on
the Americas. 22(6) (March, 1989) , p. 1"2.

(Tucson: University of Arizona Press, L989) , p. j_38.

81 Mora1es, Cocaine, p. l-65 .

80 Edmundo Morales, Cocaine: Vlhite Gol d Rush in Peru.
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"frontier" lands in the Ceja de Selva (eyebrow of the jungle) .

The process of t,ransforming coca reaves into coca paste, the
first step in t,he long process of t,urning ,,green go1d" into
"white gold, " invorves materials such as surphuric acid,
kerosene, sodium carbonate and rime. Because Lima is the maior

supplier of most of these materials, the frontier lands occupy

a key geographic and economic position in the linkag.es between

the national economy and the underground cocaine economy in
the Upper Hual1aga. This has seriously affected t,he "worl-d. of
the native peasantry. " For one, people in these areas,

including Ayacucho, have been drawn to the lucrative
opportunities of the cocaine economy. Many have migrated to
the jungles to become relatively rj-ch peasant colonists.
Moral-es, for example, calculates that during the mid.-l-9gos

these peasant producers courd gross çr2,600 (us) per hectare

of coca cult j-vated. 82 This new st rata of rich peasants

st,ands in sharp contrast t,o Mccrintock's vision of uniformly
irnpoverished middre peasants struggling to maintain a

threatened subsistence. The coca economy, however, effects
those beyond the actual growers, in the product.ion of paste,

and in market.ing the product. For Ayacucho, as one st,udy

reported, the cocaine economy became a "dynamic erement of the

regional economy, tt one that trno Ayacuchano escapes. il The

study also report,s, however, that. while capital accumulation

was "evident,rr Ayacucho remained in a severe economic crisis

82 Mora1es, Cocaine, p. 56.
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t.hat could not. absorb t.he massive amount.s of unemployed youth
'i n the r''i fr¡ 83 q'i milrr]r¡ Maral^^ r'!-^! LL^¿¡r ç¡¡ç çr Ly .r+q! +J , Morales argues Lhat. t.he cocal-ne

boom has produced only "cosmetic development, r' that hides
nast.y economic and social cleavages. rt also produces a new

form of coca-doIlar dependency for many working arong the coca

chain, one ultimately controlled by int,ernational t,raf f ickers.
In addition, what Mitchell caIls the 'rfrontier lawlessness'r of
places in the ceja de selva, has exacerbated. social
tensions .8a

The other ma j or change t,aking place since i_968 in
Ayacucho and documented by Degregori was massive migration
from the countryside to the city of Ayacucho. The population
of the city of Ayacucho jumped from around 20,oo0 in 1959 to
its present l-00, 000 inhabitants. ss rn the late l_980s this
increase is extraordinary given the high rates of out-
migration and mortality due t.o the war. wirriam Mitchell,s
case study of Quinua, provides similar documentation of

"exponential" migration and its effects. As Mitchell explains,
such high revels of migration are the 'clearest evidence of
connections between the local community, the nat.ional economy

s3 Universidad Nacional de San Cristóbal de Huamanga (UNSCH),
Los niños de la querra, papers presented at the seminar on
"violencia, fanrilia y niño, " held in Ayacucho, November, 19g6, p.
22.

84 Mit.chell, peasants on the Edqe, p.
8s The usuaL figure given is gO,0OO.

la guerra, it is given as 10O,OOO, with
all due t.o migration, p. L7.

z+.

However, in Los niños de
t.he difference virtually



and t.he world economv. "86

seasonal migrat.ion became an essential element. of peasanc

response to an increasingly squeezed agricultural sector in
the first half of the twenLieth-century. For euinenos this
meant disruption of the "traditional,r economy and culture in
terms of semi-prolet.arianization and increasinc¡
Hispanicization of rndian culture. However, because temporary
migrants maintain ties to their communit,ies t.hey are diff icurt
to dear with conceptually, as the titte of shanin, s classic
articre from 1978 indicates.sT Richard Adams, in fact, had.

stated the problem in 1959: "rt is today impossibre to say

whether the man who dweIls in a small rndian community by

night, and works as a cíty rabourer by day is more .rural' or
t urban ¡ . tt 88

rn the thirty years since Adams identified the problem in
Peru, much has happened that allows us t.o answer his quandary.

of particular importance is that over time many temporary

migrants become permanent ones. They become, âs the

paradoxical saying goes, "peasants in cities."8e In euinua,

70

fn Quinua, temporary and/or

86 will-iam P. Mitchell, "The Myth of the rsoLat.ed Native
Communi-ty: A Case Study From Peru, r' Ifl, .Tudit.h Himes (ed. ) Global
Interdependence and New Jersev Educat.íon. (PrinceLon: Woodrow
Wilson NaLional Fellowship Foundation, t9B4) , p. 4L.

87 Teodor Shanin, 'rThe Peasants are Coming: Migrants who
Labour, Peasants who Travel and Marxists who write, " Race and
Class. 19 (3) , L978.

88 Adams, "Freedom and

8e william Mangin (ed. ) ,
Mifflin Company, L970) .

Ref orm, 'r p. 229 .

Peasants in Cities. (Boston: Houghton
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and indeed throughout the Department. of Ayacucho, migration to
t.he city after l-940 and especially after tg66 becomes

increasingfy permanent. Moreover, few cities in the Third
wor1d, even in Latin America, have experienced. the degree of
urban migration that Lima has in the last t,hirty years. wit.h

over 5 million people and comprising 25 percent of the
country's population, Lima epitomizes the process of the rapid.

disintegration of peasant society per se. Few peruvian

families, even those of "isolated" Ayacucho, escape these

disintegrative effects. How are we to interpret the effects
of this?

Many anthropologists, such as those who tark of 'peasants
in cities, " emphasize that migrants maintain ties to their
home communities and, in doing so, retaj-n their "identity, "

and. 'tpeasant consciousness. "eo Two things can be said. here.

First, we shourd not assume that when poor villagers mígrate

t,o the city and then return to their home community t.heir
previous class posit.ion and status are not altered. changes in
attitude most. certainly accompany these. Indeed, their
position is often forever changed. And oft.en they return as

dominant landlords and merchant,s, as Mit.chell shows for

to A popular view t,hat is also at t,j-mes infused with romantic
yearnings on t.he part of the scholar. One of t.he better examples of
this view is Paul Doughty, "Behind the Back of the City:
'Provincial' Lif e in Lima, Peru, I' f n, Mangin (ed. ) peasants in
Cities, pp. 3O-46. Bet.t,er sti11 is Gavin Smi-t.h's Livelihood and
Resistance. (Berkeley: university of california press, LgBg), a
work that. deals specifically with migranLs, t,ies to home
communities in t,he Mant.aro VaI1ey, but sees t.hem as important
agents of change.



Quinua. el

seriously underestimates what. Montoya call-s the "trauma of the
city. " Montoya rejects the popular image of migrants happily
reproducing Andean curt.ure in Lima, and argues that this
curture is lost on a magnitude that he compares to
castrat.ion.e2 while this sound.s pessimistic, Montoya,s point
is that, although migrant,s make an initial attempt to maintain
traditions, the forces of city are too overwherming. rn the
process of resístance and adaptation, traditions are Iost. How

then does one account. f or the obvious rlresên.'ê nf À¡Äa¡n

traditions in cities Iike Lima?

For Montoya, the survi-var of Andean traditions in the
city needs to be placed in the context of indigenismo. often
it is intellectuals and artists who most passionately c,arry

72

Secondly, the idea of 'rpeasanL,s in cities n

the "banner of the periphery. "

const,itutes cul-t.ural- appropriation and it has, more often than

not, served political purposes not at all friendly to highland
rndians. rt is, in short, largely an invention. As Montoya

writes, ãL this point "the euechua world is a euechua worrd

for us, not. for t.hem. "e3 similarly, Roseberry contends such

practices are a product of the "disordered city,'r and can be

found throughout Lat,in America. rn a perceptive essay on

er "The Myth of the Isolated Native Communit.y, " p. 4L.
e2 Rodrigo Montoya (interview), La cultura ouechua Hoy. (Lima:

Mosca Azul , 798'7) , pp. Ij-L9.
e3 Mont.oya, La Cultura Ouechua Hov, p. j-9.

Thiq ãc r^rê Ïr=r¡o eêâñI 4e ¿¿s v u Ð9ç¡r,
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venezuela, Roseberry argues that the city (caracas), in
presenting itself as a symbor of modern venezuela, ,,al_so

creates its opposite : the past.oral_ countrysid.e, " in which
coffee (coca?), the peasant, and the rndian, are symbols of a

"haIf-remembered" agricurtural past which st.ands, "purged of
its history,rt as a countersymbol to the present and 'comes to
represent, the true venezuel¿ . rr ea rn many ways , Irima

epitomizes this exercise more than any other city in Latin
America.

Roseberry's concepts of the "disordered. city,rr and.

"disordered urban growth, " provid.e us with a usefur point of
departure to summarize the above concerns. Like venezuela, s

"petro-ledtt development, peru's guano-led., and now coca-led
development has produced 'an urban, essentially nonindustrial
country, " which has as one of its primary characteristics
exponential migration to the cities. rt represents an

urbanization process quaritatively distinct from the
experience of Europe in its transition Lo capitalism. There j_s

neither suf f icient primitj-ve accumulation in t.he countrr¡side-
nor sufficient industrial absorption of the massive migracory

population in t.he cities. rn this cont,ext - what we have been

calling the uneven and cont.radictory development of capitalism
- the move t.o t.he city is notrra move from peasant to
proletarian but f rom peasant to r o¡¡"r r rr es The n otherrr

94 Roseberry, Anthropoloqies and Histories, p. 70.

Roseberry, Anthropoloqies, pp . 66-69.95
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Roseberry is speaking of is not a peasant, |et nor a

nrn] al-ari =n c)f at leaSt nOt a fUll One. r\r=r-rrv¡l r,, ï .'eqÀ ¿s¡¡, v! sç ¿çqÈL ¡rvu a LL,.I_L (JItË. I\ctLuld.J-J_y, LIma as a

primate city does not conform strictry to his patt.ern; it is
semi-industrialized. But for Andean cities such as Ayacucho,

which historically has always been an import.ant regional
center, the process is akin t.o that described by Roseberry.

The peculiarities of this form of development,, wit,nessed

in an extreme form in peru in the last harf of this century,
are poorly understood in large part because they constit.ute a

"reality without a theory. "e6 Theories of moral economy and.

modernization do not fare well when faced with such

developments. Marxists often fare onry marginally bet,ter. As

an example, in his otherwise insightful polemic against moral

economists, Eric Wotf and A.V. Chayanov, Tom Brass

nevert.heless continues to see depeasantization as

unproblematic. He defends Lenin's position by claiming that
'rwhile a few middle peasants join t.he rich peasant st,ratum and

become agrarian capitalist,s, the majority join the poor

peasantry and become defacto agricultural workers. The middle

peasants that remain must 'be neutralized' in t.he course of
Lhe struggle between the proletariat and the bourgeoisie. "eT

Elsewhere Brass has stated it this way:

A successful (or otherwi-se) t,ransit.ion from Þre-

capitalist to capitalist agriculture Iis] a process

Figueroa, "Production and

Brass, "Mora1 Economist,s,97

Market Exchange, " p. L23

ll n 1Qtrn1



which depends historically on the emergence of
generalized commodity production and exchange

foll-owing the different.iation of t,he peasant.ry into
Iarge-sca1e commercial farmers owning means of
production and non-owning

proletarians. It. is the existence of bot,h the

latter that permits...primit,ive accumulation in the

rural- sector. eg

Brass's position is not substantiated in the actual
process of Andean history, although it may conform to the

coffee rich areas of La convención that he has studied. But,,

what, Brass misses is the unevenness of it al-l. rn the Andean

context this classic process differs substantially. Brass's

argument is not, for instance, what Sánchez has argued,

although it is close. In t,he end, we are lef t with the

unfortunate academic cliche t,hat there are "in-between' areas

not easily reducible to theoretical models which were

developed in different contexts, in different historical
realities.

The preceding discussion suggests that we also need t.o

ret,hink bot,h how we t,hink about peasantries and, import.antly,

how we think about non-peasantries. Some suggest we should

scrap altoget,her the concept rtpeasant,rr because it. 'rhas no

'depeasantized'
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es Tom Brass, rtPermanenL Transition or Permanent. Revolution:
Peasants, Proletarians, and PoIit.ics, " Journal of PeasanL Studies.
11 (3 ) , L984, p. 108 .
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precision whatsoever."ee This, however, would. be difficult-
As t.he word "peasant" in the title of the book indicates, it
is a concept that would not go away easily. perhaps what we

rea11y need Lo do is to ,,view a movement from a d.isordered
past to a disordered preseflt, " in which "peasants [and non_

peasantsl are the products of the past and the present - the
products perhaps not of .capitarism, but of the same

historicar movement that, created a capitalist mode of
production...in all its unevenly developed complexity"roo rt
is in this historical context that we should situate Sendero;

its roots lie between morar economy and modernization.

ee Anthony Leeds, "Mythos and Pathos: Some Unpleasantries on
Peasantries, " rn, Rhoda Halperin and .James Dow (eds.), peasant
l+ivelihoodr Studies in gconomic Anthropoloqy and Cultural ncoloqv.
(New York: St . Martin, s press , Lg'77) , pp. 227 -56 .

100 Roseberry, Anthropologies, p. 5g, p. 222.



Chapt,er 3

GONZALO-THOUGHT: ITS ORTGINS ÀtiID OUTLOOK

Marxism is notr
method from t.he

Marx's Iaw will assert itself.

- Abimael Guzmán2

a body of rigid predict.ions. Marx took hisvery entrails of history.
-José Carlos Mariátequil

rn one of the better articres on Maoism to appear in the
1980s, Roland Lew wrote that ,rMaoism developed somewhere

outside stalinism and Leninism in a space of its own which

gave it a specific character as a 'concrete totality, which

integrated t.he constraints, old and new, of chj-nese society
and the lessons drawn from china's two abortive
revolutions. . . trl n short,, a bast.ard solution.'3 Lew, s concept

oF a unique historical, cu1tural, and ideological 'rspace' is
a useful model for analyzj'ng the origj-ns and trajectory of the

communist p¿¡frr nf Dorrr-condero Luminoso, ân equally bastard.

t Cited in Sheldon B. Liss, Marxist Thouqht in Latin America.(Berkeley: universiLy of california press, it8a) , p. 1-2j.
2 Intervíew with Chairman Gonzalo, p. 1l_.

3 Roland Lew, trMaoism, Stalinism and. the Chinese Revolution,rl
In,_Tariq A1i (ed.), The Stalinist Leqacy. (Harmondsworth: penguin
Books, L9B4), p. 280.
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solution to the problems of peru. As in china, the pcp_sl,

learned important lessons from the failure of t.he 1960s

guerrillas. The Peruvian 'space" dj-ffers profoundry, however,

from that of china. As we have seen, it was a provincial,
although by no means isolated, space in the context. of peru, s
uneven development of capitalism. This fact accounts for the
two most import,ant. differences between Mao, s china and. the
Peru that, spawned and defines sendero. The first is a

relatively more complex, heterogenous, ethnic and class
structure,' the second is the longer history of organized

resist,ance to capitarism in the peruvian counLrysid.e, meaning,

in essence, the exist.ence of numerous rival popular
organj-zations. Although china had its own specific,
determining complexities, Mao's china lacked both of these

characteristics. rt is wrong, therefore, to see the peruvian

highlands in the l-960s and 1-970s as the equivalent of china, s
t'vast underdeveloped terrain" in the l-930s.a

- culturally, the pcp-sl erite do not so much íntegrate the
rrofdt' and rrrÌewrr constraints of peruvian society, âs they
mediate them in favour of the latter, Lhe new, t.he mest.izo. rn

Michael smith's words the party is a product of the "interface

n An example of this view is Lisa Moses, "The Applicability of
Maoism to Latin America: The case of the sendero Luminoso" (pp.
22-32J . Moses also claims that "the poor Indian peasants iof peiul
are in many ways t.he equivarent, of Mao's peasants'r (p. 59), failing
to recognize the atypical history of agrarian transformat.ion iñ
Peru and Latin America as a who1e, Lhat we touched upon in Chapter
2-
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bet.ween urban and rurar world.s. "s unlike Mao, whose "twenty-
two years f rom t.he Aut,umn Harvest uprising ltgZl I to the
proclamation of the chinese people's Repubric were spenc

almost who1ly in a rurar environment,, and wit.nessed the
emergence and triumph of a strat.egy of .surrounding the cities
from the countryside, "'e the pcp-sI,, s ten years from partry

format,ion to "init,iation of the armed struggre,r were spenE,

almost whoIIy in the urban environment, of the city of
Ayacucho, teaching philosophy, anthropo1ory, and. higher
dialectics to recently arrived, upwardly mobile, rural
students. The essentials of this experience, while not the

antithesis of Mao's, are quite different. Moreover, since

l-980, PCP-SL leader Guzmán has resi-ded, it is bel-ieved, ín
various middle class suburbs of Lima where he was eventua]lv
captured in september 1-992. This owes partially to a rare
blood disease that affLicted Guzmán, prev€nting him from

spending long periods of time at higher altitudes.t But it
a-lso reflects, s1rmbolically at least, the party,s non-organic

relationship with the peasants surrounding Ayacucho and ot,her

cities.

The ideology that emerged from this space is a complex

s Michael Smith, "Taking the High Ground: Shining path and the
Andes," In, Palmer (ed.), Shininq Path, p. 20.

6 Stuart Schram, The Thouqht of Mao Tse-Tung. (Cambridge:
Cambridge University press, L989) , p. 43

t .Tournalist Gustavo Gorriti d.iscusses in minute detait the
disease that has beset, Guzmán since L972 in, Sendero: Historia de
Ia querra milenaria. (Lima: Apoyo, 1"990) , pp. 289-97.
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mel-ange of elements ref rect.ing Guzmán, s diwerse interesE,s ,

from Mao, Mariátegui and Kant to shakespeare and washington

rrving. For a t,ime it was carled "The Guiding Thought of
chairman Gonzalo, " and since 19gB has been called "Gonzalo
Thought," Gonzalo being Guzmán's nom de guerre. rt is defined
by Guzmán as "none other than the applicat.ion of Marxism-

Leninism-Maoism to our concrete reality. " However, according

to Guzmán, "it is Maoism that is principal."s rt is clear
that Maoism offers Sendero and its followers what Leninism

originally offered the chinese communists: "a few great and

simple truths. "e rn china, âs Deutscher and Lew explain, the
cPc "Look on the protective colour of stalinist orthod.oxy" as

a matter of political survival after defeat in the cities, but

in doing so transformed the 'germ" of Leninism into a

caricat,ure of stalin's own previous transformations. As Lew

writ.es, "stalinism became the Leninism of the cpc and this
'terescoping' was t,o prevent the chinese communist leaders

fïom appreciating the specific nature of stalinism in the

Russian and international set,tings, and t,he character and

scope of its break with Leninism.',10 Scholars of Maoism,

therefore, emphasize Maoism's ambiguous rel-ationship with
Stalinism; it developed somewhat outside of iL, but. was

' Isaac Deutscher, "Maoism - Its Origins and Outlook, " Irr,
Marxism, wars, and Revolution. (London: verso, r9g4) , p. l-93.

to Lew, "Maoism, Stalinism and the Chinese Revolution, " p. 2j4.

8 Interview with Chairman Gonzalo, p. 7.



ultimately bound by its horizons.

The ideological development of Sendero in Peru differs in
fundamental ways, however, and is ress ambiguous towards

stalinism. Most importantly, unrike in china where there had

been no real Marxist tradition, meaning t.hat Marxism arrived.
there already in its Leninist form, peru had a strong Marxíst
tradition in the f orm of .Tosé carlos Maríátegui .11 The story
of sendero's relationship with Mariátegui, whose ideas it
apparently foIlows, is comprex, and somewhat akin to starin,s
relationship with Lenin. senderologists, however, in assuming

an unproblematic relationship between sendero and Mariát.egui,

fail t,o understand Mariáteguj-,s complicated 1egacy.t2

The history of Mariátegui and the left in peru is
exceedingly complex, owing in part, to his premature death Ín
1930 at the age of 35. rn addition, Mariátegui, like Marx and

Lenin, was ambiguous and contradict.ory on a number of points.
Together, these t,wo factors have allowed for wide ranging

11 Indeed, he has been described by poppino as',the only
important Marxist theoretician to arise in Latin America. r' Not a
t.rue statement. but it indicates Mariátegui's importance and
influence. Rollie E. Poppino, International Communism in Latin
America. (London: The Free Press, L964), p. 83.

L2 Literature by and on Mariát.egui, in bot,h English and
Spanish, is vast. His classic is Seven Interpret,ive Essays on
Peruvian Realities. Others include, Ideoloqía y política. (Lima:
Biblioteca Amauta, 1,973) . ,John Baines, Revolution in peru:
Mariátequi and the Myth. (University of Alabama press, t972) ;
.Tesús Chavarría, 'José Carlos MariáLequi and the Rise of Modern
Peru. (atUuquerque: Uni-versity of New Mexico Press, L979) . In
Spanish see Diego Meseguer Ill-an, José Carlos Mariátequi v su
pensamiento revolucionario. (tima: Instituto de Estudios Peruanos,
t974); Anibal Quijano, rntroducción a Mariátequi. (Mexico, D.F:
Ediciones Era, 1981-) .
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interpret.ations of his legacy. The magnitude of the probrem

õrn l'ra eôôñ by not.ing Mariátegui,s st,and.ing as the patron
saint of virtually all parties and guerrirla fronts on the
lef t since 1945 .13 sendero' s claim as sore legitimat.e heir
to Mariátegui, therefore, is far from uncontest.ed. rndeed, one

of the great debaLes in the 1980s in peru, largely absent from

most writings on sendero, was carried out between sendero,

through ics mouthpiece Er Diario, and the journal Amauta of
the Partido Unificado Mariátequista (pUM) on the correcc,

int.erpretation of Mariátegui .1a The issue of Mariátegui, s

st,atus on the left becomes even more comprex with the

emergence of sendero and the "peopre's war, " because of the

other notable legacy of Mariát.egui - indigenismo. Mariátegui,s
passionate discussions of the "rndian problem, " in which he

wrote romantically of the rncas' rtharmonious communistic

system, " and of t,he t'consanguinity of the rndian movement with
world revolutionary currents,rr are well known in peru. The

i¡nage of Sendero as an Indian movement seems t,o have been

based in part on this knowledge.tt However, âs we have seen,

13 On recent developments on the left and. Mariátegui,s place,
see Guillermo Rochabrun Silva, ,rCrisis, Democracy and the Left in
Peru,rr Latin American Perspectives. f ssue 58, 15 (3) , 1989.

14 Both sides of the polemic can be found in Rául A. Weiner(ed.), Guerra e ideoloqía: Debate entre el PUM y Sendero. (Lima:
Amauta, L990) . Amaut,a is t.he name of the iournal that Mariát.equi
founded.

1s See the chapt.er on t,he " f ndian problem" by Mariátegui in,
Seven Essays, pp. 22-30, and p. 35, pp. 74-'tS for discussions of
Inca communism. It is perhaps of some significance that his longest
discussions of the relatíonship between rndian forms of
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sendero employs none of Mariátegui,s romantic indigenist
language; indeed, it rejects it as "magicaL-whining
national-ism. "

rn fact, references of any sort to Mariátegui in pcp-sl

documents are relat.ively few. rn his interview, Guzmán is
asked at. three separate points to def ine send.ero, s

relationship with Mariátegui. At each point Guzmán, s reply is
the same, stressing three basic themes: that Mariátegui
founded the PCP, was t'anti-revisionistrr from the start, and. if
he rÄrere alive today he "would be a Marxist -Leninist -
Maoist . " 

16

Actually, Mariátegui is known in Latin America for his
revisionism, meaning here his resistance to stalinism. This

regacy, kept alive by smal1 leftist parties and interlectuals
over the years, created problems for the pro-soviet peruvian

Communist Party (PCP) in the l_960s. As poppino commented in
1964, "it would be embarrassing to the present party
lgadership for the Peruvian Communists to reveal that ,fosé

Carlos Mariátegui, whom they revere as the .Fat,her of
communism in Peru,' was denounced as a Trotskyist. onry a few

months before his death. " As poppino writes, somewhat

understatedly, Mariátegui "differed with the comincern on

organízation and modern socialism occur outside the actual
two lengthy endnotes, one on p. 29, t,he ot,her on pp. 74-75.
Mariátegui fert that this consanguinity was ,'Loo evid.ent
documentaLion,', p. 29n1.

16 See Interview with Chairman Gonzalo, pp. l4-L5, p.

l- ovf i rr
, +¿¡
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certain point.s of ideology and st,rategy."tt
Mariátegui was the principal figure in the ,,secret cerl

of seven" whj-ch founded the sociarist party in september Lg2g.

The choice of "socialist" was not merely cosmet.ic; Mariátegui
insisted on it in opposition to the comintern's at,tempt to
di-ctate the creation of a monolit,hic communist party in peru.

His efforts $/ere chastised and "rebuffed, " however, by

comintern representatives at the congress of Latin American

Communist Partj-es held in Buenos Aires in May L92g.ag

The events at the Buenos Aires meeting, together with
personal frictions within the party, led to the resignation of
some leaders in March 1930. Mariátegui died the following
month. only days after Mariátegui's death, the party received.

a letter from the comintern instruct.ing it to change the name

of the party to "communist.rr Although only one member on the

PSP's Executive Committee, Ricardo Martínez de la Torre

(considered the seventh founding member) voted against the

nãme changle, Luciano Castillo, afLer first voting for the

change, later changed his mind and went on to found a new

Socialist Party.le Although some see Mariátegui,s resistance

to t.he Comintern as a mere "tactical, immediate, and

incidental" matter, it seems clear that he had qrave

84

L7 Poppino, International Communism, p.56.
18 Robert ,f . Alexander, Communísm in Latin America .

Brunswick, N.J: Rutgers University Press, !957), p. 20.
le Alexander, Communism, pp .22-224.

(New
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reservations over the name change and wit.h stalinism in
general .20 He was not only accused. of being a Trot.skyist,
but knew the writings of Trotsky and Luxembourg "first hand, "
and was influenced most. by contemporaries such as Antonio
Gramsci whom he studied intent.ly in rtary in the 192 0s .21

Moreor¡er. i n his Def ensa del marxismo . wri I t-cn i¡-¡v!evys!, ¡¡r rt!¿uus¿¡ r|l 1928,

Mariátegui defended Marx's hist,orical- materialism against "aII
spiritualizations" of it.22 Among scholars of Mariátegui he

is seen as Latin America's most influentj-al exponent of

" f 1exib1e, non-deterministic, and dynamic Mar¡js¡¡rr23

rn short, he articul-ated a sophist,icated Marxism that.

respected Latin American realities, while also remai-ning 1oyal

to Marx's internationalist, message. His project was cut short
by his death and in many ways remains unfurfirled tod.ay.

Mariátegui would be rediscovered years later as a Maoist.

Mariátegui's death, therefore, marks the Stalínization of
the PCP. It remained so well after both SLalin,s death and

Kþrushchev's speech of L956. According to Alexand.er, "changes

20 ,Iorge Basadre, rrlnt,roduction, " to Seven Essays, p. xxvj-i.
2L Quijano, fntroducción a Mariátequi, p. 74. Argentine

historian RonaLdo Munck writes t,hat Mariátegui's Seven Essavs
"matches" Gramsci's in its originalit.y and sophistícation, The
Difficult Dialoque: Marxism and Nationalism. (London: Pluto Press,
1986) , p. 96.

22 Quijano, Introducción, pp . 62-63.
23 B1iss, Marxist Thouqht in Latin America, p.I32¡ Chavarría,

,José carlos Mariát.equi, pp. 1-3 L-46; Baines, RevoluLion in peru,
LL4-l-l-5; Meseguer, Mariátequi y su pensamiento revol-ucionario, pp.
225-37 ¡ Quijano, Int.roducción, pp . 70-78.
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in the int,ernational '1ine' \¡/ere applied somewhat late'r in
Latin America. And, Khrushchev's speech, which Al_exander

appropriately carrs stalin's "second death, " ',had relatively
few repercussions among the Latin American rcomrad.es.rn24

This t.hen was the sit.uation when Guzmán joined the pcp in late
l-959 or 1960 as a graduate st.udent. in Arequipa.

Guzmán grew up in the southern city of Arequipa where he

attended a cathoric high school. He entered Areguipa, s san

Augustín university in 1-953. There he st,udied rmmanuel Kant

under philosophy professor Miguel Angel Rodríguez Rivas, said
to be a task master who emphasized "rigorous methodology. "

Guzmán, it is said, \À¡as the star pupil out of the 'rfiercely
loyal group of lRodríguez'sf followers. " The other key

influence on Guzmán was a social-realist painter and.

"undiluted Stalinist, " Carlos de Ia Riva.2s From his
experiences in Arequipa Guzmán married the orthodox Stalinism
of Riva to t.he philosophical pursuit of truth, and arrived
the metaphysical scientific Marxism that is charact,eristic
Stalinist thought systems26 and that jumps from the pages of

25 Biography taken from Gustavo Gorriti, "Shining Path's
St,alin and Trotsky, " In, Palmer (ed. ) , Shininq Path, p. I52.

26 E.P. Thompson's polemic against French Marxist Louis
Alt.husser is relevant here. Thompson's descri-ption of Althusser's
Stalinism under the rigorous eyes of Spinoza and Cartesian logic is
analogous t,o Guzmán's Stalinism through Kantian eyes.Both are
"cooks of the Absolute." On Stalinism's lingering power Thompson
writes: "its forms and modes 'weig:h like an aIp, on the brains of
the living, " The Poverty of Theory and Other Essavs. (New York:
Monthly Review, l.9'78) , pp. L3 6 -3 9 .

2n Alexander, Communism in Latin America, p. 224

¡ts
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sendero documents. Looking back on his experiences j_n

Arequipa, Guzmán stresses above arl the infruence of starin:
Then [rgSOs] the figure of Comrade Stalin made a

big impression on me. At t.hat. t.ime people who were

drawn to communism and those who became party
members were trained using fStalin, sJ problems of
Leninism. rt v/as our mainst,ay and r studied. it as

it deserved to be studied, seriously, given its
importance. Stalin,s life interested me. He was,

for us, an example of revolution. I participated.
in the defense of Sta1in. At that time, taking him

away from us would have been like taking away our

soul. In those days the works of Stalin were more

widely propagated than those of Lenin.27

Tn L962, Iaw degree in hand, Guzmán was recruited to the

Facult.y of Education of UNSCH in Ayacucho by university
president Efraín Morote Best. Far from entering a time warp
.;that many have painted Ayacucho as being, Guzmán arrived in
Ayacucho at, a time when it was experiencing drastic economic,

social, and cultural changes. As we have seen, one of the most

significant forces of change was massive migration from the

countryside. However, the other principal agent of chang'e was

the university itself which was re-opened in t-959. The

university brought. a number of import.ant, changes to Ayacucho.

For one, the city grew dramat.ically aft.er the re-opening,

27 Interview with Guzmán. p. 1-00 .
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attracting capital, gov€rnment agencies, âD.d tourist,s .

Tourism, in fact, \^/as identified as an integral part of the
overall plan to transform Ayacucho into a university rindustry

Lown.rr rts first rect,or exclaimed that 'everyone in peru wants

to come see t.he famous processions of Holy week in Ayacucho,',

t,ourist hot.els were buil-t, with government monies and. the

university act,ively promoted the training of t.he mass-

production of "foIk-art items" - ceramics and the retablos for
which Ayacucho is famous.28

The re-opening of the university created two conditions
essential to the creat,ion of sendero. The university offered
the part,y leadership Lhe proper conditions to estabrish an

'rintimate relationship" with the particurarities and

peculiarities of Ayacucho. On t,he one hand, it had an

"importance without precedentrr in the region as a mechanism of
social mobility, moral authority and emplolrment. With large

amounts of government funding, it attracted professors and

a-ilministrators from throughout, Peru. According to Stein and.

Monge this meant the rrconcrete incarnation of a ne\{ type of

28 The Renascence of an Andean University: Problems and.
Possibilities of Hiqher Educat.ion. (Ayacucho: Universidad Nacional
de San Cristóbal de Huamanga, 1959) . ft is unpaginated. Handicraft
production of this sort. should not be slighted as unimportant.
Indeed, âs Mitchell shows for Quinua, "it would be difficutt to
overestimate t.he effect of the ceramic industry on the l-oca1
economy...earnings of ceramicists have been stupendous. " Mit.chel-I,
Peasants on the Edqe, p. 115.
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regional leadership," a new mestizo inLellectual erite.2s on

the other hand, and more importantry, the universit.y also
attracted large numbers of ent.husiastic student.s, mostly f rom

rural areas around Ayacucho, although some came from as far
away as Lima. The set,ting then was one Degregori has carled an
rrencounterrrbetween a new provincial e1it.e and recentlv
arrived rural youth eager for knowledge.30

An interesting and overlooked source that documents these

developments is Th" R"r"=""r.. of ". hd"". urit"r"ity,
written by its first president, Fernando Romero. The re-
opening of uNScH, described by Romero as a "happy regional
event, " gave rise to an "entirely new and audacious education

project for Peru. "31 The audacity of the project lay in its
defined role as an t'engine of progress,,not just for the city
of Ayacucho, but for the entire region. rt was al-so bord in
its Iiberal educational policies. Ironj-calIy, UNSCH was

perhaps the first Peruvian university to fol-Iow through on

eäucational reforms advocated in the tg2os and 1930s by people

like Mariátequi.32

2e Steve St,ein and Carlos Monge,patrimonial en el Perú. (l,ima: Instituto
L98-Ì) , p. L87.

31 Gustavo Gorriti, "Shining Pat.h,s Stalin and Trot,sky, " Ifl,
Parmer (ed.), shininq Path, p. L54. The fotlowing narrative is
based on Renascence. Unless otherwise noted all quotations are fromir.

32 See Seven Essays, Chapt,er, 4.

30 Carlos Degregori, Oue difícil es ser Díos, p.7.

de Estudios Peruanos,
crisis deI Estado
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originally established in 1677, the uNScH ,,hummed

through'r more than t.wo centuries of coloniar rure bef ore
succumbing to the financiar pressures caused by peru,s

devastating loss in the war of the pacific. seventy years
lat,er it was re-opened, in a quite different. cont,ext, âs an

instrument of economic revitarization with large amounts of
government funding. Romero envisioned Ayacucho becoming an

education industry town. 'rHere we are attempting to mould a

center of higher education consonant with economic and social
needs...This school will be the first in peru specializing in
the preparat,ion of professj-onals regionalry for solutions of
a profound regional problem lbackwardness] . " Its sphere of
influence, according to Romero, was to rpenetrate manv

Departments. rl

Renascence is revealing for its description of the cl-ass

and ethnic background of students. Those classified. as

mest.izo made up 98 percent of the first students. Thev came

piedominantly "from the naturarly-poor upland Depara*..ra" of
Apurímac, Ayacucho, Huancavelica, Huánuco, Junín, pasco. " The

last three, it should be noted, constítute the major part of
the central highlands, proof of the university, s influence
outside of "parochial" Ayacucho and, therefore, evidence of
the linkages bet,ween Peru's highland regions t.hat Mcclint.ock

and others have done so much t,o gloss over.

In class terms, the students were classified as one tenth
poor ("indigent"), one tenth "rich,'t with "mosL" beinq ,'sons
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of small- farmers or merchants.rr rn other words. they were de_

peasantized sons and daught.ers of a mid.d.]e peasantry or a

small pett,y bourgeoisie.

Romero's description of the goals and programs of the
university is equarly fascinat,ing for what it tells us about

sendero. He terls us, for instance, that. "effort has been made

to impress upon the students the need for them t.o make their
respective careers in their home-region. They will be, as they
are frequently reminded, the leaders of their community. " To

facilitat,e this, rrthe universit,y insists that every graduate

be conversant with euechua. " Romero had lofty, if naive,
goars. "Rather than an élite corps [of academics] , the
university, " he proclaimed "wiIl turn out, year by year,

members of a practical army of technicians,, to deliver
Ayacuchanos from their economic misery. Romero, s noble vision
did not materialize, however. rndeed, things went astray from

the program's inception. Romero lists the choice of major

fields as follows: Education (where Guzmán was): 1OB/22+;

agricultural engineering

anthropology 2 2r/224. The dist,ribution is revearing for the

large number of non-technical/vocational oriented choices

amongi t.he st.udents. rndeed, Romero expressed concern over

this, saying rrwe hope that , by the end of t.his year, the

students' own choice will show different emphasis." The

problems experienced at UNSCH are not all that. unique; in
f act, t.hey seem to be a symptom of educat.ion programs in the

(his technicians) : 44/224;



Third Wor1d as a whole. As Roger Dale explains,
There is, for instance, typically a huge

overproducLion of graduates from every level [who]

are likeIy to be as qualified in the humanities or
social sciences as they are in technology or
physical science.33

rn the case of Ayacucho, a place where rural and urban,

"rndian" and mestizo, mingled, the development of a mass of
highly educated, upwardly mobile, cholo youth (cholo

ascendiente) who have the social ambitions of their Maoist

schoolteachers, and were told they would be the next regj-onal

elite, but who experience barriers because of worsening

economic conditions and because of their ascribed rrrndían"

statusr provided the

33 Roger DaIe, "Learning to Be...Vùhat? Shaping Education in
'Developing Societies,'" Irr, Alavi and Shanin (ed. ) , Socioloqv of
Developinq Societies, p. 409.

explosion.3a Favre goes so far as to call these cholos a

3a Angel1, t'Classroom Maoists, " p. 4. Nicolás Lynch d.ocuments
the rise of Maoist groups comprised of a cholo ascendiente at
Lima's San Marcos University, Los ióvenes roios de San Marcos: El
radicalismo universit,ario de los años setenta. (Lima: EI Zorro de
Abajo, 1990). Some captured Senderistas have been as young as eight
years oId, prompting many scholars t,o compare Sendero t.o Po1 Pot.
On youth see Dennis Chávez de Paz, Juventud y terrorismo:
Características sociales de los condenados por terrorismo y otros
delitos. (l,ima: Inst,it,ut,o de Estudios Peruanos, ]-989) . Chavez de
Paz also documents that, captured women Senderistas generally had
high levels of education. In this sense Sendero also represents the
grievances of upwardly mobile women and not, âs one might assume,
the poorest and most oppressed sectors of Peruvian societ.y. Donald
Barnhart document.s the creation of a growing mass of rrovereducat.ed
unemployed" population in Arequipa in t,he l-ate 1-960s, rtThe Growing
crisis of Labour-surplus scoieties: A case study of Arequipa,
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condtions for a violent social
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"violent social tfps. rr3s Degregori echoes t.hese sentiments
referring to t.heir "schizophrenic identity. "36 whire Favre

and Degregori both seem to exaggerate what. Degregori elsewhere

has called the "bellicose pot,ential'r of t,his group, 3t

Romero's closing sent.iments are nevertheless of substantial
interest. Despit.e rigorous psychological tests prior to
admittance, Romero expresses concern over the students mental

state ("psychological reactions of the most-negative sort")
and suggests that, t,hey are not. mature enough interrectuarly or
emotionally for university education. rn order to undersLand

how Sendero capitalized on these volatile conditions, we need

to appreciate the historical ambiguities of education no'l i ¡'r--

and practice.

The struggle for education rights by and for the Indian
majority is a heritage of two contradictory impulses - the

education reform movement 1ed by indiqenists such as

Mariátegui, who championed their right to education;38 and

that of the Peruvian State which, since Independence, has been

interest,ed in carrying the Spanish language, and the message

Darrr ll

35

JO

PCCLAS. 9, L982, pp. 35-51_.

37 Carlos Degregori, "sociedad rural y violencia po1ítica, "
Debate Aqrario. 13 (,January-May ]-992) , p. 167.

38 Mariátegui writes of the LgzO reform movement as one
"closely connected with the postwar wave of messianic hopes,
revolutionary sentiments, and mystic fervoür," IÍr, Seven Essays, p.

Favre, t'Ser:.dero Luminoso y horízontes ocult,os, " p. 3l-.

Degregori, Oue difícil, p. L7.
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of progress to the rrremote" And.es. Education was a central_

el-ement of

Presidents
( 1 A'7) -'7 â,\

' vt ,

vehicle of

establishing one of the first trade schools in the count-rr¡- in

attempts at "solving" the Indian problem.

Ramon Cast.irla (1845-51-, 1855-64) and Manuel pardo

for instance, bot,h sought to use education as a

rndian integration. rndeed, pardo is crediLed with

Ayacucho

contradictory intentions, explains why "the peasantry has

carried the banner of the schoolr' as its 'dream and honc. rr

what is known as the "myth of the school. "ao

Hist,orically, the principal vehicre for carrying this
myth to the provinces has been the provincial mestizo (misti)
teacher. The position of t,he misti is ambiguous, though

clearly authoritarian. primov underscores that they should be

seen as integral parts of the ïndian community, not simpry

externar exploiters. As primov writes, rrmestizo power and.

influence have never stopped at the gates of the rndian
community . un' As integral f igures of t,he community, the

in IB72.3e This dual legacy, although of

40 Þa¡{ri a..-*--¡1o Montoya, ,Juan Ansión, €t ã7, forum on ilLa escuelaruraL: mito, realidad y perspectivas,'r Debate Aqrario. 1- (october-
december, L9B7) .

al George Primov, rrThe Politica1 Role of Mest.izo Schoolteachersin rndian communit,ies, " frr, Benjamin orlove and. Glynn custred(eds. ) , Land and Power in Latin America. (New york: Hoiems & Meier
Publishers, 1980), p. l-54. The classic work on relations between
Peru's "t,hree races" is Fernando Fuenzalida Vo1lmar, and. Enrique
Mayer, El- Perú de las tres razas. (New york: uNrrAR, 1"974) . Like
Primov, Fuenzalida and Mayer emphasize that. the source of the
mestizo's power is his "nuánced iäterd.ependence,,, p. 79.

3e Davies, fndian Inteqration, pp. 3L-32.
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mestizo educator operates as intermediary between locar and

national structures, both in his,/her actual teaching role, and.

also in a variety of non-educationar rores. rn general_, we can

say that t.he mestizo educator's world view expresses a
profound fear of "the rndian, " and they see their work as a
civilizing miss j-on. But,, primov explains, with ,'the proper
charade of deference toward the rnd.ian" they can incorporat,e
t,hemserves into positions of power. rn return, they are
viewed by rndians with a mixture of awe, hostility and.

utilitarianism. Their presence presents a double-edged. sword.

on the one hand, their rore as educators, as carriers of

'rspanish" curture, puts them clearly in a hegemonic position,
their control over language and knowledge is their main source

of power. on the other hand, they are potential allies who

offer opportunities (principally the teaching of spanish) for
the rndian t.o attack their very subordinate position.a2

The myth, or dream of the school is therefore a

cÒmplicated one in the highland communities. rn a situation
like the city of Ayacucho, the university presents itself not
just as an opportunity for resistance to mestizo domination,

but f or real social mobitit,y. rndeed, schooling is the
principal path provincial youth see for social mobility. As

Alan Angell wrote in L982, before sendero became a household

name in Peru, schooling was 'rLhe classic form of social ascenc

to t.he middle class from the upper ranks of the working class,

42 Primov, "Mestizo Schoolteachers," pp. L54-57.
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or the better off peasantry, and from the smarl towns to
provinciar capitals. " rn peru, this class has expanded rapidry
since the 1960s, the beneficiaries of gienerous government

subsidies. During t,he first Belaúnde government, (1965-68)

education spending was "t,he singre most important infruence on

the rapid rise of government expenditure. "43

sendero was in fact a main beneficiary of Belaúnd.e,s

largesse at UNSCH, one of the many ironies of 19BO when

Belaúnde returned to power. when Guzmán arrived in 1962 the
party put him in charge of youth work in the region. At the
university one of his first, moves was to have students carry
out censuses in the barrios on the outskirt.s of the city which

by 1970 made up as much as 3B percent of the city, s

populat.ion. These were the first efforts on the part of Guzmán

and his emerging student following to develop the "intimate
relationship" with the surrounding peasantry. The nature of
t.his relationship needs, however, to be properly defined.
Rþflecting on his first arrival in Ayacucho, Guzmán tells us

how his original intention to stay in Ayacucho for only a year

("I had my plans, the proletariat had ot.hers") was al_tered by

a f ascinat, j-ng discovery: the peasantry. aa Guzmán, s tone

resembles that of t.he anthropologist, whích is probably the

a3 Ange11, "Classroom Maoists, " pp.4-B; education accounted for
402 of government expenditure increases under Belaúnd.e.

44 fnterview wit,h Chairman Gonzalo, p. l_01. Guzmán writes:
"Ayacucho helped me discover the peasantry...if you walk toward t,he
outskirts [of town] , in fifteen minutes you're already in the
countryside. I'
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appropriate analogy given the role the university played in
estabrishing a program that. both insist.ed. on speaking euechua,
and that saw a large number of students graduating with
humanities degrees in disciplines rike ant.hropology. one could
perhaps cal-1 this relationship between party and masses

"knowing the 'other.'" such a description best st,ates how

sendero differs from both the Maoist strategy of "swi_mming in
the sea of the peasantry, " and the vanguard. urban party which
it otherwise is. As mestizo educators they understand the
fears and hopes of the peasantry surround.ing Ayacucho, and

during the war have played on t.hese emotions in a cvnical and.

violent fashion.

At the same time as he was discovering the peasantry,
Guzmán made his first attempts at applying Maoism to his new

found rearities in his first years at uNScH.4s Mainly,
however, he continued to study the more accessible and

digestible I'classics" of stalin. These in fact would prove

uþeful later in the decade in his st,ruggre for power within
the Maoist Left. rn the first years after his arrival_, Lhe

internationar schism of the soviet and chinese parties was

prayed out, in a fierce if not, farcical manner j-n peru . By 1964

the PcP had split into pro-soviet and pro-chinese factions.
Named after their newspapers, t.hese part,ies became known as

as fnterview wit.h Chairman Gonzalo , ,,There
understand Chai-rman Mao Tse-tunq. f advanced.
Marxism. " Guzmán also read "A proõosal Concerninq
of the Internat,ional Communist Móvement. "

too I started to
in understanding
the General Line
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the Peruvian Communist party 'rUnity" (pcp-U, Unidad), and the
Peruvian communist Party "Red Ftag" (pcp-BR, Bandera Roja),
respectively. Money and party resources and most of the
nat,ional- leadership went with the former. Bandera Roja, led by

saturnino Paredes, maintained t.he support of some regional
committees and youth organizations, many of whom had. already
moved towards Maoism.a6 one of these regional committees \,vas

that of Ayacucho (CRA), and was lead by ,Tosé Sotomayer. Still
later, in 1965, Paredes's Leadership was questioned., leading
to a furt,her split, and creation of t,he pcp-"Red Nationrr (pcp-

PR, Patria Roia). Guzmán declined an offer to lead patria

Roja, choosing instead t.o stay in Bandera Roja in charge of
military affairs. He also continued to work closelv with
youth

Tha ñr^^ôêêôo 'l a=rli n^¡,---esses leading to t,he formation of the Sendero

Luminoso ín L970 were largely exercises in pet,ty squabbling

and petty po$/er struggles within the Maoist left in which

Iäbels such as "left liquidationistr were tossed about

46 It is not meant to imply that Bandera Roja was comprised
only of smal-I " isolated" regional committ.ees, disconnected f rom
Lima (this view is often the corollary of the argument that
Ayacucho is an isolated backwater). rn fact, Bandera Roja was
strong at san Marcos university in lrima, âs was vanquardia
Revolucionario (vR) , whose leader in the mid-L97os, ,Julio césar
Mezzich was "incorporated" into Sendero in L982. Mezzi-dn, who is
blonde and blue eyed, is currently Sendero's leader. lvlezzich's pasL
experience as peasant organizer in Andahuayalas in the mid-1970s
helps explain Sendero's successes in t,hat region since 1982. See
Ronald Berg, "sendero Luminoso and the Peasantry of ?rndahuaylas, "Journal of rnteramerican studies and world Affairs . 28 (4) , 1-996-a7,
pp. 1-65-97 . On Mezzich's pre-Sendero experience see Flores Gal-indo
Tiempo de plaqas, pp . 136-44. on san Marcos as a "temple of Mao"
see Lynch, Los jóvenes roios de San Marcos, pp. 64-93.
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routinery. Guzmán, helped by the power he wierded in the
universit.y, was recognized as early as 1965 as l_eader of a so_

called Red or peking Faction within Bandera Ro-.ia.

this perj-od the sons of nelrr UNSCH president Efraín Morote
Best., osmán and Katya, became 'ractive followers of Guzm{¡- rraT

rt was only a mat,ter of time before his faction spIit. Two

events of this period were essential to Guzmán, s faction, s

final drive for hegemony: the lessons rearned. from the
fail-ures of the i-960s guerrillas; and trips to china d.uring
the CulturaL Revolution made by Guzmán and the future "number
threett man in sendero, Ant,onio Diaz MartÍnez, ân agronomist
whom Guzmán met at UNSCH.

Much has been written on the guerrirla fronts of the
1960s. The most notable were 1ed by Hector Béjar (nLN, a break
away from PcP), Hugo Branco (Trotskyist, poR, FrR), Luis de la
Puente (MrR break away from APRA) .48 Most were J_nspired by

the cuban Revolution, and che Guevara, s and. Regis Debray, s

cÒncept of the guerrilla foco. AlI are generarly seen to have

failed because they knew the peasantry insufficiently wel_l_ and

D:riry

a7 Gorriti, "shining path,s Stalin and. Trot.sky, " p. l-55.
48 The classic accounts of the period are HecLor Béjar,s 1,965:

Notes on a Gue-rril1a Experience. (New York: Monthly Review press,
L970) ; Hugo Blanco, I_,and or Death. (New york: paÈhf inder press,
1972). A good comparative discussion of the experience is Leon G.Campbell's "The Historiography of the Peruvian èuerrilla Movement,
1960 -65, " Latin American Research Review . 7 (t) , L973, pp . 45-69.



exaggerated

romanticized the revolut,ionary potentiat of the peasanrry
without sufficient propagandization and organizat,ion. Their
knowredge of the rndian was also a problem. rnspired by the
romanticist indigenist ideology of peopre like ,fosé María
Arguedas, they had a naive, paternalist vision of what the

" rndian peasantsrr were like and what they wanted.. so They

named their fronts after Túpac Amaru, pumacahua, and other
legendary leaders of Indian rebel1ion.s1

Guzmán's faction learned important. lessons from this
experience. At the time they and other Maoist factions argued.

vociferously that objective conditions were not right and. that
what was required was patient building of a strong partry.

Guzmán and others had done just that. From their offices at
UNSCH they watched and wait,ed with probabre delight as the
Peruvian government unleashed a bombing campaign against
Béjar, Branco and others between 1963-65, that wickham-crowley

claims was "the most intensive seen in Latin America" until

their potential.
100

4e In other words they

4e Blanco: rrOur analysis of the situation was not very clear
at the time...The necessity of imbuing the peasants with oþtimism
filIs one with a greater optimism -tft"n would result from an
absoLut.ely unemotional analysis, " Land or Death, p. 69.

s0 Argiuedas is known as Lat.in America's premier "bicult.uralrlwriter of the l-950s. He wrot.e passionate novels of 1o andíno, ssuffering. See Blanco p. ]-26, where he writes his last letter t.o
Arguedas - in Quechua - 4 days before Arguedas killed himself. Healso invokes Valcárcel and Ciro Alegría, two indigenist.s from the
L92Os, p. 1-31.

51 It is, of course, highly ironic that Sendero chose a Spanish
name for the party and for Guzmán's nom de guerre, 'Gonzaro,'ryethas been viewed as an Indian rebellion.
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somoza's offensive against sandinista guerrillas in the late
1970s. s2

The most important, lesson they learned was in fact the
same one Blanco has identified in his recollections, Lhe need

for a st.rong vanguard party that can withstand.
counterinsurg'ency and one not encumbered by romantic vi_sions.
As Branco explains, their 'rerror was not in turning to
guerrilla warfare. rt was in having neglected from the sLart
to build the party, which wourd have organized., extended, and

centralized aIl aspects of the struggle."s3

After watching and rearning these ressons, Guzmán and

others (oíaz Martínez) were sent t,o china at the beginning of
the cultural Revolution.sa There they were taught "masterful
lessons " in, among ot.her things , " humbre exprosives . rr rhe
experience was important in establishing the cult of 'Mao

Thought' that Guzmán would later ut,ilize in t.he construct.ion
of his own personality cu1t, Gonzalo Thought. Guzmán recounts
hÞw he looked with religious awe ("I was only able to see from

a distance") at Mao ,the great Leader, ân extraordinary
Marxist, a pinnacre of Marxism"ss The trip had. other

52 Timothy P. Wickham-Crowley, "Terror and Guerrilla Warfarein Latin America , L956-70,', comparative studies in societ.v and.History. 32, 1990, p. 231-.

s3 B1anco, Land or Death, p. 69.
s4 Guzmán made one, possibly two trips

interview he speaks of t.wo.

" , pp. 1OO_101.

to China. In his
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imnorl-anf effer:ts - nrin¡in:'l'lr¡ Èl-ra ^^ñr!r*},v!uq¡rL E!J---vv¡ À/!¿r¡vr}.s¿¡j --,,.pletion of the final

steps on the road t,o a completely meLaphysicar rerationship
with Marxism. Guzmán has writ,ten: ,,we believe that comrade

Stalin
about

, was a great Marxist-Leninist,. what chairman Mao said
him is correct: his errors amount.ed to thirtv .er.-ênf

and the root of these errors was in his limitations in
grasping dialectics. But no one

Marxist.. 'l

insufficientry metaphysical Marxism. rn resol-vinq stalin, s

insufficiencies the key source

Contradiction, " which Guzmán

fundamental 1aw, " while the pro-sendero Er Diario sees it as

a "unique universal l-aw. "s6

The effects on Diaz Martínez were simirar. A former

agronomist in Belaúnde's first administration, Diaz Martínez

His limits, in other words, were in an

s6 rnterview with chairman Gonzalo, p. 7¡ p. gg. El Diario,
August , 9, l-989. stuart schram argues that the discovery of theoriginSl L937 text of I'On Contradiction'r rtproves that ¡rtao did infact adopt such a position before Stalin, " and that t.herefore it
cannot be seen as simply Stalinism's influence in the formation of
Maoism. See Schram's ent.ry in Tom Bott.omore (ed.), A Dicti-onary ofMarxist Thouqht. (Cambridge, Mass: Harvard University p¡ess, 19g3),pp. 299-300, and Schram, The ThouqhL of Mao Tse-Tunq, pp. 66-67.
Nevertheless, it was in l-964 that Mao explicitly repud.lat-eã Hegel'sandMarx's three laws by reducing them to one: the lawof the unityof opposites - "the fundamental law of t,hought", accord.ing to Mao l

seen by some as the influence of Sta1in's own reductions or as amanifestation of the Chinese ying and yang. In either case we havein "On Contradiction" a metaphysical inÈerpretation of Marxism.And, the L965 revised version cites stalin's Found.at,ions of
Leninism approvingly: 'rst,alin's anatysis provides us wltn a rnoaet
f or underst.anding the particularíty and the universalit.y of
contradiction and t.heir interconnecLion" Reprinted ín Óavid.
Mcl,ellan (ed.), The Essential Left. (London: unwin, 19g6), p. 2gg.
sendero's take is essentially the same, see pcdelp, Bases dediscusión. (Lima: Ediciones Bandera Roja, l}BT) , pp. I6-L7.

can deny that he was a great

for Guzmán was Mao's "On

refers to as "the only
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Ayacucho entit.led
Hope) (l-969) .s7 Although the st.alinist metaphysic is presenc

at times in this work, it is otherwise known for its "close
grained and sensitive" reading of Ayacucho, s poverty t,hat

'rnever loses a sense of mixture and movement. "sB

analysis of Ayacuchano reality is noticeably absent
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in academic circles for a study of

later work China: la revolución aqraria (!g7B) , reflecting his
wholesale conversion to the formulaic Maoist (Stalinist)
language characteristic of pcp-sl, documents and interviews.
Hunqer and Hope does, on the one hand, reflect the influence
of Maoism, in partícurar in the definition of Andean agrarian
structures as semj--feudal which remains a Sendero centerpiece.
But, on the other hand, it is marked by a layman,s sense of
change and fluidity in Ayacuchano society, and its overall
scope is exemplified by the title word, ilhope,', and not by the

glorification of death which saturates sendero documents.se

si Antonio
(Ayacucho: Waman
hambre, rr America

se In the article "Ayacucho y las Comunidadesr' (p. 3l-5), he
describes Andean structures as "traditional" sug:gesting that. he was
less interested in rigid analytj-ca1 categories than in just
understanding how "things worked. " Importantly, Díaz Martínez also
comments on the absence of youth in the communities he visited,
realizing t,hat t.hey had all been,'pushed,rto Lima, Ayacucho, or t,hejungle. (p. 3l-0). For his later, more dogmatic views, in addtion t.o
China, see the interview with hj-m in ,José María Salcedo ,,Con
Sendero en Lurigancho, " Ouehacer. 41_ (June/July, LgB6) , pp. Lg-23,
taken while he was in prison at Lurigancho just months prior t.o his
death in the prison massacre there.

s8 Orin Starn, "Missing the Revolutiol," p. 80.

Díaz Martínez,

'I'nl-s

in his

Puma, L969) ¡
Indíqeaa. 30 (2)

Ayacucho: Hambre v esperanza.f'Ayacucho y las Comunidades de1
, L97O, 307-20.
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The importance of his earlier work lies in the fact that it
shows an underst,anding of regional and national_ rearities
t.hat, although lost in Lhe stalinist rhetoric of sendero

document,s, is act,ed on in pract.ice.

when Guzmán and Díaz Mart,ínez returned to Ayacucho in
1-968 t.hey found, in a scene reminiscent, of the crumbling of
the New Left in the united states and Europe, t.he pro-chinese
f action in I'disarray, r' caught up in 'rbitter and vicious "

debates between pro-cuban supporters and rival Maoist

60 Gorriti, 'tshining path's Stalin and. Trotsky, " pp. 156-5g.While we wish to emphasize the local and Peruvian- factõrs in t.he
emergence of Sendero, the paralleIs between the situation in peru
in 1-968-70 and the implosion of Students for a Democratic Societ.y(SDS) in the United States are striking, and not at all unrelated.Of special note is t,he history of the Revolutionary Communist
Part,y, usA (RcP) , along with sendero, one of the most importantparties affiliated with the Revolutionary Internat.iõnalist
Movement. RCP rose from the ashes of the 1969 SDS convention at
Chicago which sealed the fat,e of the beleaguered SDS and saw the
departure of the Progressive Labour party (pI,p), ât that time the
strongest voice of Maoism j-n the u.s., thus opening the way for the
emergence of the RCP, and the Communist Party (Marxist-Leninist)
t,he twþ largest Maoist organizations in the United. States in the
l-970s. During the convention the RCP (then the Bay Area Rad.ical
Union) , with the help of t.he Weathermen, ptayed a key role in
ousting the PLP from SDS.

Like sendero, which never had deep roots among peasanr
organizations but managed to infiltrate or impose its leaãership
over t.hem after 1980, the RCP never really had deep roots among thè
student movement or among SDS, but managed to position iCse1f at
the helm of the MaoisL movement in the u.s. - a posit.ion it stilr
ho1ds. fts founders (Bob Avakian) opportunistically intervened in
the 1,969 convention "merely to block the pI,p" from carrying t,he
mant.Ie of Maoism. The PLP was cri-ticized f or I'revisionist
behaviour" by Avakian and others in a moment reminiscent of
Sendero's attempts to outflank Patria Roja and other Maoist groups
in Peru at the same time. Furt,hermore, the RCP distinguished
itsel-f among the Maoists with its puritanical and moralist,ic tone.
Like Sendero the RCP's constitut,ion upholds "proletarian morality"
despice the obvious absence of proletariat.s among the party elite.

factions .60 It was at this time that Mariátegui was "re-
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discovered" by Guzmán and his Red Faction as a source that.

offered t.hem a nationalist and communist tradition, elements

needed to survive in the midst of intense intra-left struggle
for hegemony. As Guzmán tells it, 'rthe more r und.erstood Mao

Tse-tung, the more r began to appreciate and varue Mariát.egui.

since Mao urged us to apply creatively, r went back and.

studied Mariáteguitr6r

application of Maoist

conference in ]-979:

Our people were

lof ] Marxj-sm-Leninism-Mao Thought. We were f irst
dazzled,. at the beginning lthere was] a burst of
int.erminable 1ight, light and nothing more; litt1e

A revealing example of this creative
truth was Guzmán's speech to a party

by little our

light, lwhen]

Homoseicuals and those living together outside of legal marriage are
seen as violators of this morality, guilty of "bourgeoisdecadence.rr Theoretically, the RCP is noted for its enthusiasm for
Stalin' s writings, ín particular, his vj-ews on t,he I'nationalrr
question. And, rrmore than any ot.her Maoist group lin the U.S.] " the
RCP emphasizes t,he role of ideology. It,s major slogan, rtCreate
Public Opinion...Seize Power" is analogous to Sendero's emphasis onI'armed propaganda" and "the importance lthe partyJ gives to
politically educating and mobilizing the masses" through leaflets
and El Diario. On the RCP see A. Belden Fields, Trotskvism and
Maoism: Theorv and Practice in France and the United Stat,es. (New
York: Autonomedia, l-988), pp. 185-229.

61 Interview with Chairman Gonzalo, p. LO2.

62 Cited in Deborah Poole and Gerardo Rénique, peru: Time of
Fear. (London: Latin American Bureau, L992), p. 34.

illuminated by the brighter lighr

see our counLry, Mariátegui and our reality.62

retinas began to understand this
we lowered our eyes and we began to
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Guzmán's adopLion of the ,,true" Mariátegui was intended,
of course, to establish a direct lineage to Mariátegui,s
socialist Party and thereby outflank the numerous Leftist
parties that also claimed Mariátegui as their mentor. Thus,

the pro-sendero newspaper El Diario refers to the 'more than

fifty years of the communist party" tradition, erasing the
brief history of the socialist party from historicar memory.

Discussions of party history in party publications read like
the equivalent of stalin's short course, positing an unbroken

lineage between Mariátegui and Guzmán.63

Guzmán's Red Faction encountered a new dilemma in ]-96g,

the coming to power of the Revolutionary Government of the

Armed Forces (GRFA). while many stress the ineffective nature
of the agrarian reform progiram as a cause of sendero, t.he

importance of t.he military's actions reaIly ties elsewhere.

There are two ironies to the milítary,s rule. First, its
revolutionary rhetoric and peculiar concept of 'ranti-politics"
cieated a political opening on the left, one the government

would lat.er attempt to close in an increasingly authoritarian
manner after L974.64 The second irony is that. d.espite its
devotion to education as a key modernizing sLrategy, the

military cut post-secondary education fundì ncr Tndaed - 'i I dì.1

63 Good examples are found in, Pcd.eIP, Desarrollemos la guerra
de querrillas!, Comité Central , LgB2, pp. t_-6.

6a Brian Loveman and Thomas Davies Jr. (eds.), The por-itics of
Antipolitics: The Military in Latin America. (Lincoln and London:
University of Nebraska Press, L97B) .
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so on the same day as it promulgaEed its Agrarian Reform Law

(,fune 24, 1969) . Known as Decree OO6, the education l-aw

severely curt.ailed access t.o free public education. cities
like Ayacucho and Huanta erupted with anger. This anger led to
the f ormation of t,he People' s Def ense Front - .rrrê of whose

leaders was Guzmán.6s

The events of ]-969 brought a measure of prestige and

power to Guzmán's Red Faction, facilitating its finaL break

with Bandera Roja and Paredes, who Guzmán began to call 'Mr.
Liquidationist." Paredes returned with his own invective,
calling Guzmán "Mr. opportunist,'r a label not far from the

truth. rn l-970 sendero Luminoso was born, beginning a ten year

period of rebuilding the party from the top down, what they

refer to as the I'reconstj-tution of the party as a party of a

new tffps. tt6e The main steps toward this had in fact already

been taken through Guzmán's faction's control over key

administrative posts in the university. Guzmán was provosE

fïom 1-968 to L969, while Diaz Martínez was Dean of Student

Affairs. And, of course, the educat,ion department was

virtually occupied by Senderista militants. Sendero initiated
the armed st.ruggle only after losing its grip on key positions

of power within the universi-t.y to other New Left parties such

66 Desarrollemos la querra de querrillas, p. 1. The best work
on this period, from the internecine battles of t969 to the last
preparations for armed struggle in L979, is Carlos Degregori, s
Ayacucho 1969-l-979: eI surqimiento de Sendero Luminoso. (Lima:
Instituto de Estudios Peruanos, L990) .

6s Poole and Rénigue, Time of Fear, pp. 36-37.
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as Vanguardia Revolucionario. The first Ioss was control over
Huamanga's student organization in Lgj3. A gradual weakening

of their power continued so Lhat by 1975 their position in the
People's Defense Front, was also severery weakened. By the late
1970s sendero power in UNSCH was limit,ed. to a few remainincr

loya1 professors.

understanding both sendero's successes and. faitures in
generating popular support since it initiated the armed

struggle involves recognizing the characteristics of its pre-

insurrectionary period.

determined sendero's fortunes: its mestizo status, giving it
the ability to particj-pate in and exploit the shifting
dynamics between tttwo worlds,.' its pedagogical roots, which

all-ow it
¡.rl.rn'l o 67
'Y¡¡v¿v,

ideological coherence and power to a cholo lumpen

intelligentsia;68 and a Stalinist ideolog:y that is both

to 'rknow the other, " and peruvian realities as a

and which put it ín an important position to offer

tt This is hardry a popular point, to make as it appears to some
as proof of advocacy of Sendero's brutal tactics. As a result few
are willing to make it, not, the least of which is the peruvian
government. Ant.hropologist, Gavin Smith' s commenrs are particularly
apt here: " rt is a long way f rom giving sendro l,uminos isicjcredentials they do not deserve, to point out that their success
arises from t.heir ability to deal- convincingly with the problems ofpeasants, rather than with the peasants as problems.'r rhe latt.er
approach has typically been the government's and, sadly, academics,
approach. "The Long Memory of a Forgott.en people, " canadian
Dimension. 19 (5) (December 1995) , p. 36. The peasant.s did, of
course, become problems for Sendero once lhew refrrsed tô ã.'.:êrlt-
Maoist. truth (see below) .

68 'rrhe party has decided to 'sow the seed.s of power' so that
people begin to exercise it, and learn to run t.he Stat,e. . . Once thev
Iearn to run t.he State they learn that títl can only be maintaineã

In particular, t,hree fact,ors have



pragmatic and dogmatic.

Perhaps the most import.ant. factor is the party efite,s
mestizo status. Guzmán and Díaz Martínez form part of a long
tradition of mestizo educators in a provincial set.ting. As we

have seen, Lhe provinciar mestizo is an intermediary between

'rtwo worlds" and participat.es equarry well in bot,h. They are

neither whoIly outsiders nor wholly insiders; they imitate
high creole cult,ure and appropriate the ,rfow,rr And.ean culture.
The relationship between mestizo and rndian and. cholo is
typicarly authoritarian, but the mestizo underst.ands their
hopes and fears and uses them to his/her advantage.

This fact exprains the shifting support for sendero as

the war progressed in the earLy 19BOs. rn the first few years

sendero's executj-ons of local- bosses and politicians often
coincided with peasant aspirations which sought revenge

against past exploiters. rn places such as chuschi, send.ero

commanded fairly widespread support until- late t982. As the

wãr progressed, however, Sendero st,epped. up its ilarmed.

propaglanda" and "selective annihilations" to incrude Leaders

of peasant organizations, unions and other popular

organizations. In addition, Sendero init.iated its first

"moralization campaigns, " outlawing 1ocal fairs and other
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by f orce of arms . . . we sow j-n peopre' s minds the need f or t.he New
Power and t,hat people see it in practice, " Interview with Chairman
Gonzaro, p . 7 9 . An import,ant point to make on t,his lumpen
intelligentsia in Peru is that, unlike in the First, wor1d,
financial constraints make it, more difficult to co-opt them into
"polite society. "



elements of village life. As

correspondence between sendero's aims and those of the
peasantry was broken. Degregori and others have correctly
interpreted sendero's puritanical stance as a reproduction of
the old mestizo authoritarianism in a new set,t.ing. rn February

l-983 the community of chuschi frew white frags from municipal
buildings, requesting that a

established.6e The contingent nature of
Chuschi was replayed in essentially the same

later when Sendero's "flame leaped to punorl
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a consequence, the initial

rejection of all other organizations on the left as

"revisionist,s,'r including MRTA ("armed revisj-onists") , should

not be narrowly interpreted as proof of fanaticism, or a

luddite mentarity.tt rnst.ead, it is the rogicar cont.inuation

Sendero's targeting of

6e Sendero's moralízi-ng campai-gns and loss of initial support
in chuschi are analyzed by rsbeI], "shining path and peãsant
Responges in Rural Ayacucho,I' In, Palmer (ed. ), Shininq pat.h, pp.
59-81-,-and 'tThe Emerging Patterns of Peasants' Responses Lo Sendero
Luminoso, t' (Paper presented at the m¡/Co1umbia University Latin
American Studies Consortium, New York, December, g, 1988), pp. l--
L>.

7o "F1ames Leap to Puno,rr A World to Win. 6, 1986, pp. 37-39.
Puno became the sight of an "explosive political cocktail" in which
Sendero fought, it out. against other political part.ies (APRÀ, PUM) ,peasant federations and miners unions for cont,rol over the area.
Puno really represents a perfect example of Sendero, s strategy of
eliminating t.ruly popular organizat.ions and imposing the rule of
the party. Lewis Taylor, rrAgrarian Unrest and Pol-itical Conflict in
Puno, a985-87, " Bu1let.in of Latin American Research. 6 (2) , L987,
pp. 13s-62.

?r Harding, "Antonio Dîaz Martínez and the Ideology of Sendero
Luminoso, " argues persuasively against the common perception that
Sendero wants, Iike Po1 Pot, to 'rEurn back the clock. " pp. 68-69.

Civil Guard post be

popular organizations and

supporE, seen l_n

fashion two years

in the south.To
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of its pre-insurrect,ionary period, in which it had a hot.ly
contested position vis-a-vis ot.her part.ies. rt. also means that
sendero steps outside of its otherwise dogmatic Maoist vj-sion,
and recognizes that t,he Peru of 1980 is not the china of 1930.

Events since 1980 i-ndicate that sendero recognized the

real-ities of the Peruvian countryside - the existence of
peasant organizations, development organizations, and. rival
political parties - and formed its strategl. around these

realities. Peasant organizations are quite simply an

obstruction in sendero's path to starinist truth.72

sendero's entire strategry has been based on eliminating these

organizations, which they lump together under the label the

ord "semi-feudaltr order. rn their p1ace, sendero imposes the

absolute leadership of the party, what it calls the ,'New

StaLe . " 73

t2 There ís ample documentation of Sendero's attacks on popular
organizations. Poole and Rénique Time of Fear; Robin Kirk, Decade
of Chaqwa; .To-Marie Burt and AIdo Panfichi, Peru: Cauqht in the
Crossfire. (,¡ef ferson City, MO: Peru Peace Network , 1-992) ; on
Sendero attacks on development organizations, including the
experiment.al farms associated with UNSCH, see Michael Smith, Rural
Development in the Crossfire: The Role of Grass Root.s Support
Orqanizations in Situat.ions of Political Violence in Peru.
(Ottawa: fnternational Development Research Center (IDRC) , 1-991-) .

John Gitlitz and Telmo Roias document earlv Sendero attemnts to
inf iltrat.e and impose Ieaäership over " spoïtaneously' genärated
peasant, vigilante committees (rondas campesinos) in Cajamarca,
"Peasant, Vigilant,e Commit.tees in Northern Peru,tt Journal- of Latin
American Studies. 15 (1) , 1983, pp. 180-Bl-.

't3 PCP-SL documenLs, not surprisingly, use the phrase " Lhe
Party'r synon)rmously with the 'rNew State,tr according to the logic
t.hat "the state is inextricably linked to the Part.y and the army.rl
Dla.la] I) ñarra'ì nn r-l-ra Donnì a / g Waf tO SefVe the WOf ld ReVOlUtiOn.,y9Y94vÀ/9¡¡vl9v¡/¡!(Berkeley: Committee to Support the Revolution in Peru, L986), p.
3l_ .
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sendero's authoritarian relationship with the masses is
t.herefore a product, of a st,arinist polit.ical agenda t.hat has

it.s roots in the bitter intra-reft st.ruggres of the 1960s, and

its mestizo status with roots in t.he Andean seigniorial
system. This cultural factor has its appropriate ideological
expression, stalinj-sm. According to Guzmán, sendero 'r is a

peasant army under the absolute leadership of the party
according to the principle 'the party commands t.he gurr, and

the gun must never be allowed to command the party.'rza As

Degregori comments, the two erements, stalinism and mestizo
racism, are "mutually reinforcing" traditions.?s

sendero's pragmatic understanding of peruvian realities
also explains

be careful of

phrase which

two elements

evidence of

its political-military strategy, one we should

too hastily stamping as "classicaI1y Maoist, " a

raises as many quest,ions as it answers. Indeed,

most frequently cited by Senderologists as

Sendero's fealty to Mao, s theories - the

rèvolutionary strategy of "encircling the cities" from the

7a Develop the People,s War, p. 4L. On the party, Guzmán has
written: "chairman Mao teaches us that the party is not a mass
Party but has a mass character. It has a mass character in t.he
sense that while being a select organízation - a selection of the
best, of the proven, of those, âs starin said, who have what, it
takes - being numerically smal1 in proportion to the broad
masses. . .our Party is a Party of fighters, of leaders, âñ
instrument of war like the one Lenin himself would. d.emand, "rnterview with chairman Gonzalo, p. 29. This conception of the
Part,y really most closely approximates that of Enver Hoxha in
Albania who, in fact, sendero is least hostile to, calring Hoxha,s
ruthlessness mere'rerrors. rr

7s Carlos Degregori, "Sociedad rura.l r¡ wi ol enr--'i o , " p. 168 .
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countryside, and its appreciation of the leading role of
peasants - are subject. to subst,antial_ debate.76

rt is argued here that the pcp-sl, s st,rategy lies in-
between the classic guerrilla foco strat.egy associated. with
che Guevara, and truly prolonged popular peopre,s war

identified with Mao, as werl as in-bet,ween an exclusively
rural and an exclusively urban strategy, reflecting sendero, s
very " in-betweenrr position in peruvian society, and its
understanding of Peruvian rearities. A comment by Blanco, in
which he argued against the cuban foco strategy, is highly
revearing: ttrn Peru several Fidelista g:roups have sprung up,

and the Maoist,s combine this position with stalinist
opportunism. ,'77

sendero's presence in Lima and other major centers, which

most authors date to 1985 or later, claiming it was t.he result
of a "shift" in its original "orthodox Maoist strategy, " was

actually manifest as early as L98l-.78 rt was not, however, of

t6 Sendero's apparent strategy of "encircling t,he cities fromthe countryside", in keeping with Mao,s strategy, is virtually
uncontested in Senderology and is a favourite among those of thè
'rnarcoterrorist't school, indicating that. perhaps the strategy comes
more from the imaginations and fears of counterinsurg:ency theoriststhan f rom Sendero. See for example Tarazona-Sevillanb, Send.ero
Luminoso and the Threat of Narcoterrorism, pp . 49-52.

7t Blanco, Land or Death, p. 62.

ts On Sendero's apparent shift t,o the cities see Wheat "shiningPath' s Fourt,h sword rdeology, 't p. 50; wirliam A. Hazleton and
Sandra Woy-Haz1eton, write that "the move to the cities' was a
"strat.egic shift from protracted rural warfare to an accelerated
urban-based revolution.tr "Sendero Luminoso and. the Future of
Peru,lr pp. 23-24¡ Tarazona-Sevillano claims that. "Guzmán and other
Sendero leaders did not foresee the massive wave of urban miqrat.ion
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the highly visibre nature of its presence in provincial towns

and villages. susan stokes reporLs that in 1983 t.here was onlv
a I'shadowy guerrilla presence'r

surround Lima.Te

of coercion are concentrated t.here, making it. more d.ifficult
to operat.e. rt is true that sendero has been and is stilr
relatively weak among unionized workers in l_,ima, alLhough this
is not necessaríly for lack of effort. rn actual fact,
sendero'srtmove to the city" was identified as part of a,two-
pronged' strategy from the start.80

rn its simultaneous plans and actual st,rategic operation
in the cities - mostly in shantytowns - sendero, s strategy
more closery approximates the strategy of say the FMLN in EI

sarvador. The comments by FMLN commander Leo cabral on the

nature of the revolution in E1 Salvador are revealing:
Insurrection in the countryside has one set of
characteristics, urban insurrectíon another. [Urban

-' insurrectíonl combines querrj-l1a sieqe - not a

The reason is obvious, Lhe State,s forces

in the shantyt.owns which

that began in 1-980...The people Sendero had planned to organize
against the cities were now moving to the cities voruntarily. " (p.
50) . In fact, one of the things Diaz Martínez was most st,ruck by
when he travel-Ied throughout, Ayacucho in the late l-960s was
precisely this disproportionate migration, "Ayacucho y las
COmUnidadeS del l.raml.r¡a " ^Ð. 3l-0-311-.

7e Susan Stokes, "Politics and
Reflections from a Lima Shant,yt,own,
Review. 26(2), 1991, p. 78.

80 In his interview Guzmán identifies this as party plan since
l-968, P. 34; Pet,er 'Johnson identif ies consistencies of this sort
going back to 1965. "The Consistency of a Revolutionary Movement:
Sendero Luminoso and its Text,s, ' p. 272 .

Lat,in America's Urban Poor:
t' Latin -A.merican Research
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classic enc j-rclement - with incursions. [This is]
not in t,he Maoist sen¡ e of moving t,o encÍrcre the
ciÈíes from the countrysíde. We are formíng a

guerrilla belt aLl around the citiee - but, at Èhe

s¿une tÍme we are arready ineide the suburbs and the

citíes themeelves.st

compare Guzmán's remarks in his interview and elsewhere:

The war was not conceived in terms of one single
region but in terms of simultaneous thouqh uneven

development in several regions"s2

And:

There are those who say that we incorrectly try to
apply Chairman Mao in an era where [sic] he is no

longer applicable. . . [Ours] is a st,ruqqle that is
waged in the countryside and in the city, âs was

established as far back as 1969 in the plan for t,he

people's war. Here we have a difference, a

I prrticularity: it is waged in the countryside and

the city. This we believe has to do with our own

specific conditions. Latin America, for instance,

has cities which are proportionately larger than

those on other continents. It is a reality of Latin
America that, can't. be ignored. So, for us, the city

81 Leo Cabral int,erviewed in NACLA: Report. on the Americas.
23(3), (September), L989, p. 28. Emphasis added.

82 PcdelP, Develop the People,s War, p. 27. Emphasis added.



could not be left aside, and the war had Eo be

developed there as weII.83

And:

!{e believe that our work in the cities is
indi-spensable. . .because it is in the cities t.hac

the proletariat is concentrated..we should turn
the working class distrícts and shantytowns lof
Limal into belts of iron Èo enclose and trap the

reactionary forces8a

Finally, Guzmán has summarj-zed the above points with his
frank acknowledgement that, "just as in the beginning we moved.

fighters and communísts from the cities to the countrysid.e,

later we must move them from the countryside to the cit.y. rres

rn concrusion, it is evident that the part,y's urban strategy
was articulated early on, possibly as early as l_968, and was

not the result of a "shift" in strategy or ideology, nor a

I'forced" survival technique. In this sense, w€ have not

witnessed, after 1-985, a "repudiation of its orthodox Maoism"

as Wheat suggests, but rather a pragmatic recognition that the

Peru of the 1980s is not the China of the 1930s. As Lewis

Taylor reminds us, "Sendero Luminoso has never been an

organization of mindless fanatics divorced from all social
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83 Interview with Chairman Gonzalo, pp. 33-34. Emphasis added.
At a different. point in the interview he comments that 'rsince L976
we've had guidelines for work in the cities." p. 37.

84 Guzmán cited in A Wortd to Win. L3, i-989, p. 5

8s Interview with Chairman Gonzalo, p. 38.
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party, oscillating "between the axiom and realpoTitik,
dogmatism and opport,unism. " Like stalin, Guzmán is ,a mixture
of Marxist t.heorist., pragmatist, and hlpocrite.,,8?

The curmination of sendero's starinism came in 19gg at
the first part.y congress. And, as with every other stalinist
part|, the central elements of the congress were the arrival
at rruth and the purge of those who faíIed to see it. Atthough

evidence J-s sparse, it is widely believed that the coining of
Gonzalo Thought coincided with a purge of dissidents within
the party by Guzmán.'' rn his interview Guzmán explains it
this r^ray: "Previousry we called it Guiding Thought. And if
today the Party, through its congress, has sanctioned the term

Gonzalo Thought, it is because a leap has been made in the

LL7

Inst,ead, they are the quintessential Stal_inist

Guiding Thought. "8e

its formative years.

p.

This too was the loqical outcome of

86 Taylor, "Agrarian Unrest and Political Conflict in Puno, t'

155.

8't E. P. Thompson, The Poverty of Theory, p. L4L.
88 See Ansión, "Sendero Luminoso: La politica como religion,"
8e Int.erview with Chairman Gonzalo, p. G .



Chapter 4

TTiIOURNEYS TO DEATH" IN THE HIGH ÀI{DES: THE PERIIVI.LI{ TIAcICAL

REÀIJITY OF IÍ.ARIO VÀRGÀS I.LOSAI

The second Belaúnde administration has been abizarre attempt, worthy almost of a García Márquez
novel , to t.urn back the clock; to return to asimpler, more manageable past.2

Peruvian novelist Mario vargas r-.,rosa,s unsuccessful run
for President in l-990 was t,he curmination of an id.eological
odyssey that perhaps parallels only thaL of the so-cal_red New

York rnteIlectuals.3 He studied Marxism at Lima,s san Marcos

university in the 1950s and was for a brief period a member of
the communist Party. rn the t-960s vargas Llosa, like fellow
novelists carlos Fuentes and Gabriel GarcÍa Márquez, was an

enthusiastic supporter of the cuban Revolution. His fallout
with Marxism and cuba began in 1966; by L97o he had clearly
defined himself as a "god that, failed" renegade by writing two

1 This chapter takes some of its inspiration from WiIliam
Stein's "Rebellion in Huaraz: The Newspaper Account of an tObscure,
Revolt in Peru,rt Dialectical Anthroporoqy. 5 (z) , r-980. stein
discusses t.he Peruvian elite response to an "Indian" rebellion of
1-885 led by mestizos in which the "nature" of the Indian was hotlv
debated.

2 Richard Lee C1inton, rrFrom Belaúnde to Belaúnde, " pacific
Coast Council on Latin American Studies (PCCLAS) 13, i-984, p. 33.

3 The group known as the New York intellectuals included
people like Lione1 Trilling and Norman Podhoretz. Trot.skyists in
the l-930s, many of them became unabashed support.ers of Reagan's
Central American policies in the 1980s.

t_t-8
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retters to cuba, one of which was to castro himself.a with
the break from cuba, vargas Llosa began his journey to the
extreme right, becoming in t,he eyes of many a "messianic
convertrr to neo-conservat.ism and supporter of Reagan and

Thatcher in t,he 1980s.s

of self-imposed "exire'r as champion of a rrneo-riberal

revolution" that cynically courted poor informales, the

thousands of impoverished and desperate street vendors and

artisans of Lima, to what fellow ideologue Hernando d.e soto

calIed "popular capitalism. "6

antithesis of Sendero.

Following an extensive election campaigrn, amid the

benighted atmosphere provoked by the near collapse of the

state under the administration of President AIan Garcia,T

Vargas Llosa was narrowly defeated in the run off vote for
President, to the surprise of vírtualty all foreign observers,

He surfaced in Peru after many years

4 The specific occasion for the letters to Cuba
the Çuban g:overnment's ill-treatment of Cuban
intellectuals. Both are reprinted in Cont.ra viento v
L982. (Barcelona: Seix Barra1, L983) , pp. L64-68

s Eugene Robinson, rtThe Vision of Vargas Llosa: Peru as the
Promised Land, " Washinqton Post , 26 March L989. Robinson reports
that Vargas Llosa also has t.ies to "far-right" groups in Argent.ina.

6 Hernando de Soto, with forward by Mario Vargas Llosa, The
Other Path: The Invisible Revolution in t,he Third World. Trans. by
'June Abott. (New York: Harper & Row, l-989) .

7 Garcia was the first, (and possibly last) APRA President.
Young and charming, Garcia entered office one of the most popular
President.s in Peruvian history and left one of he most detested.
John Crabt.ree, Peru Under García: An Opportunity Lost. (pittsburgh:
Universit.y of Pít.tsburgh Press , 1-992) .

He is the ideoloqical

l_n t9tL was
poets and

marea. L962-
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by dark horse candidate Arberto Fujimori. vargas Lrosa rost
t,he elect.ion, mosL observers believe, primariry because he was

the white candidate running against the non-whj_te, Al_berto

Fuj imori, the son of Japanese immigrant.s . The ugly racism that
marred the campaign, in which vargas Lrosa made racial- srurs
about Fuj imori' s ,Japanese herit,age, made a mockery of the
historic t'search for identity'r that always marks such events,

and was felt strongly among the rndian popuration and the
growing migrant populat,ion of major centers like Lima.8

Before becoming the darlíng of the peruvian right, vargas

Llosa was best known in Peru and Latin America as one of the

"big four" of the 1960s Latin American literature trboom.tl

rndeed, novels such as The Time of the Hero (L962) and The

Green House (1966)

as the "prodigy"
The modernist fj-ction of vargas Llosa and the boom authors

a gienre that has been caI1ed Magical Realism - is lauded for
ils ability to decipher the complex cultural realitíes of

t For an interesting take on the elections see t,he special
issue, rrVargas Llosa for President,, " Granta. 36, j-991, including
Vargas Llosa' s account , "A Fish Out of Water, il pp . i_5 - 75 . The
analogy is misleading, however, since Varg'as Llosa's politicization
continued throughout the 1980s so t.hat by 1990 every Peruvian was
aware of his rightist polit,ical affiliations. The part-Japanese
Fujimori really was t,he fish out of water. On the racist. atmosphere
of the elect,ions see Carlos Degregori, Eleciones 1990: Demonios y
redentores en el nuevo Perú, una traqedia en dos vueltas. (Lima:
Instituto de Estudios Peruanos, 199L) .

e Ralrmond Leslie Willj-ams. Mario Varqas Llosa. (New York:
Ungar, L986), p. 1-. The others of t.he "big four" are: Julio
Cortâzar, Carlos Fuentes, and Gabriel García Márquez.

established him, in the eyes of one critic,
of the writers associated with the boom.e
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Latin American societies, where otherwise 'tobjective" account.s

have failed. Moreover, vargas Llosa,s visions of peruvian

reality, according to another critic, have t,he lof t,y
distinction of being "always t,he closest to 'reaI' reality
among' the major figures of the boom. "r0 rn the eyes of
outsiders vargas I-,losa is seen as the most perceptive of
Peru's intellectuals.

In the l_980s, Vargas Llosa, s novels take on an

unmistakabry allegoricaI, and moralising tone. Reflecting his
drastic shift to the right, these later works - The war of the
End of the World (1981-), The Real Life of Alejandro Mayta

(1984), The Storvteller (1987) - deal with political themes

dear to him in the 1980s: the struggle between rdemocracy" and.

"dictatorship, " "backwardness" versus "civilization, " and the

lingering problem of Peruvian nationar identity. The messages

of these novels, along with his articles for such journals as

vuelta, make vargas Llosa Latin America's 'staunchest literary
dèfender of liberalism" in the l-980s.11 For some, however,

the alregorical tone of his latest novels raised questions

about his grasp of reality. Deborah Poole and Gerardo Rénicnre

10 ,fohn s . Brushwood, rrrwo views of the Boom : North and.
SouLh,'t Latin American Literary Review. 15(29), Igg7, p. 28.

11 Gerald Martin, Journeys Throuqh the Labyrinth: Latin
American Fict,ion in t.he Twentiet.h century. (London: Verso, L9g9) ,p. 375n33. Recent articres by vargas Llosa incrude: "Kar1 popper
aI Día," Vuelta. (México) . l-4(184), L992, pp. 25-33; and.
"Liberalismo y políLica, " Vuelta. L2(\44) , 1998, pp. 29-32. Both
are attacks on the left from the point of view of KarI popper, s The
Open Society and Its Enemies.
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for exampre, suggest t.hat. he was "confusing the allegorical
spirit of his novels with t,he realities of peru" during the
1990 election campaign. rt is a suggestion wort.h exproring
further, because in i-983 vargas Llosa was asked by president

and personal friend Fernando Belaúnde Terry to head the
investigat,ion of the massacre of eight j ournalists at t.he

hands of rquichano rndians in the highland village of
uchuraccay.tt The uchuraccay commission was the first
significant poriticar move on vargas Llosa, s part in the
l-980s, oÍr his way to the 1990 presidential elections. The

report of the commission produced a great deal of controversy
in Peru for its possible role in a government cover-up. rt
also produced the raw material for an article by Varqas Llosa

for the New York Times Maqazinel3

L2 uchuraccay is in the province of Huanta, Department of
Ayacucho. Vargas Llosa was chosen to participate in the commission,
it appþars, because he was a loyal supportei of Belaúnd.e ("I voted.
for Belaúnde every time he rantt) Be1aúnde, according to vargas
Llosa, had offered him a number of posts: embassies in London ánd.
Washington, the ministry of education and even the office of the
prime minister. See Vargas Llosa, "A Fish Out. of Wat,er,'r p. 4L.

13 Mario Vargas Llosa, Luis Millones et aJ. Informe de 1a
cor.nision rnvestiqadora de los sucesos de uchuraccav, (Lima:
Editora Peru, L983) . vargias Llosa, 'rrnquesL in t.he Andes: A Lat,in
American Writer Explores the Political Lessons of a peruvian
Massacre.'r New York Times Macrazine, 31 July, l-983, pp. 1,8-23, andpassim. vargas Llosa's account. also appeared in the gritish
literary magazine Granta. 9, 1-983, âs 'rrhe st.ory of a Massacre,'t
and in the Peruvian monthly Oiqa which is comparable to Time in its
out,look and format,. oiqa made headlines in peru ín L9g2 by
declaring Guzmán "Man of the Year" on j-ts front cover which also
carried Guzmán's famous L979 police mug shot.

The commission report, Informe, co-authored bv Varcras
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Llosa, established with "absolute convict,ion" that t.he eioht
journalists were ki1led bv

suspect,ed them of being senderista guerrilras. ra rt seemed

a plausible enough conclusion given the previous incid.ence of
village-sendero confl-ict in the area. rndeed, the journalist.s
were on their way to Huaycho to invest,igate the kirring of
seven senderistas by villagers just. days earlier. The report
successfully refuted the outlandish claims mad.e by political-
Military commander for Ayacucho, Generar clemente NoéI, ât a

,ïanuary 30, l-983 press conference, that the journalists had.

entered t,he village chanting pro-sendero slogans, carrying a

red flag and that their cameras were mistaken for machine

guns. rn place of NoéI's explanation, the report concluded

that it was a tragic case of mistaken identity made possibre

only by t,he continued isolation of the Indian community.

fn the months that foIlowed, however, further evidence

came to light that put the commission's findings in question.

LÞter judicial investigat.ions disclosed that the army was

complicitous íf not directly responsibre for the killings and,

the villagers because t.hey

L4 The Commission was composed of Vargas Ltosa, Lhree
anthroporogists, one lawyer, one psychoanalyst, and two linguists.
Informe qualifies each finding according to three categories:
"absolute convictiofl, " "relative conviction, t' and 'rdoubtfulconviction. " These categories should have triggered suspicion at
once since, âs Roy Freyre point,ed out in La República (March B,
L9B3) , 'rit is not possible to make relative conviction without.
lbeing] doubtful. " That there was intense criticism of its findings
immediately af ter, highlights t.he illusion of obj ect,ivit,y such
headings were to give. Moreover, the document is punctuated by
qualifications even for conclusions arrived at with "absoluteconviction. "
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moreover, t,hat vargas Llosa, s commission may have actively
r-nr¡crcri ìrn i nf nrm:l- i nn nni nl- ì ¡- t-n {-L^vvvç!çu uIJ rrr!vÀr(rsç¿v¡r yvrr¡ulrry uv LrrE army/ S involvement.15

uchuraccay was probably the most controversial issue of
Belaúnde' s crisis-ridden second administrat.ion. Many peruvians

today suspect, the military was involved in some manner, but
some of the specifics of the massacre remain cloud.y. For

vargas Llosa, the controversy had strangery positive effects,
save for the nightmares he and wife patricia experienced as a
result of media houndinq.16

of apologist - a capacity he filled throughout Belaúnde,s

term17 - he secured the conf idence of t.he peruvian riqht

15 For an early critical appraisal of the report see Henrypease García (presidential candidate for the united Left in t_990),
'ruchuraccay, Lucanamarca y muchos más, " ouehacer. 22248-57, 1993.
In addition see the articles by 'José María Salcedo in Ouehacer . 45,
and Ouehacer. 65 . Amnesty International also ¡cì cr't- ad r. lro
commission's findings, and blamed the government.

16 "A Fish Out of lVater, il p. 4L.
17 See his article "A Media Stereotype, r' Atlantic, (Feb. , L984,

pp. ZQ-z+) f or a broad def ense of -fruman rigfrts abuses under
Belaúnde's second administration (ironically he was deposed by the
military in 1968, only to return twelve years later) . The article,
ostensibly an attempt to uphold Western liberal democracy as the
way out of LatinAmerica's malaise, is in fact, a poor rendering of
the kind of double speak t,hat landed,Jeane Kirkpatrick a job in the
State Department under Reagan. Indeed, it landed Vargas Llosa a
shot at the Presidency in Peru. He complains t.hat, foreign
commentators too often see 'rthe only things wort.h reporting are
errors and horrors,'r and not the democracy's kindler and gentler
side. (p. 22). The article is Kirkpatrickesque because Vargas Llosa
deems it more important. to have highly repressive civilian
governments in Latin America than a possible victory for anything
resembling the left (the "sinister obstacles confronting us in our
sLruggle", p. 24). As an example, duríng the 1990 election he vowed
"not [to1 let Alan GarcÍa's lonce radical today centrist-r1ght]
APRA party become the Trojan Horse of communism.'r Cit.ed in Poole
and Rénique , Time of Fear, p . l-3 9 .

In put.ting himself in the role



needed for his later presidential run.

Beyond proving his loyalty to Belaúnde, s Acción popurar

government, however, vargas Llosa,s involvement in uchuraccay

launched him into the singular role of interpreter of the
present state of the "rndian problem" in peru. For uchuraccay

vras not just one among many massacres in peru in the lggos

any of which could have provided the basic elements required
for a vargas Llosa novel or story given his penchant for
violence and deathls - but one committed by highrand rnd.ians,

who were,

brutality"

brutality is given as a consequence, in part, of their being

caught between the 'ttwo fires'r of sendero and. the military,s
hated sinchis. Faced with violence on all- sid.es they have

merely responded in kind. But for vargas Llosa and many other

'white' Peruvians, the true source of the rndians' brutality
lies much deeper in the past; they live, âs Vargas Llosa has

wlitten ersewhere, i-n "the stone Age, " meaning that viorence

in Vargas Llosa,s words, 'rarmed with a ferocious
as well as some sharp sticks.le The lquichanos,

1,25

18 'rr enjoy violent books very much...it is very difficurt
[for me] to like a novel in which there is not some form of
violence,'r vargas L1osa, in Raymond Leslie wiIIiams, "The Boom
Twenty Years Later: An rnt.erview with Mario vargas Llosa, " Latin
American Literary Review. 1"5(29) (Jan.-,June, L9g'/), p. 204.

le 
't Inquest, rt p. 48 . It is highly revealing of the current

st.ate of affairs in Peru that Uchuraccay, a massacre committed by
rndians, has been discussed more than ail of the massacres (ofteä
of greater magnitude) committed by Sendero and the military against
the Indian population. Part of the reason for this is that the
victims were journalists, making t.heir story 'rmore wort.hy" in the
eyes of many Peruvians (including Vargas Llosa) than the t,housands
of innocent campesinos who have died at. the hands of either Sendero
or t,he militarv.
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for t.hem is a cultural and historical constant; the war merelv
exacerbated it.20

rrrnquest in the Andesrr represents, then, much more than

its Granta tit,le, "The story of a Massacre,' suggests. Bourque

and !,larren argue that "rnquest.'t 'captivated American read.ers

with an int.erpretation of events that emphasized t,he central
issues of ethnicity and democracy. '|r21 More accurately, it
was Vargas I-.,Iosa's vision of the Andes as an "exotic', Iand

where death and violence lurk dangerously under forebodj-ng

peaks and 'rthreatening clouds, " that trury enticed readers to
follow the journalists on what vargas Llosa menacingly catls
their ' j ourney to death. " In Vargas Trlosa, s word.s, the

landscape and its "rndian" inhabitants 'were as exotic to them

lthe reporters] as they would be to any foreigner.,,22

Like most of his novels, ilInquestrr deals with the

problem of national and cultural identity. But, âs Martin
points out, the current situation in peru, in which the

Pèruvian criollo elite finds itself in the mid.st of the most

radical challenge to its hegemony, has given the old debate on

the "nat,ional question" and 'tlndian problem" a "stiIl more

20 rtA Passion for peru,rl
L983, p. l-08 .

2r Susan C. Bourque and
Peace: The Cultural Politics
Research Review . 24 (L) , 1-989, p. 22 .

22 
'r f nquest, rr p. 2L.

New York Times Maoazine

Kay B. Warren, "Democracy
of Terror in Peru,rr Latin

Nov. 20,

Without
Amerì can



desperate quality. 'rzr

desperation is the intensificat.ion of racism, what Doughty and

vásquez appropriately have calred indiophobia, witnessed

vividly in the l-980s.2a

during the 1-990 election, " f ear grips the white elile . ',2s

vargas Llosa' s polit,ical brj-lliance lay primarily in his
ability to articulate and intellectualize these racialized.
fears. The product of his efforts are war of the End of the
world, The storyteller, and above all, 'rrnquest. in the Andes. "

As a measure of vargas Llosa's success in his efforts,
trrnquestrr was received with great f anf are by senderologists
and literary critics alike for its "veracious perception" of
Peruvian reality.25 Literary critics were most enthralled,
praising its "excj-ting narrative capabilities" and t'bril-liant

analysis. "27 But this captivation with Vargas Llosa, s

127

The defining element. of this

As journalist Simon Strong reported

24 PauI Doughty
Perú: lroblema del
l-986 ) , p. 1l-5 .

23 Martin, ,Journeys, p. 93

25 Simon Strong, Shininq Path: The World, s Deadliest
Revolutionarw Force. (London: Harper CoIIins, L992) , p. 67.

26 McCl intock, Palmer, and others ref er t.o 'r Inquest "favourably. Indeed, ít, is cited as evidence of Peru's backwardness.
McClintock, "Why Peasants Rebel, 't Palmer, 'rRebellion in Rural
Peru,rt Hazleton and Woy-Hazleton, rtsendero Luminoso. " Lit,erary
critic Frederick Nunn, 'i 'Mendacious Inventions,, Veracious
Perceptions: The Peruvian Reality of Mario vargas Llosa's La
cíudad y 7os perros,', The Americas. 43(4) (aprit, L9B7).

2t Dick Gerdes, Mario Vargas Llosa. (Boston: Twayne Publishers,
l-985), p. 4. Nunn, "'Mendacious Invent.iofls,," p. 466n33. How
literary critics completely missed the polit.ical messages of
"InquesL," despite t,he subt.itle iL carrie.ì rrt. ha nr''ì ilical lessons

ad Mario Vásquez,
Indio, r' Socialismo

"Cambio y violencia
v Particir¡acíón . 34

en eI
(,June,
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'rnarrative form' went beyond f ans of his f iction. Americas

wat.ch mentioned the possibility of army involvemenL, but still
proclaimed "rnquest.' 'ar1 eloquent report" because it blamed

not just, the peasant,s 'rbut suggest [ed] the guilt of alI
Peruvians, " for abdicating their democratic authority over the
villagers." surprisingry, criticism of "rnquest" has yet to
go beyond the odd anthropologist's concern for its naivete.2e

This minimizes, however, the great weight that vargas Llosa,s
vj-ews carry in Lima and indeed in washington. As Eugene

Robinson reminds üs , vargas r,losa rrcannot be d.ismissed as

simply the darring of the count,ry club set...He may live in a

bubble, but he sees through it. wíth a vision more acut,e and

discerning than most."30 This perception that varg'as r,Iosa

sees Peru and Latin America more clearly t,han virtually any

other cont.emporary Latin American intellectual is, of course,

the reason he was chosen to preside over the uchuraccay

of a Peruvian massacre,'r is one of the many unexplored myst.eries of
this story.

28 Americas Watch, Abdicatinq Democratic Authority: Human
Riqhts in Peru. (New York: Americas Watch, ]-9g4), p. 75. The actual
comment on rr Inquest " reads : 'r the document bl-ames the peasants
directly, but suggests the guilt of all- Peruvians for not having
incorporated t,he Indians into modern society. "

2e Billie ,Jean Isbe11, rrThe Emerging Patterns of Peasant.
Responses,'r p. 7. Vera Gíanotten, Ton de Wit and Hans de Wit, "TheImpact. of Sendero Luminoso on Regional and National Politics in
Peru, rr in David Slater (ed. ) , New Social Movements, write t.hat
"Inquest" can "be criticized for its rather naive commentarv on the
way of life in the Peruvian Andes.'t p. 200n6.

30 Eugene Robinson, rrThe Vision of Vargas Llosa: peru as the
Promised Land, " Washinqt.on Post. Mar. 26, 1989.



investigation and ultimately recruited by Beraúnde and.

Peruvian right to run for t.he presidencv.

His J-iterary vision - that. of The Time of the Hero, and.

The Green House - helped shape a generation, s t.hinkinq on

Peruvian and Latin American identity. rn the 1980s, however,

vargas Llosa's "bubble'|t seems clouded by the exigencies of

"dirty war" and the rtneo-liberaL revolution. " rn many ways,

then, his move from prodigy to presidential_ candidate is a

tragedy for Latin American literature, because its project,
what Gerald Martin caIls its attempt to "liberate the
labyrinth" of Latin Amerj-can historical and cult,ural id.entity
- remains incomplete.3l This perhaps explains the absence of
critical readings of trrnquest, " or for that matter war and The

storyteller. t'rnquest, " however, both deserves and demand.s our

attention. rt deserves it because vargas Llosa,s vision
remains a powerful one in the world view of t.he peruvian

elite. rt also demands our attention, however, because when

tús grim portrayal of Indian lif e is acted upon by the

Peruvian military it can, and did, have ominous consequences.

The following analysis, therefore, attempt,s to situate
I'Inquest" in two contexts: the historical context of the

national or rndían problem, and the present, context of "dirty
war" in which vargas Llosa has played a central role as

part,icipant and apologist.

A reader of "Inquest" does not get any sense of t,he fact

L29

FL^

31 M=rl- in ,Tarrrnar¡q ñ '2ce
.¿5¿ e4¡¿, vvE4rfv t v r v. J99 .
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that., ât the time of publication (Jury, l-983 ) , the main

findings of the commission were hotly cont,esLed in peru.32

Even without this knowledge, however, readers had plenty
reason to doubt the veracity of vargas Llosa, s conclusion that
the villagers killed the journalists. within the narrative of

"rnquest," iLself vargas Llosa admits that. "the miritary were

distrust,fuL of journalists when not openly hostile, and that
regional commander General clemente Noel "had. no luck with
reporters.rr Moreoverr prêss censorship had been on the rise
since 1982, especially in the Ayacucho region.33 There were

other powerful clues that should have raised a speculative
eye. rn particular, Lwo are notabre: vargas Llosa,s confusion

of Peruvian realities wíth his novers, what he himself caIls
his "schizophrenic relationship't to fact, and fantasy, to
reason and irrationality, wit.nessed graphically by the

publication of his "most ambitious" novel to date, War, in
1-981;3a and the prior experience of the New york Times

ir4äqazine with tales of exotic Iand.s.

Because some of the particulars of the case are blurry,
rr Inquest'r represents f or some " a case study in peruvian

ambiguity, demonstrating once again t.hat nothing in peru is

32 Eugene Robinson comments that
still- do, that the journalists were
Vision of Vargas Llosa. 't

33 Americas Watch, Abdicatinq Democratic Authority, pp. 41-51.
34 Vargas Llosa's I'schizophrenic" relationship is cited. in

Robinson, rrThe Vision of Vargas L1osa, "

"many Peruvians believed, and
killed by the military, " "The
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quit.e what it first appears to be. "3s Alt.hough this may well
be t,he case, Lhe point, to be made is that vargas Llosa has had

much to do with t,his blurring of the lines bet.ween real_ity and

f ict,ion or f ant.asy.36 This is where the importance of
Itrnquest " and others of his writings in the 19g0s - bot,h

fictional and rtnonrt-fictional - 1ie.

'fust prior to his participation in the uchuraccay

commission, vargas Llosa had completed war, a novel based on

Euclides da cunha's classic account (Rebellion in the
Backlands) of a peasant mill-enarianist rebellion and

subsequent military massacre in canudos, northeastern p,raz|;-

in the late nineteenth-centurv.3'l

one of vargas Llosa's novels situated outside of peru, speaks

directly to the war in Peru. rn vargas Llosa's word.s, it is a

novel about. the "reciprocal fanaticisms' or rrextremisms of the

left, and the right" that have prevented the true nurturing of
democracy in Latin America and specifically in contemporary

:

3s Bourque and Warren, rrThe Cu1t,ural Politics of Terror in
Peru, rr p. 22 .

36 Indeed, Vargas Llosa,s claim t.o fame, according to Zamora
is precisely his ability to "blur fantasy and reality, and
uItímately to erase and redraw the lines between fiction and
history. " War of the End of the World is given as the best. example
to date, although "rnquest'r is easily as worthy. Lois parkinson
Zamora, Writinq the Apocal)¡pse. (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press , L9 89) , p. 189.

37 Euclides da Cunha, Rebellion in the Backlands (Os sertoes) .

For vargas Llosa's t.houghts on how [one of the most horrible
massacres in Latin American history, " inspired him t.o write war,
see Chapt.er 7 of his A Writer's Realitv, edited with introduction
by Myron I. Lichtblau, (New York: Syracuse University press , I99L) .

War, ironically the only



Peru. 'rWe have, " he writes,

[¡ç!gg . tt38

More significant., for our purposes, than the allusions to
sendero in war, are the easily recognizabre pararlels to his
narrat.ive on uchuruccay, 'r rnquest in the Andes . " Both concern

massacres set in ¡'remote'r culturally divided regions in times
of deep economic and politicar crisis. And, interestingly, war

also contains a government commission attempting to piece
together the trut.h of a lesser massacre committed by devil-
worshipping primitives.3e

1,32

'ra living Canudos in the

novel and .rnquest" prompted critic Gerald Martin to satirize
that rteven fantasy can become inadequat.e ultimately, and the
writer can decide to 'make history as other men wrj-te plays';
so vargas Llosa, looking for rear events to transpose, wrote

a novel about a notorious massacre in BraziI...and. then joined
a natíonal commission to investigate a massacre of journalists
in Peru. " rt is possible, in this context, to understand. why

vargas Llosa ran for President (something he saj-d he would not

The strange parallels between the

38 "To Nurture Lat.in Democrãcy, rr Harper,s, ,-Tune l9ïj, pp. j_5-
18, excerpted from "Latin America: The Democratic option, " vargas
Llosa's speech to t,he TrilateraL Commission in San Francisco. ineprot.agonists in War are I'fanat,ical bandits't who follow a messianic
leader, âÍr obvious allegory to sendero. His discussion of the
"reciprocal fanaticismsrr at work in Brazil and how they relate to
Peru today can be found in A Writer,s Reality, p. L32-39.

3e The War of the End of the V,IorId, (New york: Farrar,
Strauss, and Giroux, 1984) . fn an extraordinary moment in the novel(during the commission) v/e find t,he line "the truth beqan co come
to light. months later. " (p. 28)
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do as late as 198540) , it $¡as the "only script lleft] which

coul-d stirl provide a frisson. " rn doing so, Martin writes,
vargas Llosa "journeyed knight-errant along side the shining
Path - through history as if through one of his favourite
novels of chivalry. "41 The implication, of course, is that
vargas Llosa's "rnquest in the Andes" is littre more Lhan a

shorter version of what is a rather long noveL. That j_s to say

that, the former lacks some of the nuances of the latter.
Nevertheless, its uncritical acceptance by so many means it
cannot be dismissed.

Attent,ive readers may also have been aware of the scandar

in L981 involving the New york Times Maqazine, concerning an

article by christopher Jones about a trip to cambodia.a2

.Tones's account, entitled "rn the Land of the Khmer Rouge,rr

fascinated read.ers with his specuration that he saw poI pot:

"on the summit of a distant hil1side, r saw a figure that. made

me catch my breath: a pudgry cambodian...the eyes in his head

looked dead and stony. . . r was staring at poI pot - whoever he

may be . I' Animated by such good fortune, Jones departs

cambodia, and offers a parting vision that. is distinctíve of
much of t.he report.ing on cambodia: " r looked back. By an old

40 See his account of the 1990 election in ,tA Fish Out of
Water, 'r pp . L7 -'7 9 .

al Martin, .Tournevs, p. 300.
42 ,Jones, " ItI the Land of

Maqazine. Dec . 20, 1981. For
Cockburn, Corruptions of Empire.

the Khmer Rouge, " New York Times
comments on ,Jones see Alexander
(London: Verso, L987) , pp. 275-76.
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cambodian cemetery a blind man was chanting the Ramayana, a
part. of cambodia's curtural heritage, âs he t.wanged a

primitive guit,ar. what better personification of cambodia

could r have found? " Finalfy, ,Jones concludes his journey
with t.hese musings: "cambodia, a rand possessed., its ancient
rhythms, like its t,empres, faIIen on evir days. of aIr dead.

lands, t.he most dead. 't

As it turns out, Jones made the entire taLe üp, having
never made a trip to cambodia, and having seen neither t,he

"pudgy cambodiant' nor the primitive singer. rndeed, ,Jones did.

not even pen these creative closing lines; they were written
by Andre Malraux in his novel The Roval Way (1930).43 It is
dif f icult to blame ,-Tones for his transgressions,. af ter all, he

was not the first westerner to have his creative impulses

st,irred by t,he combination of the wondrous temples of Angkor

wat and PoI Pot's carnage.aa what is most significant in
,Jones' s piece is the f act that a character f rom an Andre

Malraux novel is seen to personify cambodian reality in a time

of civil war and not something very rear l-ike the carnage

caused by unremitting u. s . carpet. bombing . rn t.his sense,

,Jones's vision is t,ypical of much of what passed for news on

Cambodia, where the horrors of Pol Pot were rarelr.r nì.¿ssfl in

43 Malraux's The Royal Wav, published in 1930, was based. on
a trip he made to Cambodia and Angkor Wat in 1923.

44 See for example Anthony BarnetL's recent article "Cambodiawill Never Disappear, " New Left Review. 180. (March/April) 1990:
LjL-25.
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the context of the United S¡ât-êq ¡t-r-amrrt. to bomb Cambodia int.o
the stone age.ns

Much embarrassed by the Jones fiasco, the Times edit.ors
must have had a sense of deja vu when, just, t.wo years later,
vargas Llosa's "rnquest in the Andesrr went to print. The

paraI1e1s between the two are quite striking. Both were

j ourneys t,o anc j-ent 
" exot.ic " lands in t.he midst of

unimaginable violence perpetrated by Maoist, " f anat,ics . rr rn
addition, both articres were simirar in terms of format and

style, directed as they were at the sunday travel/leisure
reader. vargas L1osa, however, is not a hack journalist with
pret,ensions of grandeur,- on the contrary, in the 19gos he has

been arguably Latin America's most influential and. art,iculate
voj-ce and was a Nobel Prj-ze nominee. Moreover, vargas Llosa is
actually Peruvian, and. had actually been to the peruvian Andes

on at l-east, a few previous occasions prior to his involvement

in the uchuraccay commission. These facts were obviously
suffícient to assuage any doubts on the part of the Times

edj-tors of the aut,henticity of his account.

Anot,her f actor t.hat could have raised their doubts,

however, is Vargas Llosa's familiarity with, and fondness for,
the works of Andre Marraux.a6 while not foolish enoucrh

45 Noam Chomsky and Edward S. Herman, After the Cataclysm:
Postwar Indochina and the Reconstruction of Imperial Ideoloqv.(Boston: Sout,h End Press, A979) , Chapter, 6.

46 Vargas Llosa's reminisces on his past. works and the
ínfluence of writers such as Malraux, Faulkner and others, can be
found in A Writer's Reality where Vargas Llosa credits Malraux with
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actually to plagiarize Malraux, vargas L1osa, s rrencounter'

with the Andean 'tother" nonetheless draws on tropes exhibited
in Malraux's The Roval wav. The central J-mage of Marraux,s
novel is a journey down a once Royal, now decayed., road which

ends in death. The road is overgrown with jungle, it is
unexplored wilderness where an ancient civilizat.ion once l-ived.

but now it crawls only with vile creatures and mortal
diseases. rn Marraux's words, it was rra dead Iand. amid. the
dead. "

rrrnquest' repeats the genre, chronicling the story of the
journalists' trip from their safe Lima homes to the city of
Ayacucho and from there to the highest peaks of the Andes. The

journalists emerge from Lima's fog, its modernity threatened

by rampant infration and the invasion of the de-peasantized.

Indian ttg¡¡s¡, traT they traverse the plains, streams, hílls,
they enLer the rrsacred mountains,rt finally arriving in the

"desolate wastelandrr of uchuraccay. vargas Ll-osa calls it an

Itencounter with another time, il and a " journey to
violence. ^r136 (

helping him understand'rthe ways in which a great number of people
act, in public demonst.rat,ions, in a war. tr p. 50 .

4'7 Vargas Llosa complains of how Lima has 'rlost much of its
charm, its tranquility and carnival, " because of the invasion of
"mirlions" of migrants from the sierra. rtA passion for peru,rr p.
r_00.
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soon realizes that. Lhe death of the eight journaliscs was

predetermined by five hundred years of failure t,o inteqrate
t.his ever present "other. r'

Ant,hony Barnett argues that works such as The Roval way

are an exampre of a much larger political trope evident in
writings on cambodia - European expressions of lament on the
fate of the Khmer people as a political tool for French

colonialism.as Anthropologist Renato Rosaldo has called this
paradoxical expression of grief for the very peopre one has

colonized "imperiatist nostalgia" - 'a person ki11s somebody

and then mourns the victim. "ae

Malraux's novel written during French rule in rnd.ochina, in
Jones's fabricated Marrauxesque account written just after the
united states withdrawar from rndochina,s0 and it is manifest

in vargas Llosa's rrrnguest in the And.es,'r \nrritten in the mid.st

of the Peruvian government's "dirty war' against sendero. As

vargas Llosa writes, "ât no time had r felt as much sorrow as

in Uchuraccay on that l-ate af ternoon. r'

According t,o Rosato, t14>ica11y the literary elements of

"imperíalist nost.algia" include tender recollections of an

earlier epoch and reverence for the natural. Lett,ers home,

48 Barnett, rrCambodia Will Never Disappear, " pp. l-18-l-19.
4e Renato Rosaldo, Cult,ure and Truth: The Remakinq of Social-

Analysis. (Boston: Beacon Press, L9B9), p. 69.
s0 Thus Chomsky and Herman's subt,itle, "the reconstructíon of

imperial ideology, " for the role played by the New york Times and
others in t.he Indochina wars.

We see it at work in
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travel narratives, and et,hnographies are exemplary genres for
nost.algic discourse. rn many ways, these are vargas Llosa,s
chosen genres in the 1980s. Looking back on his student days

at san Marcos when he made his f irst t.rip to t.he Andes, Vargas

Llosa describes it as his most "fertile'r endeavor, one in
which he discovered "ha1f -naked compat.riots,, alongside aI1 the
elements of "untamed, untouched nature, . incruding 'rgreat
rushing rivers, virgin forests, and animals that seemed t.o

come out of legend. 'tsr Articres such as "A passion f or
Peru, I' therefore, really constitute letters home to peru, ârr

inversion of the colonial writer's letters home to the mother

country, but otherwise of the same effect. As he writes,

't livi-ng abroad accentuated my patriotic f eelings . rrs2 His

relationship to the Andes, the 'other peru, r' is akin to the

colonist's, and his mission is a civilizíng one. Meanwhile,
Itrnquestrr represents a hybrid of journarism, travel writing
and ethnography. Perhaps the most apt definition of it is that.

given to Cunha's Rebellion by GonzâLe2, "half-report,age, half-
scientif j-c analysis, and all literature. ,'53

'trnquest" clearly resembles both eighteenth century travel
wri"ters and t,hose hailed as the new school of travel writers

5f

" Roberto González Echevarría, Myth and Archive: A Theory of
Latin American Narrative. (Cambridge: Cambridge University press,
L990) , p. 1"26 .

Passion for Peru,rr pp. l-09-11-0

I'A Passion for Peru,rr p. 79.

Mnranr¡or¡¿v!vvvv4,
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associated with the Brit.ish literary magazine Granta.sa And,

The Storyteller (]-g9l) opens with a peruvian student who has

left Peru for rtaly but, finds himself inexorabry drawn to his
count,ry by the exotic photographs of ',men and women naked to
the waist and daubed wit.h paint" in a nearby travel agency. He

returns to Peru to search for his and his count,rv, s

't identity. 't

To understand why we can legitimatery classify vargas

Llosa's latest writings as "imperialist nostalgia," it is
necessary to sketch briefly his special relationship to peru

and the naLure of his involvement in the literarr¡ cntest for
natíonaI identity.

Born in the southern highland Department of Areguipa in
1936, he moved to cochabamba, Bolivia, orl the Bo1ivían side of
Lake Titicaca, one year Iat,er, where he was raised. by his
mother and grandparents. He returned to Peru in 1946. while
at Lima's san Marcos university, he studied socialist-reaIism,
tþe indigenist poet,/anthropologist .fosé María Arguedas, and

made his first trip through the Andes, on his way to a remote

Indian community in the jungle.55 After graduating in t_959 he

again left. Peru, t.his time for Europe - Madrid, paris and

London. There he read Sartre, Camus, Andre Malraux and

sn On this group and their genre ("postmodern imperialism'r ) see
ALexander Cockburn, Corruptions of Empire, pp. 95-100 . ,,Inquest, ,l

it will be recalIed, also appeared in Granta, as didVargas Llosa,s
account of t.he 1990 electi-on.

ss The Storvteller (t,rans. by Helen Lane) , (New york: Farrar
Strauss, and Giroux, 1989).
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developed the modernist. language for which he and the other
boom writ,ers are known. vargas Lrosa's experience, t.herefore,
defines Magical Rearism. rL is the product of an encounE.er

between Lat.in American indigenism and European mod.ernism.s6

Having spent so l-ittle of his adult life in peru

returning from Europe in ]-974, only to leave again for much of
Lhe 1-980s - vargas Llosa's relationship wit.h peru is that of
the exiIe. rn the L960s, thís "critical distance', produced. two

classics of the Latin American 'rnew novel,' The Time of the
Hero (1962) , based on his experiences at the Leoncio prad.o

Military School bet,ween l-950-52, and The Green House (1_966) ,

based on a visit to the jungre while a student at san Marcos.

Time of the Hero is his first attempt to deal with the

cultural divide between "Lhe two perus,' and is praised. for
its "technical mast.ery, stylistic innovations and thematic

relevance. I' rt won vargas Llosa several literary prizes and

international recognition. rt. is Green House, however, that
pSovides us with Vargas Llosa, s first real "direct
confrontation with Peruvian reality. ttsz

Green House deals with the process of cult,ural
dislocat,ion - an rndian is uprooted from his culture and home

by the penet,ration of western capitalism. The conceptuar model-

underpinning it has been described as .a rai a¡t- i an of " the

s6 Gera1d Martin, ,Journeys, p. L24. Rowe and Schelling
as an I'encounter between modernism and popular cult.ure, "
amounts to saying the same thing. Memory and Modernity, p.

57 Gerdes, Mario Vargas Llosa, pp. 2-4.

see it
which

zL+.
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rational logocent,rism of European civilization. " rn its
place, the novel "posits a ret,urn to the naturar, authentic
world of Americâ, " reflect.ing the influences of Latin American

indigenism and the "new anthropology" on vargas Llosa.ss For

vargas Llosa these t,wo mutually reinforcing traditions were

fused toget.her in the form of one man, .Tosé María Arguedas.

Arguedas is considered the gireatest, indigenist novelist
of Latin America, although he is still littre known outside of
it. As a mestizo who was raised entirery in an rndian
communiLy, he lived a tormented life with one foot, in each

'rworld.'r His attempt to bring these two worlds together, by

writing novels mostly in spanish but within a euechuan thought

structure, and in Later life by doing ethnography, was

ultimately unsuccessful,

Arguedas differs from most i-ndigenists in that the latter
generally lacked his intimate knowledge of rndian culture. His

vision of Andean curture is recognized as unique and forceful,
more indignant and angry than romantic and nostalgic, and,

therefore, less bourgeois.se

Green House and Garbiel García Márquez,s One Hundred

s8 Gerald Martin, ,Journevs, pp. 200. GonzáIez d.efines the 'rnewanthropology" as that which reversed the "scientj-fic racism" of
nineteenth century positivist evolutionism, and put in its place a
romantic concern for t.he rrother, " Myt,h and Archive, pp. l_49-51.

se For Vargas Llosa's views on Arguedas see A Writer's Real-ity,
p. 40, where he credits Arguedas' Los ríos profundos (Deep Rivers)
with providing the raw material for Time of the Hero. Vargas Llosa
al-so wrote the aft,erword for Deep Rivers. (trans. by Frances
Barraclough, Aust.in: University of Texas press, Lg-lg) , pp. Z3S-
243.

as he kiIled himself in 1969.
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years of solitude (L967), are arguably the two most important.
works of the Latin American new nover. As such, they mark the
late l-960s as the culmination of a twenty year exploration of
the "rabyrinths" of Latin American historical, curtural and

national identities. They correspond t.o what Gonzâ]ez cal1s

"archival f ictÍons " - narratives t.hat ¡f t- amnf {-n " rind the
cipher" of these identities.60
predecessor, therefore, the new nover is the principar art
form to chart the rise of bourgeois consciousness and the
nation state. Green House and Hundred years mark 1966-67 as

the crowning moment of that rise of consc j-ousness, coincid.ing
as they did with the Latin American bourgeoísie,s efforts to
carve out a piece of autonomy through import substitution
industrialization (ISI) and other reformist st.rategies... At

the same time, however, they point to a moment of crisis in
the new novel as the Cuban Revolution made its indelible mark

on Latin American literature. The different paths followed by

varg'as Llosa and García Márquez aft.er L967, t,he former to the

far right, the latter to a continued, if at times ambivalent,

support. f or Castro, \^¡ere in f act pref igured in these two

seminal works.

Green House, wrítten between L962 and L966, offers an

Like its European

6t See M.'J. Fenwick, Depend.encv Theorv and Literary Analysis:
Reflections on Varqas Ll-osa's ?he Green House. (Minneapolis, 1981) .

It is important to note that the roots of dependency theory are not
Marxist, but nat.ionalíst, originally articurated by people like
Rául Prebisch and the U.N. Economic Commission for l-,atin America.

60 GonzáIez Echevarría, Myth and Archive, p. li3.
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excelrent example of how vargas Ll_osa was urt.imately bound by
the horizons of bourgeois liberarism. Arthough it can be read.

as both a critique of capicalism influenced by dependency

theory and a rejection of Enlightenment reason, in the end

vargas Llosa remains a bourgeois realist at heart. rn MarLin, s

opinion this can be seen in the progiression of t.he narrative
of Green House. rt begins as an ,initialry ind.ecipherable

indigenist text lbut] gradually achieves almost complete

!,Iestern legibility by the conclusiorl.rr Martin,s argument is
that vargas Llosa t'perceives with absolute clarity the nature
of bourgeois idearism and accept,s i¡.,162 whire one Hundred.

Years is considered the quintessential Magical Realist novel,
and is easily one of the most indecipherable pj-eces of
literat,ure of the twentieth century, it. differs from Green

House in important ways. Reflecting García Márquez, s political
commitments, iL can be read as a multilayered critique of
colonialism and neo-colonialism that reject.s vargas T-,losa,s

option for "complete Western legibility. ner

Recognizing such differences also means recognizing that
as a genre Magicar Realism was never monolithic. rt always

l-ent itself to certain simprificat,ions, and arways offered a

variety of ideologicar agendas. The same needs to be said of

63 Gerald Martin, ttOn 'magical, and. social realism in García
Márquez, " Iû, Bernard McGuirk and Richard Caldwell (eds) . Gabriel
García Márquez: New Readincrs. (Cambridge: Cambridge University
Press, L987) . The impenetrability of one Hundred years, does,
however, posê problems.

62 M:rl- in .Tn, --urnevs, pp. 208-2L2.
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the indigenist, tradition in Latin America. rt too has always

alrowed for diverse agendas from t.he most. progressive
(Arguedas, Mariátegui) t,o the most react.ionary (in the 19g0s,

varg'as Ll-osa) . rn addit.ion to rrrnquest,rr vargas Llosa,s The

Storvt.eller, also based on hi s t- rin t-n the -irrncr'l c i, dl_StJ l)cr¡teCl Of. çv =n 19q9 ,

illust.rates both t.hese point,s.

Gonzá,Lez correctly sees Storyteller (about an

anthropology student who attempts to make himself into a

native shaman/storyteller) as a renewed. discourse about the

'rother, " but views it as 'ra kind of ethnography of
anthropology, tr a critical evaluation of anthroporogy, s

" institutional discourse. "64

misinterprets what vargas Llosa has done in storvteller, and.

how this represents a break with the vestiges of his bourgeois

liberalism and his concomitant conversion to Reaganite

conservatism. storyteller's rejection of anthropology is of
a particular sort, and needs to be understood as Vargas

I'J osa's response to current political developments. It
resembles an older pre-modern anthropological discourse in
which the fascination with the exotic "other" stands alongside

a great fear of it. His intention in the novel is to
legitimate the final assault, on real or perceived remnants of
Indian cuLture, chiefly represented here by non-Spanish

speaking people.

Gonzá,].ez, however,

64 Mario Vargas Llosa, The Storvteller (El hablador) t.rans,
by Helen Lane, New York: Farrar, Straus and Giroux, 1-989. GonzâIez,
Myth and Archive , I'74-'74.
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Anthony Pagden herps us understand how vargas Llosa,s
recent vision differs from his previous at.tempcs at
understanding the "other,' and why it recalrs a pre-
Enlight,enment discourse. The task of pre-Enlightenment

writers, âs they saw it, 'was not to describe a remot,e

'otherness, ' but t.o arrive at an evaruat,ion of rndi-an

behaviour which would eliminate that rotherness, and by doing
so avoid bringing these disturbing new men within the grasp of
an anthropology."6s This j-s what rhe storytelrer,s j-ntentíon

is. rndians remain a cent.erpiece of the novel but they are

outside the grasp of anthropology. This, of course, differs
from vargas Llosa's earrier work and that of the major works

of the boom, which were influenced first and foremost by the
new anthropology.

rrlnquest" can be read in the same way. Vargas Llosa,s
intention is to mark the Andes off as an unknowable alien
I'other.'t we find therefore such fanciful- claims as t.hat the

Iquichanos are rrzealous defenders of their customs,' which
I'have not changed in two hundred years. ' They are even

unknowable to journalist Amador García, born in Ayacucho, as

well as Octavio Infante who worked in Ayacucho. Although

fluent in Quechua and familiar with much of the region, García

and Infante are ultimately incapable of understanding the

" dept.h of t,he cultural chasm't they had stepped into .

lndian and. the Oiiqins
Cambridge Universíty Press, l.gg2), p. 5,

65 Anthony Pagden. The Fall of Natural Man: The American
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rmportantly, vargas Llosa tells us that the trip was ran

encounter with anot,her t,ime, a gap mere language could not
bridge. " This is a centrar erement i-n vargas Ll-osa,s account,
because the judicial hearings fotlowing Uchuraccay discovered
that a dialogue had taken place between the villagers and the
journalists, yet the rndians st,ir1 kirred t.hem. presumabty the
journalists had plenty of opportunity to identify themselves

as journalists, arthough one cannot help but t,hink that, their
cameras were sufficient indication of their benign intentions.
Forced to deal with such a peculiar scenario, vargas Llosa
claims that the villagers had at best only a "dim-witt.ed."
understanding of what a journalist is, an assertion as

suspicious as those of General Noél,s. He concludes that the
story is 'rcolder and cruelIer" than he at first thought,
inferring that no amount. of diarogue could have avoided

certain and painfur death. rn this sense, vargas r,rosa,s
account does the experience of the spaniards, original
encounter one better. As Todorov and others have shown, the

lack of common tongue between spaniard and New world.

inhabitant u/as at the heart, of t.he debate about their
nature.66 For vargas L1osa, even t.he att,ainment of common

tongue cannot solve the "Indian problem. "

For Vargas Llosa, therefore, the civilizing project of
the conquest is unfullfiled. rn writer's Rearity, he argues
rl--L
L ¡¡.Ct L ,

66 Todorov, Conguest of America.



rt. is useless to ask oneself whether it, was qood

thaL it [the Conquestì happened in this manner, or
whether it wouLd have been better for humanity if
the individual had never been born and the
tradition of the antlike societies continued.

forever. The pages of the chronicles of the

conquest and discovery depict that, crucial, bloody

moment, fulI of phantasmagroria, when, dj_sguised as

a handful of invading treasure hunters, killing and

destroyi*g, the Judeo-Christian tradition, the

Spanish language, Greece, Rome, and the

Renaj-ssance, the notion of individual sovereignty,

and the chance of living in freedom all reached the

shores of the Empire of the Sun. So ít was that we

as Peruvians r¡/ere born. Almost f ive centuries

later, this is still an unfinished business. We

have not yet seen the light. We do not constit.ute
- real nations.6T

141L+ T

The intention of both Storvteller and "Inquest,,'r in
addition to their apologetic tones for the Conquest, is to
sanction the current agenda of t.he Peruvian State to ilsolverl

the "Indian problem" through state terror. That this is so is
not, after all, surprising; the Spanish Crown and religious
orders commissioned surveys, censuses, and ethnographic and

genealogical reports from both government and independent

67 Writer's Realitv, p. 34.
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int.ellectuars on the nature of the rnd.ían as a function of
colonial ru1e. while not a direct participant in Belaúnde,s
government (1980-84) (he turned down the chance ac a

Ministry), vargas Llosa carries exceptionar political weight.

in Peru, although the erection defeat seems to have hurt. his
credibility amongst t,he populace as well as created. cleavaqes

within the right.68

vargas Llosa g:oes to great lengths to depict the
rquichanos as foreign and prone to indiscriminate violence.
He t.eIIs us that "throughout history, whenever the rquichanos

have left their lands, it has been to fight. There is a

constant in the outbreaks of viorence." This is the only
historical context in the story and it is essential to his
project of passing over the possibility of army involvement.
He does so by intimating that the rndian villagers are

uniquely capable of performing such a massacre. They are, in
a word, savage. rn their savagery and archaic lifestyle, the

Iquichanos become a " stable ref erence noi nf f r.rr .lef ining
civilized identity. "er

Vargas Llosa's narrative needs to be placed, t,herefore,

in the historicar context of peruvian elite dread of rndian

uprisings. rn it.s founding moment, mere decades after the last

Specifically, the rift that d.eveloped bet.ween Vargias Llosa
and co-leader of the so-call-ed neo-1iberal revolution, Heinando d.e
soto, over de soto's participation in the Fujimori governmentr.
Vargas Llosa recently called de Soto a "son-of -a- bit.ch. "

6e Rosaldo, Cul-ture and Truth, p. 70.
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of t,he great. Andean insurrections had been def eat,ed, the
Peruvian state was mobilized by an intense fear 'rt,hat the
rndians wourd rise up and initiate a series of racial
massacres-rr rhe bloody revolt of Túpac Amaru rr in l7go

evokes the greatest horror. As Davies reports, it alone has

'rserved for almost two centuries as an example of what couId.

happen. subsequent, though smaller, revolts merely d.eepen that
f ear . tt?o

Arguably, however, it is the f ear of dead Ind.ian

rebellions, of rnkarrí and other Andean myt,hs come true, that
evokes the most fear in Lima.71 when anthropologist Rosalind

Gow reports that the rnkarrí myth is ,,very much alive in the

Andes today, " she is speaking as much of anthropologists and.

Peruvian intellectuals like vargas Llosa who are fascinated by

it and other legends, as she is of Lo andino. ?2 Ind.eed, this
example exposes the contradictions ínherent in elite discourse

on the t'Indian probIem." As a symbol of peru,s past, of its
Indian past (in Vargas Llosa,s terms, rrour Indians") , myths

such as Inkarrí serve an essential purr>ose in the construction

7L Other principal Andean myths include the pachacuti, which
can be defined as a cataclysmic, world turned upside down, movemenr
1ed by Wiracocha, the Andean Creator God. The other one that surely
evokes fear and loathing is that of the pishtaco, a myth going back
to the sixteenth century of Indians' fears that Spaniards sought to
kill them for t,heir fat, for medicinal purposes. In its
contemporary form, I'whites'r or foreigners are reportedly identif ied
as pishtacos.

t2 Gow, "Inkarrí and Revolutionary Leadership in the Southern
Andes, 'r p. 1-97 .

70 Davies, Indian fnLeqration, p. 4
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of national- identity as well- as in less grand projects like
þ^.,-.i ^* .:.rorlrr-sm, âfi rmportant sect,or of peru,s economy until the war

began. rntellectuars rike vargas Llosa have been the chief
transmitLers of Indian ( "popu]ar" ) culture into the larger
societ,y, yet in doing so t,hey augment their own fears of a

racial massacre. The tensions bet,ween alternating sentiments

of fear and fascination with the exotic i-nhabitants of the
Peruvian Andes are a running theme in the pages of ,,rnquest. ,r

vargas Llosa's narrative oscillates between the sacred and.

profane, dictatorship and democracy, and urtimatery evil and

good. The rquichanos are infused with "magj-cal" qualities that
are at once fascinatingi, innocent, passive, and repulsive,
cunníng, and violent.

Finally, Varg'as Llosa's portrayal of the Iquichanos as

savages needs t.o be placed in the context of t,he war itself .

as it had developed by t-983. At that time, whiie many

continued to interpret sendero narrowly as criminals, others,
ajs we have seen, were beginning to identify Sendero as an

rndian rebellion on par with that of Túpac Amaru. For his
part., Vargas Llosa never believed that, and insisted on

Sendero's urban, mestizo roots. Like many, however, he did
leave the possibility open that it. could develop into an

fndian movement. Certainly these fears were widespread in
Peruvian white society. The import,ance of " Inquest " was t,o

intellectualize these fears, and in the end endorse the

increasing authoritarianism of the militar.r¡- The \.¡eãr 1983 saw
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a massive escal-ation in human rights abuses carried out
ent,irely under the auspices of Be1aúnde,s civilian government.

These marked the beginning of what is now commonly called.

Peru's "dirty war."73

Moreover, as the war intensified onlookers were

frequently reminded of Sendero, s apparent. strategy, culled
from Mao's thoughts on tactical advant,ages of the countryside,
of "encircl-ing the cities¡' from the Andes.tn Despite the fact
that this was debatable from the start, it successfully
conjured up the appropriate image of invading barbarians, and

joined with the aforementioned racial- anxieties of the

Peruvian white eIíte to create a powerful vision of reborn

Incas-with-an-attitude invading the capital . Western reporting
on the war fuelled these fears with sensationalist and

alarmist t.itles like that of SoI Sanders,s "peru,s ancient

Inca reborn in a terrorist movement. rr Others incessant.ly

reported that Ayacucho means rrCorner of the Dead,rt in Quechua,

never situating it in the context of Ayacucho, s place in
Peruvian (not Incan) hist,ory as the location of the decisive

bat.tle in the def eat of Sna ì n - t-hc I'Bat_t I e of Awacucho. rt

73 The best reporting on human right.s abuses is DESCO, s
Violencia política en el Perú, t9B0-l-988. 2 VoIs. Lima: DESCO,
l_989.

74 See Philip Mauceri, 'tMil-itary Polit.ics and Counter-
Insurgency in Peru,rt ,fournal of Interamerican Studies and World
Affairs. 33(4), 199I, pp. 89-97, on how the Peruvian military,
advised in part. by U.S. officials, formulated their
count,erinsurgency plans in response t,o t,he ',encircIing" idea, and
led to a massive rise in death tolls.
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context, however, the phrase ilCorner of t.he Dead, " takes on

eerie qualities, evoking images of marauding undead. savages

comingi to get their revenge.Ts such apocalyptic visions have

been an important sustainj-ng force behind the "dirt.y \¡rar. "

rronicalry, in the end we can agree with vargas Lrosa, s
conclusion in " rnquest't thaL , r'even more dramatic than the

called Huamanga,

the dead, of which there were many. In the present

blood that f l-ows through this story is
understanding that, made the blood flow. "?6
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it was named Ayacucho to

President Belaúnde and the rest of peru, s creole society are

"prisoners of a cultural heritage that blind them to the

realities" of contemporary peru.77 Belaúnde's first response

to sendero was reluctance and hesitance,. later he simply chose

to bury his head in the sand and gave the military carte
blanche. Vargas Llosa's response, âs we know, was far more

active; his ttartistic creation, " his portrayal of the savagery

lurking in the "other Peru, r' ranks alongsid.e the early

75 Sanders, Business Week, Aug. 30, L982, p. 45. Bennett,I'corner of the Dead;r'see also his "pol pot. in peru; shining path
to a Dark Future,I' New Republic, Jan. 2A, l-985, pp. 16-1-8; Edward
schumacher, 'tRebellion Bringing Fear to the Land of the rncas, " WYork Times, sept, 8, 1982. shakespeare, "rn pursuit. of Guzmán, r' are
all of this nature and are characteristic of the overall poor
reporting on the war in the first few years. A bibliography of t,he
early reporting can be found in Everette E. Larson, "senderoLuminoso: A Bibliography, " Hispanic Focus. 3, l_985, pp. t_-30 .

'76 ttlnquest, * p. 56 .

't7 Clinton, t'From Belaúnde to Belaúnd.e, r p. 34.

the lack of

Vargas Llosa,
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spaniards' chronicles of t,he rndian. when act,ed on by a

't f requently drunk" military, hel1-bent on " sorving" the

'rndian problem" by obLiterating it once and. for all, vargas

Llosa's vision of peruvian reality had not so unforseen
consequences.



Despite the arrest of Abimaer Guzmán and other top
senderistas in september !992, the war marches forward. with a

numbing predictabirity. The economy too cont,inues it,s
spiralling downward; only the ,ri1rega1,' cocaine economy is
keeping the Peruvian stat,e afloat. rn onry two decades peru

has gone from one of Latin America, s great hopes to its
resident "basket case. I

The extreme leveIs of viorence witnessed. in the 19g0s,

becoming a generali-zed, almost routine, erement of daily Iife,
are resolving the contradictions and tensions of peruvian

history in a violent and extreme manner. The t-990s wiLl
continue to demand fresh thinking on a number of essential
points raised by the preceding chapters. How social scientists
will meet these demands is not at all- cl-ear, however.

rf sendero, senderology and the "archival fictions" of
v-argas Llosa telI us anything it is that we stilr have a long
way t.o go before we are able furry to underst,and t.he complex

history of societies like peru. rn the final analysis, one of
the most profound commentaries on the st.ate of our

understanding of r,atin American realities is t.he parad.oxical

fact that. a stalinist party such as sendero appears to
understand t.hese realities bet.ter than eit.her trained social
scientists or a Nobel prize-nominat.ed novelist. As vear 501 of

L54

Epilogrue
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the "discovery" of the Americas comes to a crose this is arl
the more dist.ressing. fn the case of peru, rather than ,,new

chronicles" of o1d problems, wê need new ways of looking at.

these issues unencumbered by the legacies of the chronicles of
yesteryear. Most importantry, we need to recognize that there
is littLe to be gained and, in fact, much harm to be done by

keeping the Spaniards' idea of an alien Ind.ian "other" alive
when it no longer corresponds to a rearity. Although
indigenism has served radically different agendas, from the
socialism of Mariátegui, to the current reactionary neo-

liberal agenda of vargas L1osa, more often than not it, has

hindered, not helped, our understanding of Latin American

realities.

while the idea of an Andean "other'r constitutes a theory
without, a reality, the nature of the And.ean agrarian
struct,ures and economy still poses problems not only as an

historical reality without a theory, but a realit.y that we

h-ave as yet insuf f icient empirical evidence on. At the
t,heoretical IeveI, it. is necessary to be critical of parad.igms

and models that were developed in response to Europe,s

transition to capitalism. while the history of the countries
of Latj-n America are inextrícabIy bound up with Europe, s, they

nevertheless developed according to their own historical
Iogic, one that ít is marked by contradictions and, from the

standpoint of Europe or the united states, paradoxes that. defy

easy cat.egorization. Perhaps now more than ever we need an



eighth interpretive
accounts for change,

essay on Peruvian reality, one

fluidity and ambiguiry.
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